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Systematic, well-designed research provides the most effective 
approach to the solution of many problems facing highway 
administrators and engineers. Often, highway problems are of 
local interest and can best be studied by highway departments 
individually or in cooperation with their state universities and 
others. However, the accelerating growth of highway transpor-
tation develops increasingly complex problems of wide interest 
to highway authorities. These problems are best studied through 
a coordinated program of cooperative research. 

In recognition of these needs, the highway administrators of 
the American Association of State Highway and Transportation 
Officials initiated in 1962 an objective national highway research 
program employing modern scientific techniques. This program 
is supported on a continuing basis by funds from participating 
member states of the Association and it receives the full co-
operation and support of the Federal Highway Administration, 
United States Department of Transportation. 

The Transportation Research Board of the National Research 
Council was requested by the Association to administer the 
research program because of the Board's recognized objectivity 
and understanding of modern research practices. The. Board is 
uniquely suited for this purpose as: it maintains an extensive 
committee structure from which authorities on any highway 
transportation subject may be dravn; it possesses avenues of 
communications and cooperation with federal, state, and local 
governmental agencies, universities, and industry; its relation-
ship to the National Research Council is an assurance of ob-
jectivity; it maintains a full-time research correlation staff of 
specialists in highway transportation matters to bring the find-
ings of research direct1y to those who are in a position to use 
them. 

The program is developed on the basis of research needs 
identified by chief administrators of the highway and transpor-
tation departments and by committees of AASHTO. Each year, 
specific areas of research needs to be included in the program 
are proposed to the National Research Council and the Board 
by the American Association of State Highway and Transpor-
tation Officials. Research projects to fulfill these needs are de-
fined by the Board, and qualified research agencies are selected 
from those that have submitted proposals. Administration and 
surveillance of research contracts are the responsibilities of the 
National Research Council and its Transportation Research 
Board. 

The needs for highway research are many, and the National 
Cooperative Highway Research Program can make significant 
contributions to the solution of highway transportation problems 
of mutual concern to many responsible groups. The program, 
however, is intended to complement rather than to substitute 
for or duplicate other highway research programs. 

NOTE: The Transportation Research Board, the National Research Council, the 
Federal Highway Administration, the American Association of State Highway 
and Transportation Officials, and the individual states participating in the Na-
tional Cooperative Highway Research Program do not endorse products or man-
ufacturers. Trade or manufacturers' names appear herein solely because they are 
considered essential to the object of this report. 
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PREFACE 	A vast storehouse of information exists on nearly every subject of concern to 
highway administrators and engineers. Much of this information has resulted from 
both research and the successful application of solutions to the problems faced by 
practitioners in their daily work. Because previously there has been no systematic 
means for compiling such useful information and making it available to the entire 
highway community, the American Association of State Highway and Transportation 
Officials has, through the mechanism of the National Cooperative Highway Research 
Program, authorized the Transportation Research Board to undertake a continuing 
project to search out and synthesize useful knowledge from all available sources and 
to prepare documented reports on current practices in the subject areas of concern. 

This synthesis series reports on various practices, making specific recommendations 
where appropriate but without the detailed directions usually found in handbooks or 
design manuals. Nonetheless, these documents can serve similar purposes, for each 
is a compendium of the best knowledge available on those measures found to be the 
most successful in resolving specific problems. The extent to which these reports are 
useful will be tempered by the user's knowledge and experience in the particular 
problem area. 

	

FOREWORD 	This synthesis will be of interest to highway designers, administrators, and others 
concerned with highway safety. Information is presented on practices used by agencies 

By Staff to identify hazardous highway elements and to set priorities for improving those 
Transportation elements. 

Research Board 

Administrators, engineers, and researchers are continually faced with highway 
problems on which much information exists, either in the form of reports or in terms 
of undocumented experience and practice. Unfortunately, this information often is 
scattered and unevaluated, and, as a consequence, in seeking solutions, full information 
on what has been learned about a problem frequently is not assembled. Costly research 
findings may go unused, valuable experience may be overlooked, and full consideration 
may not be given to available practices for solving or alleviating the problem. In an 
effort to correct this situation, a continuing NCHRP project, carried out by the 
Transportation Research Board as the research agency, has the objective of reporting 
on common highway problems and synthesizing available information. The synthesis 
reports from this endeavor constitute an NCHRP publication series in which various 
forms of relevant information are assembled into single, concise documents pertaining 
to specific highway problems or sets of closely related problems. 

Almost all highway agencies use accident data to identify high-accident locations 
on highways. In some cases, however, accidents may be associated with elements of 
the highway environment (roadside obstacles, geometrics, pavement friction, etc.) that 
may not be at high-accident locations but may be associated with high-accident 
frequency system-wide. This report of the Transportation Research Board explains 
what agencies are doing to identify those elements that may be hazardous. 



To develop this synthesis in a comprehensive manner and to ensure inclusion of 
significant knowledge, the Board analyzed available information assembled from nu-
merous sources, including a large number of state highway and transportation de-
partments. A topic panel of experts in the subject area was established to guide the 
researcher in organizing and evaluating the collected data, and to review the final 
synthesis report. 

This synthesis is an immediately useful document that records practices that were 
acceptable within the limitations of the knowledge available at the time of its prep-
aration. As the processes of advancement continue, new knowledge can be expected 
to be added to that now at hand. 
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METHODS FOR IDENTIFYING 
HAZARDOUS HIGHWAY ELEMENTS 

SUMMARY 	A highway element is any physical roadway feature, obstacle, device, or condition 
that can be measured or inventoried. Examples of highway elements include pavement 
friction, intersections, railroad grade crossings, geometrics (e.g., lane widths, shoulder 
widths, grades, curvature, superelevation, side slopes), roadside obstacles (e.g., bridge 
supports and parapets, guardrails, crash cushions, trees, sign and luminaire supports, 
drainage structures, utility poles), traffic control devices, and others. Although states 
are required by law to identify hazardous locations, sections, and elements along 
highways, most highway agencies devote their efforts to identifying high-accident 
locations by reviewing measures of accident frequency, accident rate, and accident 
severity. Although these efforts are an important part of a highway safety program, 
an equally important safety need is to identify and correct hazardous highway elements 
that, at individual sites, may not yet have an abnormal experience of accidents, but, 
in aggregate, have the potential for high accident frequency or severity. 

Highway elements may be viewed in terms of their degree of hazard, which is a 
function of the probability of that element being associated with an accident or injury. 
For example, the degree of hazard of a roadside obstacle is a function of its type and 
rigidity, its distance from the roadway edge, its exposure to traffic, and nearby roadway 
characteristics (e.g., pavement width, curvature, grade, side slope). Thus, a combi-
nation of many roadway features and conditions affect the degree of hazard of an 
element. Although there are probably hundreds of highway elements that could be 
named as "potential hazards" under certain situations, approximately 40 specific 
elements were most often mentioned by state and local highway agencies as being of 
pnmary concern. 

The determination of hazardous elements by a highway agency should be based 
on the agency's roadway characteristics (terrain, density, traffic volume, roadway 
designs, driver characteristics, climate, etc.) as well as guidelines and standards [Man-
ual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD), AASHTO standards, etc.]. An 
agency should also rely on past experience and consider elements that have been 
associated with high accident frequency or severity. Roadway elements that are com-
monly associated with high-accident locations are often considered as potential hazards 
without waiting for accidents to happen. An accurate highway inventory is a valuable 
tool to assist in the systematic identification of highway elements of concern. 

Many agencies have no formal procedure for identifying hazardous elements, al-
though hazardous elements seen in the field are reported by maintenance workers, 
police, and safety personnel. Some agencies perform routine field inspections and have 
specific pre-defined highway elements in mind during these inspections. The use of 
more formal procedures includes computerized system-wide inventories of roadway 



elements, such as narrow bridges, roadside obstacles, railroad grade crossings, sight-
distance deficiencies, and others. From these inventories, elements are then identified 
that are considered to be deficient. 

The methods used to collect inventory data include manual methods, photologging, 
videologging, and automated or semi-automated devices. Manual data collection and 
photologging are most commonly used for collecting data on highway elements. 
Computer data storage and processing are used by approximately 75 percent of the 
agencies responding to a survey made for this synthesis. New and improved data 
storage and processing techniques.are now in use, such as laser videodiscs for handling 
photolog information. Each agency should determine which types of data collection 
and processing methbds are most feasible and cost-effective for the variables of concern. 
Current inventory data bases can be used whenever possible and supplemented with 
information on other relevant highway elements. There may also be a need to enhance 
or modify the data files and software to allow for data sorts and searches and to 
enhance capabilities for locating potential hazards. 

The improvements to highway elements are made either: (a) as a part of a larger 
project, (b) where the individual element(s) are the target of the improvement, or (c) 
through blanket improvement. Examples of blanket improvements that have been 
made successfully include: (a) resurfacing roads with low friction numbers, (b) re-
placing spear-end guardrails with crashworthy ends, (c) installing breakaway sign 
posts and light poles, (d) flattening steep side slopes, (e) clearing rigid obstacles from 
roadsides or freeway gore areas, and many others. Such blanket improvement programs 
allow for correcting hazards without waiting for accidents to happen at each site. 

There are numerous problems and limitations in identifying and correcting haz-
ardous highway elements. The most critical problem was reported to be a lack of 
funding for making safety improvements, although limited personnel was the second 
problem most often cited. Other problems included difficulty in justifying improve-
ments for highway elements (unless accident experience is high), inaccuracies in data 
collection, lack of clear guidance on which hazards to correct, and lack of support 
from top management. 

Numerous funding sources and programs, such as the 3-R Program, the Hazard 
Elimination Program, Rail-Highway Crossing Program, reconstruction programs, 
maintenance programs, and others can be used in combination to gradually correct 
many of the hazards that currently exist on the highway system. State and local 
agencies should carefully review all types of highway hazards and take action to 
correct them in a systematic, organized manner. 

Many highway agencies already treat perceived hazards at railroad crossings, and 
also make "yellow book-type" improvements to their Interstate system. However, 
more emphasis should be placed on the hazards on state and local routes, and on 
urban streets. 

Numerous training courses are currently available and recommended for state and 
local highway officials relative to administering highway safety programs, safety im-
provements, maintenance of safety features, correction of highway features, project 
and program evaluations, and related topics. Finally, the effects of treatments of 
hazardous elements should be routinely evaluated by states with well-planned project 
and program evaluations. The results of such evaluations will provide valuable insights 
into which types of improvements are successful and which ones are not. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

Federal law (23 Usc 152) requires states to identify hazardous 
locations, sections, and elements along the highway. Most high-
way agencies devote their efforts to identifying high-accident 
locations by reviewing measures of accident frequency, accident 
rate, and accident severity. A though these efforts are important 
to a highway safety program, an equally important safety need 
is to identify hazardous highway elements, or features, that may 
not have an experience of accidents, but have the potential for 
high accident frequency or severity. 

Most of the total accidents on a highway network typically 
occur at locations that have not been labeled as high-accident 
locations, certain highway elements may be associated with such 
accidents. A highway element is any physical roadway feature, 
obstacle, device, or condition that can be measured or inven-
toried. These features include pavement friction, intersections, 
railroad grade crossings, geometrics (lane width, shoulder width, 
grades, curvature, etc.) roadside obstacles (bridge parapets, 
guardrail, poles, drainage structures, etc.), and traffic control 
devices, and may be on or off the roadway. 

It is important to note that not all highway elements are 
hazardous. However, statistics have shown that highway ele-
ments play a major role in the nation's accident problem, even 
though these elements may not be found at a high-accident 
location. For example, in 1981 49,268 people were killed in 
traffic accidents in the United States. Of those people, 33.2 
percent were involved in collisions with fixed objects. Therefore, 
each agency should be aware of hazardous elements along the 
roadway and must determine what elements deserve consider-
ation for possible improvement (1). 

PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF THE SYNTHESIS 

The purpose of this project was to survey the methods that 
are currently used by highway agencies to identify and treat 
hazardous highway elements and to determine which methods 
have been most successful. The synthesis specifically focuses on: 
(a) defining a hazardous highway element, (b)discussing meth-
ods of identifying elements that are strongly associated with 
accident frequency or severity, and (c) addressing funding issues 
and problems relative to these elements. 

The information for this synthesis was gathered from several 
sources. More than 50 references that addressed this topic were 
reviewed. A questionnaire (Appendix A) was developed and 
distributed to each state agency and several local agencies. The 
questionnaire was also distributed to selected highway agencies 
in other countries to obtain their perspectives on this topic. 
Telephone and personal inteviews were also conducted to gain 
additional insights. 

Responses to the questionnaire were received from 40 state 
agencies (39 states, plus the District of columbia). These in-
cluded: 

Alabama Nebraska 
Alaska New Hampshire 
Arkansas New Jersey 
California New York 
Connecticut North carolina 
Delaware North Dakota 
District of columbia Ohio 
Florida Oklahoma 
Georgia Oregon 
Illinois Pennsylvania 
Indiana South carolina 
Iowa South Dakota 
Kansas Tennessee 
Louisiana Texas 
Maryland Utah 
Massachusetts Vermont 
Michigan Virginia 
Mississippi Washington 
Missouri West Virginia 
Montana Wyoming 

A summary of road mileage under the jurisdiction of these 
40 agencies included: 

Mileage 	 Number of 	States 

<5000 	 6 

	

5,001 to 10,000 	 13 

	

10,001 to 20,000 	 13 
> 20,000 	 8 

Questionnaires were also sent to local agencies that were 
considered to have possible interest or involvement with haz-
ardous highway elements. Responses were received from 17 local 
agencies in 9 states and 1 Canadian province. These agencies 
included: 

Charlotte, North Carolina 
Douglas County, Kansas 
Douglas County, Nebraska 
Hawaii County, Hawaii 
Honolulu City/County, Hawaii 
Indiana Local Governments 
Maui County, Hawaii 
Oakland County, Michigan 



Ocean County, New Jersey 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 
Omaha, Nebraska 
Passaic County, New Jersey 
Phoenix, Arizona 
Regina, Saskatchewan, Canada 
Tempe, Arizona 
Tulsa, Oklahoma 
Winston-Salem, North Carolina 

The organization representing the Indiana local governments 
reported 80,360 miles of roadway under its jurisdiction. Eight 
of the local agencies had between 1,000 and 4,250 miles of 
roadway under their control. Of the agencies remaining, 2 agen-
cies did not indicate mileage, and 6 agencies were responsible 
for 624 roadway miles or less. 

Information was also received from highway agencies outside 
the United States, including: 

Alberta, Canada Transportation Safety Board 
Australian Road Research Board 
Japan Highway Public Corporation 
New Brunswick, Canada Department of Transportation 
Saskatchewan, Canada Department of Highways and Trans- 

portation 
South Africa: Two Provincial Road Departments 

RELATED SAFETY STANDARDS 

There are several federal laws and programs that relate to 
agency requirements in identifying hazardous elements. The first 
such law enacted was the Highway Safety Act of 1966, which 
required that highway safety programs include the "detection 
and correction of high or potentially high-accident locations." 
The 1973 Highway Safety Act established specific highway 
safety programs intended to reduce the number and severity of 
accidents caused by hazardous highway locations, sections, and 
elements through the use of engineering improvements (1). 

Categorical safety construction programs were continued and 
revised through subsequent legislation. For example, the 1978 
Highway Safety Act provides continued funding for (1): the 
Pavement Marking Demonstration Program, the Rail-Highway 
Crossings Program, the Hazard Elimination Program, and the 
Safer Off-System Roads Program. 

The 1978 Highway Safety Act merged the High-Hazard Lo-
cations and Elimination of Roadside Obstacles Programs into 
the Hazard Elimination Program. This program now provides 
federal funding "for safety improvement projects on all highway 
systems, except the Interstate System, to eliminate or reduce 
hazards associated with identified locations, sections, and ele-
ments, including roadside obstacles and unmarked or poorly 
marked roads constituting a danger to motorists and pedes-
trians" (1). Thus, funding is also available under this program 
for treating various types of hazardous elements (1). 

The Highway Safety Act of 1982 provides continued funding 
for the Hazard Elimination and the Rail-Highway Crossings 
Programs through fiscal year 1986. Both programs have pro-
visions for addressing hazardous roadway elements. For ex-
ample, the Rail-Highway Crossings Program provides federal 
funding for "signing, protective devices, surface improvements,  

grade separations, and relocations, both on and off the Federal-
aid systems, except the Interstate System, to eliminate the haz-
ards of rail-highway grade crossings" (1). 

HAZARDOUS ELEMENTS AND A HIGHWAY 
SAFETY IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM 

Based on guidelines for highway safety programs, as estab-
lished in the Highway Safety Act of 1966 and later acts, the 
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) has administered 
many safety programs. On March 5, 1979, the FHWA defined 
a Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP) in Federal-
Aid Highway Program Manual, Volume 8, Chapter 2, Section 
3, or FHPM 8-2-3 (2). The policy of FHPM 8-2-3 is that, "each 
State shall develop and implement, on a continuing basis, a 
highway safety improvement program which has the overall 
objective of reducing the number and severity of accidents and 
decreasing the potential for accidents on all highways" (2). 
Thus, reducing accident potential was mentioned as one of the 
three major objectives of a highway safety program. 

A comprehensive HSIP consists of planning, implementation, 
and evaluation components. Within the planning component are 
processes to: (a) collect and maintain data (including accident, 
traffic, and roadway data), (b) identify hazardous locations and 
elements, (c) conduct engineering studies (including counter-
measure selection at identified hazardous sites and elements), 
and (d) establish project priorities (i.e., to select projects that 
will result in the greatest possible benefit for each dollar spent). 
An illustration of the HSIP structure is given in Figure 1 (3). 

The identification of hazardous locations and elements (Pro-
cess 2 of an HSIP) is discussed in detail in the HSIP Users 
Manual (3). Six procedures are discussed for this process related 
to the use of accident data (i.e., frequency method, accident-
rate method, frequency-rate method, rate quality control 
method, accident severity methods, and hazard index method). 
Procedure 7 is termed as "Hazardous Roadway Features In-
ventory Method." This method is described as comparing ex-
isting roadway features with safety and design standards, such 
as the AASHTO "Yellow Book" (4). Examples are given of 
hazardous features (spear-end guardrail, slippery pavements, 
steep roadside slopes, etc.) (3). 

In Process 3 of an HSIP, engineering studies are conducted 
at those identified hazardous locations and elements. This in-
volves determining appropriate highway improvements to re-
duce accident experience and correct roadway hazardous 
elements. Process 4 involves the allocation of safety funding on 
safety projects to optimize the benefits that should result for 
each dollar spent (3). However, the correction of many types 
of hazardous elements would be difficult to justify with the 
traditional benefit-cost analysis. Therefore, Process 4 must also 
consider the accident potential of hazardous elements. 

WHAT IS A HAZARDOUS LOCATION OR 
ELEMENT? 

There is not necessarily one correct definition of a hazardous 
location or element. In fact, most safety personnel recognize 
many types of roadway locations and elements that, if not cor-
rected, are likely to be associated with high accident frequency 
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or severity in the future. For example, obstacles close to the 	The FHWA also established a similar identification of "haz- 

	

roadway on curves, and roadway sections with low skid resist- 	ardous elements" through the issuance of Highway Safety Stan- 

	

ance properties may have a high potential for accident frequency. 	dard 12: on "Highway Design, Construction and Maintenance." 

	

Other hazardous locations or elements may have the potential 	Chapter 2 provides examples of elements that are considered 

	

for highly severe accidents. For example, spear-end guardrails, 	by some highway agencies as hazards or potential hazards. 
rigid light poles, and unprotected bridge piers next to the road-
way could lead to a severe injury and/or fatal accident if struck 
by a vehicle travelling at a high speed. A drop-off of several 
inches from the pavement edge to the shoulder could also cause 
a hazardous situation if not treated. Freeway gore areas with 
rigid, non-breakaway obstacles are also -a hazard when entered 
by vehicles. 

The AASHTO Select Committee on Highway Safety initiated 
the establishment of a generally accepted group of hazardous 
roadway elements through publication of the booklet "Highway 
Design and Operational Practices Related to Highway Safety" 
(4). This publication indirectly identified specific types of haz-
ards through the description of countermeasures, such as the 
closing of twin-bridge openings and the use of slip-base con-
nectors for sign supports and light poles. The definition of a 
hazardous site was suggested as being established by accident 
history or field observation (to compare elements and their 
surroundings with those of known accident experience), by 
Congressional mandate through the establishment of programs 
to modify highway elements in the interest of safety, and by the 
personal opinions of drivers, maintenance personnel, and the 
general public. 

JEVALUATION 	 PROCESS 1 	 I 
COMPONENT 	 DETERMINE THE EFFECT 	- 

- 	 OF HIGHWAY SAFETY. 	- 

! 	
IMPROVEMENTS - 
	! 

FIGURE 1 Highway Safety Improvement Program at the prOcess level. 

NEED FOR IDENTIFYING HAZARDOUS HIGHWAY 
ELEMENTS 

One of the questions commonly asked about hazardous ele-
ments is, "Why should I spend time finding hazardous features 
along roadways where there are not any accidents, when I have 
more accident locations to treat than funds permit? "- This ques-
tion implies that high-accident locations must be treated first 
because these locations are more hazardous than others. How-
ever, although high-accident locations often represent problems 
on the roadway, other similar locations may also have an equally 
high potential for a catastrophic event, even though-  accident 
experience is not yet abnormally high. Moreover, on a system-
wide basis a particular element may have a high accident ex-
perience; thus it may be more cost-effective to make a system-
wide correction of a common element than to correct a high-
accident location. 

To illustrate this concept, Figure 2 represents all highway 
locations, including safe locations and hazards, for a  given 
agency. This figure illustrates that a large portion of the highway 
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Problem: Most agencies have inadequate funding to address more than 
'first priority" locations. 

FIGURE 2 Illustration of highway hazards, high-accident locations, and hazardous elements. 

system is reasonably safe (i.e., the area outside the circle and 
rectangle). In other words, much of the highway system has 
low-accident experience and is not associated with impending 
danger. The area within the circle represents all hazardous ele-
ments, including those with and without abnormal accident 
experience. The rectangle represents locations with high-acci-
dent experience (w1ich may or may not be hazards). The area 
with the cross-hatching represents the true hazards that are 
identified through accident analysis techniques. Notice that 
many of the other true hazards (i.e., non-high-accident elements) 
would go unnoticed with accident analysis methods alone. 

The figure illustrates that the hazards traditionally identified 
by accident location methods (accident frequency, accident rate, 
rate quality control, accident severity methods etc) are only a 
subset of the total hazards on the highway system. A compre-
hensive highway safety analysis system would identify the po 
tential hazards as well as the locations with critically high-
accident experience. However, mny highway agencies pay less 
attention to potential roadway hazards, partly because of in-
adequate funding and/or the lesser concern for, non-high-ac-
cident hazards. 

The need for a comprehensive program to address hazardous 
roadway elements is discussed by Labadie and Barbaresso in 
their 1982 study.  (5) 

Efforts to remove or protect roadside hazards are generally per-
formed on the basis of public complaint, construction projects, 
and/or traffic accidents and not on the basis of a planned, on-
going program. This approach often results in sporatic work, 
efforts and ignores many severe hazards. Substantial litigation 

expenses and settlements are often incurred by operating highway 
agencies, since a planned correction program for highway hazard 
abatement generally does not exist. 

An example of a potentially,  hazardous element that is often 
identified is a roadway section with a low friction number. This 
condition can be identified in two ways: by searching for sites 
with high wet-weather accident experience and then checking 
skid resistance properties of those sites, or by friction testing 
sites throughout the highway system., and listing sections with 
low friction numbers. If only the "high-accident" sections with 
low friction numbers are selected and improved, the problem 
has only been partly corrected. The likely result is that other 
sections with low friction numbers will develop high-accident 
experience in the future. Thus, the ideal solution is to, system-
matically identify all of the, problem sections and improve those 
with the greatest need. 

Another example of potentially hazaidous elements are spear-
end guardrail terminals. Safety, engineers recognize that treating 
only those spear-end guardrails that have experienced accidents 
does not truly solve the problem. Instead, system-wide replace-
ments of these with safer devices (e.g., breakaway or flared ends) 
would more appropriately solve the problem. In conclusion,' a 
review of the features and elements within a system is important 
so that the highway system can be improved to the greatest 
extent possible.  

Accident data provide a valuable source of information for 
safety analysis and can provide valuable information for iden-
tifying high-accident locations, selecting appropriate accident 



countermeasures, and evaluating the effectiveness of completed 
projects and safety programs. Despite these advantages, accident 
data have, certain weaknesses and limitations that must also be 
recognized, as discussed by Zegeer in a 1982 report (6): 

Large variations exist among agencies in accident reporting 
thresholds (the minimum amount of vehicle damage, represented 
in dollars, that must occur before an accident is reported by 
police). This results in many property-damage-only accidents 
not entering the system. Therefore, these accidents are under-
represented in the accident data base. 

Data errors and inconsistencies are sometimes found 
within the accident records themselves. For example, contrib-
uting circumstances, such as the presence of alcohol and other 
factors, may or may not be known by the officer who arrives 
on the scene of the accident. 

Accurate location of accidents, particularly in rural areas, 
varies widely among state and local agencies. The location ref-
erencing methods may not be used properly. Also, many acci-
dents are never reported to a specific location and, therefore, 
cannot be tied to a known point along the roadway. 

In some states, it may take a year or longer for accident 
data to become available for analysis. 

Many accidents are not caused by problems with the road-
way environment, but may result from vehicle malfunction (e.g., 
brake failure), driver error (e.g., drunk driving), or severe 
weather (e.g., heavy fog, icy roads). These accidents may not 
indicate a treatable safety hazard at a given location. 

Because of these and other characteristics, inventories of road-
way hazards are needed with high-accident location lists to 
locate and correct all possible highway hazards. 

One of the other factors that has made many highway agencies 
more sensitive to the need for identifying and correcting haz-
ardous highway elements has been the recent increase in tort 
liability claims against public highway agencies. This increase 
has been caused, in part, by an erosion of sovereign immunity. 
Billions of dollars in tort claims are currently pending against 
highway agencies as a result of highway accidents. Many of 
these accidents resulted in severe injuries or death after a mo-
torist struck such highway elements as trees, utility poles, cul-
verts, or bridge abutments. 

David C. Oliver, Office of Chief Counsel, Federal Highway 
Administration, makes this statement about tort liability and 
the obligations of highway managers (7): 

The overriding concept in the legal process with which highway 
management officials must be familiar is that there is a duty to 
maintain a roadway in a reasonably safe condition for an ordinary 
prudent driving public. 

In terms of roadway defects or hazardous elements, Oliver stated 
(7): 

There are, however, certain basic elements of responsibility com-
mon to each action and foreknowledge of these elements is es-
sential to the development of good management practices. The 
law requires an anticipation of defects. This in essence requires 
an efficient and almost continual system of inspection. It doesn't 
matter if the project is a construction, reconstruction or main-
tenance project, or if there is no project currently under way. 
The central element of modern-day highway management is the 

ability to know your system needs and requirements—because 
if you don't know your system you cannot take precautionary 
action nor even responsive action to system breakdown. 

Oliver also stated that the courts in many cases consider 
generally accepted engineering practices and standards, such as 
the Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD), 
AASHTO standards, guidebooks, and other technical publica-
tions only as minimum specifications (7). The courts in some 
states consider the standard that applied at the time of last 
construction. Therefore, hazardous elements (as defined by cur-
rent practice and standards) are usually eliminated whenever a 
roadway is reconstructed. The recent trend toward adverse judg-
ments and higher settlements against highway agencies has in-
creased the awareness of highway elements that may present a 
hazard to the motoring public. Information on minimizing tort 
liability is provided in NCHRP Synthesis 106 (8). 

DEFINITION OF TERMS 

Definitions of commonly used terms relating to highway ele-
ments and hazardous locations are: 

Accident Potential—Probability or chance of an accident, 
event, based on the highway characteristics or condition. 

Accident Surrogate—An operational or physical feature of 
a highway site that has some logical relationship to accidents 
and that may be used as a substitute for or in place of accident 
experience. 

Hazardous Highway Element—A physical roadway fea-
ture that presents a risk of a severe injury on impact, an unu-
sually high risk of an accident occurrence, or both. 

Hazardous Location—Highway spots, intersections, or sec-
tions with an abnormally high accident experience (frequency, 
severity, or rate) or with a high potential for accident severity 
or frequency based on characteristics of the site. 

Highway Element—Any physical roadway feature, obsta-
cle, device, or condition that can be measured or inventoried. 
This includes pavement friction, intersections, railroad grade 
crossings, geometrics, roadside obstacles, and traffic control de-
vices, and can be on or off the highway. 

Highway Location Reference Method—A technique for 
referencing highway points or segments with respect to a known 
point along the highway. This referencing can be done at a 
highway location or at an office. 

Highway Safety Feature—Any device or design feature 
outside of the roadway pavement surface that, when struck by 
a run-off-the-road vehicle, causes less damage than if the device 
or design feature had not been used. 

Potential Hazard—A highway feature with one or more 
characteristics that appear to present a hazard but that may or 
may not be indicative that a hazard truly exists. 

Roadway Features Inventory—A list of various highway 
characteristics for use in planning activities or in highway safety 
analysis. This list includes such characteristics as alignment, 
gradient, lane width, pavement width, surface condition, and 
location of traffic control devices, bridges and culverts, and 
potential hazards such as narrow bridges, steep roadside slopes, 
and rigid fixed objects close to the roadway edge. 



CHAPTER TWO 

WHAT IS A HAZARD? 

Before identifying hazardous highway elements, a safety an-
ályst must first have specific definitions of what is and is not 
hazardous. No universally accepted definition of "hazardous" 
exists. Instead, within an agency, past accident experience with 
an element or a combination of elements and engineering judg-
ment commonly help determine what elements are considered 
hazardous and whether correction is necessary. 

Some believe that a highway element is not a hazard until it 
is struck by a vehicle. However, one or more accidents do not 
necessarily mean that a site is deficient. Also, strong evidence 
suggests that many types of highway elements pose hazards, 
even if they are not struck very often. 

The problem of defining hazardous elements is largely a ques-
tion of degree of hazard. For example, a large oak tree may be 
a severe hazard if located within a foot of a sharp horizontal 
curve on a narrow paved roadway with no shoulder. A similar 
tree may be considered as having a low degree of hazard if 
located 50 feet from a wide roadway tangent section with wide, 
paved shoulders and a mild side slope. Similarly, a narrow bridge 
may pose a high degree of hazard if located near a sharp curve 
with no guardrail or delineation, but could be considered a low 
degree of hazard on a low-speed, tangent roadway with good 
sight distance, proper delineation, and adequate transition 
guardrail. 

The degree of hazard of an element may be defined by the 
probability of that element being associated with an accident or 
injury. Thus, the likelihood of both accident frequency and ac-
cident severity must be considered. For example, a particular 
spear-end guardrail on a high-speed roadway may be struck an 
average of only once every 10 years, but each impact may cause 
a fatal or severe-injury accident. On the other hand, slippery 
pavement on a low-volume street, if not corrected, may cause 
numerous rear-end accidents of low severity. 

The degree to which a roadside object may be considered 
hazardous is dependent on numerous factors, including: 

The type and rigidity of the obstacle. 
The distance from the obstacle to the roadway edge. 
The traffic exposure (the traffic volume that has an op 

portunity to strike the obstacle). 
. Other roadway characteristics that interact with the obsta-

cles (the type and condition of the roadway shoulder and side 
slope, roadway curvature, pavement width, roadway cross slope, 
etc.). 

Thus, a combination of many roadway elements and conditions 
may affect the degree of hazard of a highway element. 

FEATURES OF CONCERN TO STATE AND LOCAL 
AGENCIES 

In the questionnaire, highway agency personnel were asked 
to give specific examples of hazardous highway elements. Re-
sponses are summarized in Table 1, which includes some group-
ings of similar or related elements. 

The most frequent response was the narrow bridge element, 
including abutments, piers, and bridge approaches. Other ele-
ments mentioned by 12 or more agencies were deficient guard-
rail, sharp curves, restricted sight distances, fixed objects, utility 
and signal poles, inadequate signing, and trees. 

Note that some responses were general in nature (e.g., fixed 
objects, obsolete geometric designs, etc.) and could include nu-
merous specific elements. For example, the fixed-object category 
could include utility poles and trees and could be the largest 
response group. In other cases, however, the proper combina-
tions may be more difficult to determine. Therefore, no attempt 
was made to seek further details or combine all related elements. 
For example, five responses indicated deficient bridge rail and 
connecting guardrail problems, but the responses were not listed 
with guardrail deficiencies or narrow bridges. This is becae 
the bridge rail and guardrail may be a separate issue of concern 
to bridge and safety engineers. 

Narrow shoulders (and shoulder dropoffs and dips) were men-
tioned by 11 agencies, although lane or pavement width was 
only mentioned by three respondents. Trees were eighth in fre-
quency of response, even though trees are the most commonly 
struck roadside object in the nation's fatalities. Several agencies 
stated that they considered accident experience and citizens' 
complaints in determining hazardous roadway elements. 

EXAMPLES OF POTENTIAL HAZARDS FROM THE 
LITERATURE 

Opinions differ greatly on what highway features are haz-
ardous or cause undue risk to the motoring public. What may 
be considered an extreme highway hazard to some people may 
be a normal condition of little concern to others. 

Despite these inconsistent definitions of a hazard, many 
sources in the literature contain considerable information on 
highway elements of concern. Some publications describe certain 
elements as "hazards," "potential hazards," or "safety prob-
lems." Other publications (such as Ref. 9) provide an array of. 
safety improvements for various roadway conditions (implying 
that such conditions are hazards or should be corrected for 



TABLE I 

SUMMARY OF IDENTIFIED HIGHWAY ELEMENTS 

Number of Agencies 

Element 	 State Local Total 

Narrow bridges, abutments, piers, and 27 5 32 
bridge approaches 

Guardrail deficiencies 14 1 15 
Sharp curves (poor vertical and/or 11 4 15 

horizontal alignment) 
Fixed objects (roadside obstacles) 12 2 14 
Sight distance restrictions (e.g., vegetation) 8 6 14 
Utility and signal poles 10 3 13 
Poor, inadequate, or nonuniform 9 4 13 

signing and posts 
Trees 11 1 12 
Narrow shoulders and shoulder drop-offs 10 1 11 
Smooth, slippery pavements 9 1 10 
Culverts, headwalls, drainage facilities 7 3 10 
Steep side slopes, high fills, ditches 7 2 9 
Substandard railroad crossings (e.g., no 6 2 8 

protection) 
Deficient intersections (e.g., blind 5 3 8 

approaches) 
Inadequate or worn pavement markings or 3 4 7 

delineation 
Substandard geometrics 5 0 5 
Deficient bridge rail and connecting 4 1 5 

guardrail 
Substandard traffic signals or signal timing 3 2 5 
Rough pavement surface (potholes, etc.) 3 2 5 
Rigid mailbox supports 2 1 3 
Lane drops and roadway discontinuities 1 2 3 
Narrow lanes and pavement 3 0 3 
Rocks 1 1 2 
Barriers, fences, and stone walls 1 1 2 
Obsolete geometric design 0 2 2 
Poor superelevation 1 1 2 
Nonuniform traffic control devices 0 2 2 
Gore areas 2 0 2 
Buildings 1 0 1 
Lack of storage lanes 1 0 1 
Traffic circles 1 0 1 
Poor illumination 1 0 1 
Dumpster boxes 1 0 1 
Abandoned autos 1 0 1 
Hydrants 0 1 
Short tapers 0 1 1 

safety reasons). For example, the 1982 Operations Manual of 
the Nevada Safety Engineering Division defines a hazardous (or 
potentially hazardous) location as: (a) a highway section where 
environmental or highway characteristics create hazards; (b) a 
point on the highway, such as a narrow bridge, a driveway 
entrance, or a place where a fixed object is immediately adjacent 
to the road pavement; (c) an intersection with another highway; 
(d) a rail-highway grade crossing; (e) a location that may require 
fence; and (t) a location with accidents involving guardrail. 

In the following sections, a few examples of the literature 
sources that discuss roadway elements considered as hazards 
are summarized, including: 

The 1974 AASHTO Yellow Book ("Highway Design and 
Operational Practices Related to Highway Safety") (4); 

The 1977 FHWA "Maintenance and Highway Safety 
Handbook" (10); 

The 1983 edition of Florida's Highway Safety Improvement 
Program Manual (11); 

The Oakland County, Michigan Roadside Hazard Program 
(5); 

Railroad-Highway Grade Crossing Hazards (12). 

Although there are many other documents that give examples 
of hazardous highway elements, the above sources discuss many 
types of commonly recognized features and potential hazards. 

AASHTO Yellow Book 

The 1967 version of the AASHTO Yellow Book (4) is in-
tended to serve as a "guide to good practices," and contains 
AASHTO's recommendation to all highway and transportation 
agencies. It is a guide (not a rigid standard) and focuses primarily 
on high-speed roads (although the same principles are desirable 
on roads with speeds of 50 mph or below). The report discusses 
many topics related to enhancing safety with respect to roadway 
design, roadway appurtenances, traffic operations, construction 
and maintenance, and programming of safety improvements. 

Numerous types of roadway elements are discussed along with 
hazards and recommended treatments, including (4): 

Roadway discontinuities—abrupt major changes in design 
speeds, transitions in cross-section, introduction of a short-ra-
dius curve in a series of longer-radius curves, a change from 
full to partial control of access, constrictions in roadway width 
caused by narrow bridges, intersections with inadequate sight 
distance, and other conditions. 

Narrow roadways—narrow lanes or no shoulders. 
Bridge deficiencies—bridge railing that is structurally in-

adequate and inadequate bridge width. 
Railroad-highway grade crossings. 
Low pavement skid-resistance properties. The four primary 

conditions mentioned as associated with poor pavement friction 
properties are worn or polished pavement, flushing or bleeding 
of bituminous materials, build-up of a film of water between 
the pavement and tires, and dirty pavements. 

Ramps—specific problems mentioned or implied in the 
publications were short auxiliary lanes in advance of exits, lim-
ited sight distance to the exit gore, ramps that "drop out of 
sight" (listed as a potential hazard), short entrance ramps, and 
others. 

Lane drops—the abrupt ending of a through lane at an 
exit. The Yellow Book states that, "these have been found to 
be very hazardous locations." 

Gore areas—the area between through lanes and exit ramps 
or at major lane splits, which have been the scene of many 
accidents. Specific problems include steep slopes, heavy sign 
supports, rigid light poles, curbs, and bridge components on 
elevated structures. 

Roadside obstacles—elements of roadside design that are 
cited as of particular concern are unyielding landscaping, drain-
age facilities, and unyielding highway hardware such as sign 
and luminaire supports and utility poles. 

Roadside slopes—problems include steep slopes, a sharp 
angle of break to a side slope and rock outcroppings. 

Median crossovers—these are mentioned as "... potential 
accident locations if used by the public." 
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Roadside appurtenances—items mentioned in this category 
include unnecessary signs, large sign supports, obstacles in gore 
areas, guardrail installations (including end treatments and the 
need for transition to bridge rails), median barrier designs, im-
pact attenuators to protect fixed obstructions, and highway light-
ing. 

FHWA Maintenance Handbook 

A 1977 publication by the Federal Highway Administration 
entitled the "Maintenance and Highway Safety Handbook" dis-
cusses and gives specific examples of highway defects, partic-
ularly those that may be corrected by maintenance practices 
(10). The general topics addressed in that publication, which 
may involve hazardous elements, include: 

Roadway pavements (skid and other pavement hazards) 
Roadway elements (shoulders, road approaches, median 

crossings, curbs, and other roadway hazards) 
Drainage 
Roadside (tree and brush, mowing, and trash and debris) 
Structures 
Guardrails and guideposts 
Highway signs and pavement markings 

For these categories, many road problems and deficiencies are 
termed as hazardous or unsafe, while others are simply men-
tioned as being correctable by certain treatments. Although 
FHWA's use of the term hazardous is apparently based on 
subjective assessment, many of the examples could clearly create 
a danger for the motorist. 

Roadway Elements 

Highway shoulders can contribute to highway safety by pro-
viding for emergency stopping, parking off the traveled way, 
temporary detours from maintenance areas, or as a recovery 
area for out-of-control vehicles. However, highway shoulders, 
under certain conditions, can also pose safety hazards. Such 
shoulder conditions mentioned include (10): 

Low shoulders 
Pavement dropoffs 
Raised ridges of grass and excess materials where water 

ponds 
Shoulder ruts 
Unstable and eroded shoulders 

The lack of any shoulders on rural roads was also mentioned 
as associated with high accident potential on many roadways. 

Road approaches, or highway access points, also occasionally 
create unsafe conditions where there are severe pavement drop-
offs (e.g., at unpaved surfaces in the path of turning movements, 
and where loose aggregate or mud collects on paved intersec-
tions). Median crossings reportedly create problems where many 
unauthorized traffic movements occur. 

According to the publication, other roadway elements of con-
cern include (10): 

Curbs that are disintegrated, settled, misaligned, or covered 
with vegetation; 

Unrepaired and cluttered gore areas; 
Large rocks along the road side slope; 
Concrete bases for light fixtures; 
Road equipment parked next to the roadway. 

Roadway Pavements 

The publication discusses several pavement conditions that 
"can slow traffic and add to travel hazards." Such conditions 
include potholes, pavement depressions, ruts, corrugations, 
shoving, frost heaves, bumps, slab settlements, bleeding asphalt, 
polished aggregates, and surplus roadway materials (e.g., gravel, 
dirt). 

According to the publication, hazardous pavement slipperi-
ness is caused by worn-out textured surface, polished surface 
aggregates, a collection of water in the tire-pavement cQntact 
area, asphalt bleeding in hot weather, or pavement contami-
nation by oil spillage, mud, clay, loose aggregate, or other ma- 
terials. 

In addition to the pavement and skid hazards discussed above, 
the publication also mentions other pavement deficiencies (10): 

Improper patching (resulting in poor pavement surfaces). 
Failure to carry the surface overlay to the gutter line (could 

cause severe dropoff and wheel trap, and may block drainage). 
Nonuniform or incomplete pavement cross-section width 

(could create traffic hazards). 
High crown or improper superelevation (contributing to 

less vehicle control, particularly on horizontal curves).  

Drainage 

Lack of proper drainage can result in water collecting on the 
roadway surface and possibly severe erosion of the lane and 
shoulders. In turn, severe erosion can cause a deep dropoff next 
to the pavement edge, which can become a traffic hazard. 

Roadside 

Some of the more common roadside hazards cited in the 
FHWA publication include: 

Steep side slopes; 
Large trees or other unprotected obstructions close to the 

pavement; 
Improperly placed guardrail; 
Brush or high weeds that obstruct vision, particularly at 

intersections; 
Trash and debris. 

Foliage, trees, and vegetation are mentioned as causing problems 
such as obstructing signs, blocking illumination, or reducing 
sight distance. The hazards of large obstacles (e.g., trees) close 
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to the roadway are also mentioned, particularly with steep slopes 
(10). 

The publication also mentions several potentially hazardous 
forms of trash and debris along the roadway including: 

Rocks or earth slides, 
Fallen branches, 
Articles dropped from vehicles, and 
Trash and debris on the road (including dead animals). 

Structures 

The authors discuss "typical hazardous conditions" that may 
be found during bridge inspections, including structural prob-
lems. Examples of safety problems that could contribute to 
bridge-related accidents include: 

Lack of warning signs and guardrail protection, 
Loose aggregate along bridge rail, 
Damaged bridge rail and guardrail, and 
Narrow bridge widths. 

Guardrail and Guideposts 

Possible safety problems mentioned relative to guardrail and 
guideposts are: 

Improper guardrail connections to the bridge structure, 
Non-crashworthy guardrail ends, 
Damaged guardrail or improper guardrail installation (i.e., 

improper height, weak parts, etc.), and 
Rigid reflectorized guideposts used as a replacement for 

guardrail. 

Highway Signs and Pavement Markings 

When the MUTCD standards are not followed, the following 
problems may occur with regard to various traffic control de-
vices. 

Damaged signs. 
Unnecessary, unauthorized, or nonstandard signs. 
Rigid sign supports as opposed to breakaway supports. 
Dirty or damaged sign faces and delineators. 
Signs that become roadside obstacles because of misplace-

ment. 
Inadequate delineators, hazard markers, and edgelines at 

narrow bridges. 

Florida DOT HSIP Manual 

The Florida DOT identifies hazardous elements by using its 
1983 Highway Safety Improvement Program Manual (11). In 
this manual, the Florida DOT describes how to identify hazards. 
The manual also explains how to develop, implement, and eval-
uate a safety improvement project. To identify hazards, criteria 
are determined, based on accident data and field observations. 

Hazardous "elements" identified in the Florida manual include 
(11): 

Skid-Prone Locations—The manual gives the relative ad-
equacy of friction numbers. 

Other Cross-Section and Pavement Deficiencies—Some of 
the possible deficiencies mentioned as worthy of consideration 
are (11): 

Shoulder dropoffs of more than three inches. 
Evidence of water in traffic lane. 
Build-up of water on the highway shoulder. 
Rutted shoulder. 
Serious erosion of ditches or side slopes. 
Nontraversable ditch sections. 

Inadequate Signing and Pavement Markings—Highway de-
ficiencies that have "accident-causing potential," as listed in the 
manual are (11): 

Traffic queues that extend beyond signs that warn of 
lane drops or exclusive lane use. 
Routing signs that are not far enough from traffic queues 
to allow for decision making and nonconflicting lane 
manuevers. 
Route markers that do not direct a driver through an 
urban area continuously (this may create driver indeci-
sion). 
Signs that are blocked by vegetation, other signs, bus 
stop benches, etc. 
Too many signs for drivers to comprehend. 
No advance warning signs when needed for stop signs. 
Pavement markings not visible at night when drivers use 
low beams. 
Incorrect color codes on markings. 
Incorrect marking patterns. 
Hazards in the roadway that are not delineated. 
Worn rumble strips. 

Highway Safety Features—A list of "common" deficiences 
relative to highway safety features and maintenance inspection 
that should be recognized in the field is in the Florida DOT 
Manual and includes guardrail and barriers (height, location, 
assembly, etc.); signs (location, breakaway features, etc.); crash 
cushions (number of units, damage, location, etc.); traffic signals 
(location, clearance, displays, etc.); luminaires (bases, wiring); 
and drainage structures (location, operation). 

Rail-Highway Grade Crossing Hazards—Locations are 
also identified as hazards based on data collected in the U.S. 
DOT-AAR Rail-Highway Crossing Inventory. This is used to 
prioritize locations based on a mathematical accident prediction 
model. The procedure allows each grade crossing to be rated 
on a scale from 0 to 90. If a crossing receives a safety index of 
70 or greater, it is considered safe. 

Oakland County Roadside Hazard Program 

The Oakland County (Michigan) Road Commission identifies 
hazardous elements on its roadway system by using a comput-
erized priority program (5). This program uses a roadside in- 
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ventory to rank hazards according to their need for removal, 
repair, or protection. A weighting scheme ranks obstacles by 
the degree of hazard based on the following criteria: 

An overall priority factor was then defined for each of these 
criteria using the following weighting scheme: 

Curbing = 2 

Whether or not the roadway is curbed. Curve section (outside) = 5 
The presence of horizontal curves (inside or outside). Curve section (inside) = 3 
The presence of vertical curves (positive or negative grade). Upgrade section = 3 

The rigidity of the object. Downgrade section = 4 

Average daily traffic (ADT). Rigidity = 5 

Speed limit. Average daily traffic = 5 

Distance from pavement edge. Speed limit = 3 
Roadway type (county primary, local, etc.). Distance from pavement edge = 

Roadway type = 2 

The factors (1 to 5) for rigidity of the object, given in Table 2, 
are taken from a 197-9 publication by Horodniceanu and Cantilli 
(13). For each of the eight criteria, a hazard rating (from 0 to 
5 points) was assigned based on in-house determination by the 
Oakland County Road Commission, as summarized in Table 3. 

TABLE 2 

SEVERITY FACTORS FOR FIXED OBJECTS OF VARYING 
RIGIDITY (13) 

FIXED OB3ECT FACTOR 

Utility Poles (wood) 4 
Supports - Rigid (steel) 4 
Supports - Breakaway 1 
Guardrail 3 
Bridge Abutment/Wall Face 3 
Bridge Abutment & Pier End 5 
Bridge Rail Faces 1 
GM Barrier 
Bridge Rail End 5 
Fill Slopes 

2:1 5 
3:1 4 
4:1 3 
5.1 2 
6:1 1 

Cut Slopes 
.5.111 5 

1.5:1 4 
2:1 3 
3:1 2 
4:1 or flatter 1 

Hydrant 3 
Signposts 1 
Trees (diameter) 

Greater than 13" 5 
11" - 12" 4 
8" - 10" 3 
5"- 	7" 2 
2" 	4" 1 

Rocks & Boulders (diameter) 
Greater than 3' 5 
2'-3' 4 

2 
Less than 1' 1 

Steel beams, concrete posts, etc. 3 
Wood posts 

8"x8" 2 
6"x6" 2 
4'I  x 4" 1 

Guy Wire 3 
Wood Posts 

6 ,x 8" guardrail 2 
7" round marker post 2 

The priority factor (PF) is calculated from the hazard ratings 
and the corresponding weighting factors, as follows (5): 

PF = H1 V 

or 

PF = H1 V1  + H2 V2  + H3 V3  + H4 V4  

+ H5 V5  + H6 V6  + H7 V7  + H,V8 	(1) 

where 

V1  = Curb rating, 
V2  = Curve rating, 
V3  = Grade rating, 
V4  = Rigidity rating, 
V5  = Average daily traffic rating, 
V6  = Speed limit rating, 
V7  = Distance from pavement edge rating, 
V8  = Roadway type rating, and 
H. ........ H8  = Corresponding weights (as described earlier). 

Thus, greater relative hazard corresponds to higher priority 
factors. 

The Oakland County Road Commission primarily uses this 
system for its tree removal program. It is also used to determine 
obstacle removal needs for construction projects and also as a 
research tool. A sample printout is shown in Figure 3. 

Railroad-Highway Grade Crossing Hazards 

Like many other types of highway elements, railroad-highway 
grade crossings typically are not associated with high accident 
frequency. However, collisions between trains and highway ve-
hicles are usually quite severe and often result in fatalities or 
severe injuries to motor vehicle occupants. Thus, some crossing 
locations may be considered as serious hazards if the conditions 
present the potential for only one or two accidents each year. 

Many highway agencies have developed programs to compute 
a hazard index for each railroad crossing location. The index 
may or may not include consideration of past accidents. For 
example, the New Hampshire formula computes the Hazard 
Index as the product of average 24-hour traffic volume, average 
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TABLE 3 

SUMMARY OF HAZARD RATINGS FOR VARIOUS ROADWAY CONDITIONS (5) 

HAZARDOUSNESS RATINGS 

CRITERIA 0 1 2 3 4 5 

Curbed or Uncurbed Curbed IJncurbed 

Curve Section Straight 	- 10 - 50 60 - 100 110  - 150  16 	- 200  210 over 

Grade Section Flat 1% - 3% 4% - 6% 7% - 9% 10% - 12% 1396 - over 

Rigidity SEE TABLE I 

Average Daily Traffic 1000 or less 1001-8000 8001-15000 15001-20000 20,000 or 
greater 

Speed Limit 25 30 - 35 40 - 45 50 55 

Distance from Pavement 
edge 

Greater 
than 30 ft. 

30' - 21' 20' - 	11' 6' - 	10' 3' - 	5' 2' or less 

Roadway Type Subdivision Collector 
Subdivision 

Local Primary 

24-hour train volume, and a protection factor (14). The Utah 
formula involves a mathematical expression containing 14 dif-
ferent variables. The Maryland Department of Transportation 
uses the TSC (Transportation Systems Center) Method, which 
provides for predicting the expected number of accidents per 
year for crossings with various classes of warning devices (stop 
signs, crossbucks, flashing lights, etc.). The prediction is based 
on the number of trains per day, the number of cars per day, 
the number of through trains per day, the number of main 
tracks, whether the road is paved or not, the functional clas-
sification of the road, and the number of traffic lanes. 

SELECTION OF HAZARDOUS ELEMENTS 

Elements to be considered hazardous must be carefully de-
termined by each highway agency for purposes of identification 
and treatment. The decision should be based on information 
from several sources, such as: 

Highway design standards [AASHTO (15) and state stan-
dards]. 

The MUTCD (16). 
The AASHTO Yellow Book (4). 
The AASHTO Barrier Guide (9). 
Information from reliable research studies (every research 

study should not be accepted at face value, because many have 
serious flaws and limitations). 

The elements found by the agency to be associated with 
high frequency or severity of accidents within its own jurisdic-
tion. 

It should be noted that an element that violates some Lype of 
standard or guideline does not necessarily present a safety hazard. 

Examples of some potentially hazardous highway elements 
are given in Figures 4-40. These do not include all possible 
hazards, but only illustrate situations that some have considered 
as potential hazards along with high-accident locations for pos-
sible improvement. The following is a random list of some of 
these hazards, based on information from the literature and 
agency survey responses: 

Slippery pavements (from low friction numbers, snow or 
ice on pavement, debris or oil on road, etc.). 

Rigid drainage structures. 
Concrete or rigid bridge abutments. 
Rigid supports for signs, luminaires, and signals. 
Large rocks or rock walls close to the roadway (particularly 

along winding roads). 
Large trees next to roadway. 
Utility poles near roadway. 
Improperly placed urban street furniture (plant boxes, 

benches, etc.). 
Rigid rural mailboxes. 
Locations where large animals often cross the road (deer, 

cattle, etc.) 
Fire hydrants. 
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OAKLAND COUNTY ROAD COMMISSION OBSTACLE REPORT 
T1A15009 03/22/82 

MAIN STREET NAME - GAGE RD • WEIGHTING CURR-2 	CURV-05 CIJRV-I*3 GRAOE•3 -GRADE.4 

PRIMARY ROAD NUMBER 	0651310 • RIG5 	AOT•3 SPDLIM3 DISTPV5 RTYPE2 

I OBSTACLE LOCATION I ROADWAY 	C H A R A C T E R 	I 	S T I 	C S I I 

I 	SEQUENCE 	I CR055 I DIST & MILE I 	SIDEICRRI HORIZONTAL I VER 18101 AOl ISPEEDI DISTI ROAD! OBSTACLE 	I PRTYI 

I 	 I STREET I DIR POINT IOF 	STI I GEOMETRICS I GED I I ILIMITI PVMTI TYPEI CODE 	IFACTRI 
* ----------* -----------------* ---------------- * -----+---+ ------------- * -----*---+ --------* -----+ -----* -----* ------------* -----+ 

03387900 OAKLAND CITY LI 110 E 002 NORTH U *03 1 131 U40 5 LOC TREE2 52 

03388000 OAKLAND CL 256 E 0.05 SOUTH U -01 I 131 U40 3 LOC SPOST 53 

03388100 OAKLAND CL 309 E 0.06 SOUTH U -01 I 131 U40 2 LOC TREE2 58 

03388200 OAKLAND CITY LI 331 	E 0.06 NORTH U *03 3 131 U40 6 LOC TREE8 57 

03388300 OAKLAND CL 304 E 0.06 SOUTH U -01 1 131 U40 3 LOC TREE2 53 

03388400 OAKLAND CL 336 E 0.06 SOUTH U -01 1 131 U40 I LOC SPOST 58 

03388500 OAKLAND CL 341 	E 0.06 SOUTH U -01 3 131 U40 0 LOC GUARDR-BEG 68 

03388600 OAKLAND CL 294 E 0.06 SOUTH U -01 1 131 U40 3 LOC TREE2 53 

03388700 OAKLAND CITY LI 374 E 0.01 NORTH U *03 3 131 640 I LOC GUAROR-END 67 

03388800 OAKLAND CITY LI 399 E 0.07 NORTH U +03 1 131 U40 I LOC SPOST 57 

03388900 OAKLAND CITY LI 394 E 0.07 NORTH U +03 3 131 U40 I LOC GUAROR-BEG 67 

03389000 OAKLAND CL 356 E 0.07 SOUTH U -01 3 131 U40 0 LOC GUAROR-END 68 

03389100 OAKLAND CL 414 	E 0.08 SOUTH U -01 2 131 U40 7 LOC WOOD POST 53 

03389200 OAKLAND CITY LI 475 E 0.09 NORTH U *03 1 131 U40. I LOC SPOST 57 

03389300 KURTZ RD 508 W 0.12 SOUTH U I 131 U40 10 LOC TREE2 44 

03389400 KURTZ RD 440W 0.14 SOUTH U 4 131 U40 10 LOC TREEII 59 

03389500 KURTZ RD 382 W 0.15 SOUTH U 5 131 U40 9 LOC TREEI3 64 

03389600 KURTZ RD 302 W 0.16 SOUTH U I 131 U40 8 LOC TREE2 44 

03389700 KURTZ RD 241 W 0.11 NORTH U 1 131 U40 7 LOC TREE2 44 

03389800 KURTZ RD 198 W 0.18 NORTH U 4 131 U40 12 LOC TREEII 54 

03389900 KURTZ RD 196 W 0.18 SOUTH U 4 131 U40 7 LOC TREEII 59 

03390000 KURTZ RD Ill 	W 0.19 SOUTH U 3 131 U40 5 LOC TREE8 59 

FIGURE 3 Sample output from Oakland County roadside hazard abatement program (5). 

Trash and abandoned vehicles next to roadway. 
Narrow tunnels, particularly in conjunction with horizontal 

curves. 
Rigid overpass supports or bridge piers. 
Buildings near road or street. 
Spear-end guardrail or inadequate guardrail (too low, struc-

turally inadequate). 
Gore areas with rigid obstacles or steep slopes. 
Narrow bridges with restricted sight distances or near hor-

izontal curves. 
Bridges that are structurally deficient. 
Railroad grade crossings, particularly on high-speed roads 

with restrictive geometrics and inadequate motorist warning. 
Sight-distance restrictions caused by severe horizontal cur-

vature, steep grades, or foliage near road. 
Rough or uneven pavement surface. 
Rigid barriers, stone walls, and fences. 
Intersections that are hidden, that have multiple (i.e., 5 or 

more) approaches, or that have restricted sight distances. 

- . Sharp horizontal curvature, particularly with narrow road-
ways and little or no roadside recovery area. 

Points of intersection between the paths of auto traffic and 
other highway users (bicyclists, pedestrians, etc.). 

Shoulder or pavement dropoff. 
Narrow lanes and shoulders, particularly in conjunction 

with sharp curvature, cluttered roadside, and steep side slope. 
Roadway discontinuities (lane drops, change from two-way 

to one-way roads, drastic change in roadway cross-section, etc.). 
Numerous driveways, particularly on high-speed or high-

volume roadways. 
On-street parking too close to intersections or on narrow 

streets. 
Construction zones. 
Combinations of elements (e.g., narrow lanes and no shoul-

ders at sharp curve locations with steep side slopes and numerous 
rigid roadside obstacles). 

Inadequate illumination. 
Steep grades. 
Steep roadside slopes. 
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Short tapers and/or lack of turn lanes. 
Improper signing, delineation, or signal timing. 
Traffic circles. 

Many other hazards or potential hazards could be added to 
this list, depending on the locational and area-wide features. 

For example, a 10-degree curve may be considered as a hazard 
in areas with predominately flat terrain, whereas it may be 
considered mild and little problem in mountainous states. Also, 
a traffic signal may be difficult to see at night because of place-
ment and/or low contrast with surrounding background illu-
mination. 

FIGURE 4 Unprotected concrete bridge parapet. 
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FIGURE 6 Rock cut on horizontal curve. 
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FIGURE 7 Large trees near roadway. 
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FIGURE 8 Utility poles near street. 
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FIGURE 9 Mailbox. 
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FIGURE 10 Fire hydrants and light poles. 

FIGURE 11 Trash and abandoned vehicles. 
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FIGURE 12 Rigid overpass supports. 
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FIGURE 13 Rigid drainage structure. 
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FIGURE 14 Rigid barrier. 

FIGURE 15 Parked cars blocking intersection. 
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FIGURE 16 Building near Street. 
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FIGURE 17 Other rigid point obstacles. 
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FIGURE 18 Non-clear gore area. 
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FIGURE 19 Narrow bridge on curve. 
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FIGt..1 RE 20 Bridge with limited structural stability. 
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FIGURE 21 Rail-highway grade crossing. 
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FIGURE 22 Intersection of highway and bike path. 
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FIGURE 23 Potential intersection hazard. 
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FIGURE 24 Sight distance restriction. 
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FIGURE 25 Rough pavement surface. 
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FIGURE 26 Severe horizontal curvature. 
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FIGURE 27 Rigid sign and signal supports. 



FIGURE 28 Steep grade. 
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FIGURE 29 Icy pavement. 
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FIGURE 30 Narrow tunnel on curve. 

FIGURE 31 Animal hazards. 
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FIGURE 32 Low guardrail. 
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FIGURE 33 	Pavement dropoff, tree, and steep slope. 
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FIGURE 34 Narrow roadway. 

FIGURE 35 Unsafe guardrail ends. 
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FIGURE 36 Roadway discontinuity. 
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FIGURE 37 Driveways. 
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FIGURE 39 Construction Zone. 

FIGURE 38 Debris on road. 
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FIGURE 40 Combination of potentially hazardous elements. 

CHAPTER THREE 

METHODS FOR IDENTIFYING HIGHWAY ELEMENTS 
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METHODS OF IDENTIFICATION 

For an agency to properly treat hazardous elements, a con-
scious effort must be made to inventory these elements on a 
routine basis. 

The practices by which highway agencies identify hazardous 
elements may be summarized in five general categories. The 
categories are given in Table 4. Note that for the 40 state agencies 
and 17 local agencies responding to the survey, more than one 
category applied in many cases. Of the 57 agencies (state and 
local) responding, 45 (79 percent) claim to inventory one or 
more types of roadway element in terms of a formal inventory 
(i.e., an inventory in which one or more predetermined data 
items is collected and updated on a routine basis). It is interesting 
to note, however, that 20 state agencies and 8 local agencies 
stated that roadway elements are only identified if they have 
high-accident experience. More commonly, agencies try, at least, 
to be aware of hazardous elements observed along the roadway 
(42 agencies). Eighteen agencies vent a step further by making 
routine field inspections, which implies a conscious and planned 
effort to address hazardous elements. 

Eighteen agencies pre-define roadway elements that may be 
hazardous before conducting routine field inspections. Of these  

18 agencies, 8 inventory only those features considered to be 
deficient. 

There are 31 state agencies and 14 local agencies that maintain 
some sort of routine inventory of roadway elements. More than 
30 different highway elements are inventoried by state and local 
agencies, as summarized in Table 5. Of those agencies respond-
ing, the elements most commonly inventoried are narrow bridges 
(40 agencies), railroad grade crossings (38 agencies), number of 
lanes (32 agencies), slippery pavements (29 agencies), and road-
way signs (28 agencies). 

In addition to indicating the highway elements inventoried, 
agency personnel were also asked for the priorities they placed 
on highway elements. Thus, regardless of whether routine in-
ventories existed or not, a summary was made of the highway 
elements rated as high or medium priority for identification 
purposes. The 12 most frequent state agency responses were: 

Narrow bridges (32 states). 
Railroad grade crossings (31 states). 
Sight distance deficiences (29 states). 
Slippery pavements (28 states). 
Rough pavements (26 states). 
Pavement markings and delineation (25 states). 
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TABLE 4 spections. In New Brunswick, routine inspections are conducted 

AGENCY PRACTICES RELATIVE TO IDENTIFYING of highway elements such as lights, drainage structures, roadway 
HIGHWAY ELEMENTS surfaces, shoulders, signs, roadway features, snow and ice con- 
___________________________________________________________ ditions, and traffic services. 

Number of Agencies 

Typical Practice 	 State 	Local Total 

Elements are not identified unless 	 20 	8 	28 
they have high-accident experience. METHODS OF COLLECTING INVENTORY DATA 

No routine procedure is used to identify 	32 	10 	42 
hazardous elements. 	However, if Hazardous elements are identified by many types of inventory 
obvious roadway deficiencies are seen methods. The methods an agency uses depend on the agency's 
along the roadway by a safety engineer, 
maintenance worker, police officer, etc., size, resources, and needs. When selecting inventory methods, 
they are considered for improvement, the advantages and disadvantages of each method should be 

carefully weighed. The four procedures most commonly used 
Routine field inspections are made of the 	9 	9 	18 by state, county, and local agencies are (17): roadway system, although inspectors 

have no specific elements in mind before 
the inspection. Manual methods 

Routine field inspections are made of the 	13 	5 	18 
Photologging 

roadway system. Specific predefined Videologging 
roadway elements are reviewed in these Automated or semi-automated devices 
inspections. 

Among these agencies, no formal 	 5 	3 	8 
inventory of roadway elements is made 
except those found to be deficient. 

TABLE 5 
One or more types of roadway elements 	31 	14 	45 

are routinely inventoried, such as signs, HIGHWAY ELEMENTS THAT ARE INVENTORIED AND 
roadside obstacles, signals, pavement IDENTIFIED 
markings, bridges, etc. 

Number of Agencies 

Element is 
Medium or High 

Element Is Priority for 

7. Roadway signs and supports (25 states). Included in Identification 

8. Guardrail and other barriers (25 states). 
inventory File Purposes 

9. Existence/lack of turn lanes (22 states). Element State 	Local State 	Local 

10. Bridge rails (21 states). Narrow bridges 30 	10 32 	11 
11. Shoulder dropoffs (21 states). Bridge rails 16 	5 21 	7 

12. Dangerous gore areas (21 states). Roadside obstacles 3 	3 18 	7 
Illumination 6 	7 9 	4 
Superelevation and crown 3 	3 12 	3 

The top priorities for element identification by local agencies Number of lanes 24 	8 17 	7 

were: Existence or lack of turn lanes 8 	' 6 22 	7 
Shoulder type and curb 21 	2 17 	3 
Slippery pavements 28 	1 28 	4 

Pavement markings and delineation (14 agencies). Rough pavements 18 	0 26 	4 
Railroad grade crossings (12 agencies). Railroad grade crossings 29 	9 31 	12 

3. Narrow bridges (11 agencies). Guardrail and other barriers 8 	3 25 	8 
Steep roadside slopes 4 	0 14 	4 

4. Roadway signs and supports (11 agencies). Narrow lanes and shoulders 17 	1 20 	5 
5. Sight-distance deficiencies (11 agencies). Shoulder drop-off 2 	0 21 	5 

6. Sharp horizontal alignment (10 agencies). Unprotected overpasses 5 	2 19 	2 

7. Guardrail and other barriers (8 agencies). 
Sharp horizontal alignment 
Steep grades 

	

11 	3 

	

9 	1 
19 	10 
11 	6 

8. Drainage facilities (8 agencies). Gore areas 4 	2 21 	2 
Drop lanes and discontinuities 8 	2 18 	7 

Personnel from the six foreign agencies also responded in Pavement markings/delineation 9 	12 25 	14 
Roadway signs and supports 15 	13 25 	11 

regard to their basic methods for identifying hazardous elements. Pedestrian and bicycle facilities 3 	4 9 	7 
In Japan, 430 different roadway elements are reportedly inven- Sight distance deficiencies 7 	1 29 	11 

toned (such as nutting, unstable stones on slopes, and surface Drainage facilities 3 	5 18 	8 

drainage systems) and any types of deficient elements may be 
Combination of elements 
Surface type 

3 	0 
1 	0 

	

15 	5 

	

0 	0 
selected for possible improvement. In the two South African Bridge load limits 1 	0 0 	0 
provinces and Saskatchewan, Canada, elements are primarily Rut depth 0 	0 1 	0 

identified based on high-accident experience, although elements Vibrations 
Approaches 

0 	0 
0 	0 

1 	0 
1 	0 

are also occasionally identified as deficient through routine in- ___________________________ ____________ 
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Manual Methods 

Manual methods involve one or more persons using various 
measuring devices to record features along a roadway section. 
Most manual methods involve the use of a vehicle equipped 
with a distance-measuring device, prepared data-collection 
forms, and devices such as a tape measure and measuring wheel. 
Manual methods have few equipment requirements, but may be 
quite labor-intensive. Most agencies still use manual methods 
for some types of routine data collection on their highway sys-
tem, because these methods provide personnel with the oppor-
tunity for visual inspection. Some types of data variables, such 
as side slopes and location of drainage facilities, cannot be col-
lected adequately by photologging or videologging, therefore 
manual methods are commonly used. 

Photologging 

Photologging involves taking a series of photographs of a 
roadway section at equal intervals (e.g., 100 frames per mile). 
This is done in a specially instrumented vehicle as it is driven 
along the road. These vehicles are equipped with a dual-lens 
camera system. The primary lens views the highway while the 
secondary lens records additional information, such as the date, 
description, direction, and mile point. A comprehensive discus-
sion of photologging techniques is given in NCHRP Synthesis  

94(18). A typical photolog-equipped vehicle is shown in Figure 
41(18). 

Photologs can provide an agency with information about the 
location, description, and condition of a highway element or 
feature. To determine the location, a grid or reference line must 
be used to obtain distance measurements from the camera. Such 
grids have been used for measuring lateral placement of utility 
poles and other roadside objects (19). Such grids can also help 
determine the heights of signs and longitudinal distances. 

Photologging may be classified as first generation or second 
generation. First generation involves the filming of locational 
information, date, time, and direction information on the film. 
Second generation photologging includes additional roadway 
information on the film, as gathered by special instrumentation 
in the vehicle. Information such as pavement roughness, cur-
vature, and grade may be collected and recorded on magnetic 
tape. It should be noted that use of photologging (or videolog-
ging) by an agency does not necessarily imply that data collected 
on hazardous highway elements are being used for locating 
roadway hazards. 

Although photolog film has traditionally involved the use and 
storage of 35-mm film, the Connecticut Department of Trans-
portation has made use of laser videodiscs, computer graphics, 
and a personal computer to maintain its photolog library as part 
of its maintenance management system. The photolog film for 
the 4,000-mile highway system and 600-mile rail system cor-
responded to more than 920,000 frames or 660 reels of photolog 
film but was transferred to only 15 laser videodiscs. 

FIGURE 41 Photolog van and equipment (18). 
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The advantage of laser videodiscs include: (a) denser infor-
mation storage, (b) fast random access, and (c) greater physical 
durability. Each side of the laser videodiscs resemble 12-inch 
phonograph records, but can store up to 54,000 frames of 35-
mm film on each side. A laser videodisc player connected to a 
microcomputer is capable of searching to ally of thè54,000 
frames on a side of the disc in less than 3 seconds. Using the 
laser discs, film images can be enhanced, and zoom-in versions 
of the road are also possible for more detail. Also, graphic 
overlays including information about location, road roughness, 
engineering functions, etc. can be turned off and on (20). The 
major disadvantage is that the fiEst (master) disc is expensive, 
but duplicates are less than $25. 

Videologging 

Like photologging, a videologging system is operated from a 
specially equipped vehicle as it is driven along the roadway. The 
vehicle is equipped with a video camera, video recorder, dis-
tance-measuring device, information display, and monitor. Some 
systems also include audio equipment so that personnel can 
record information orally. 

Although videologging provides a more continuous picture 
of a roadway. section, videotape does not typically provide as 
sharp a picture as photologs (although modern video cameras 
continue to be improved and videotape now approaches the 
visual quality of 35-mm film). Also, high-quality videologging 
equipment may be more expensive than photologging equip-
ment. However, advantages of videologging are that (a) it can 
be reused, (b) it does not require processing, and (c) it can 
provide audio information. Some agencies (e.g., Washington 
State) have switched from photologging to videologging for high-
way inventory and monitoring purposes. 

Automated and Semi-Automated Methods 

Automated and semi-automated methods have been devel-
oped to enhance the collection and recording of hazardous ele-
ments. Using these methods, information can be automatically 
collected and stored by electronic or microprocessing equipment. 
These methods can be categorized as follows (17): 

Microcomputer recording systems, such as those used for 
obtaining inventories of signs, roadside obstacles, cross-sectional 
characteristics, etc. 

Pavement inventory systems, such as those used to measure 
skid resistance, structural integrity, and roughness/rideability 
of the pavement surface. 

Change sensing systems, such as those used to measure 
vertical and horizontal alignment. 

Automated and semi-automated methods are often used to 
supplement manual, photolog, or videolog methods. They are 
particularly useful in collecting data on (17): 

Degree of curvature (horizontal alignment). 
Vehicle speed. 
Friction factors and skid resistance. 
Roadway roughness.  

Vertical alignment and clearance. 
Elevation and grade. 
Cross-section features. 
Pavement and subsurface conditions. 
Existence of underground utilities. 
Roadside or right-of-way features. 

Uses of Data Related to Highway Elements 

Of the four data-collection methods discussed above, manual 
surveys are most commonly used for collecting data for highway 
elements (used by 47 of the 57 responding agencies) as sum-
marized in Table 6. However, photologging is used by 22 agen-
cies for this purpose, while 2 agencies used videologging and 7 
agencies used electronic equipment. Manual field surveys and 
photolog methods are both used in Japan, in one of the South 
African provinces, and in New Brunswick, Canada. Alberta, 
Canada uses a minimal,  amount of videologging, along with 
manual field surveys. 

Computer files are used in 30 states and 10 local agencies for 
storing data on highway elements. Paper filming systems are 
used by ,  27 agencies, while 16 agencies use maps and other 
storage methods. Note that some states use more than one 
method for data collection and data storage. One South African 
province and Japan use a combination of computer inventory 
files, file cabinets, and maps for data storage. Alberta, Canada 
uses computer and file cabinet storage. In New. Brunswick, 
Canada the following techniques are used for the storage of 
inventory data: 

Computer inventory files (for accident data and road sur-
face traction), 

File cabinets (for most of the roadway inventory data). 
Maps (for signs and pavement markings), 
Photographs (for bridges, culverts, road surface conditions, 

and other elements), 

TABLE 6 

DATA-COLLECTION AND DATA-STORAGE METHODS 
USED BY STATE AND LOCAL AGENCIES FOR HIGHWAY 
ELEMENTS 

Number of Agencies 

Item 	 State 	Local 	Total 

Data Collection Methods 

Manual field surveys 	 34 	13 	47 

Photolog film 	 17 	5 	22 

Videolog 2 ' 	0 	2 

Electronic equipment 6 1 	7 

Data Storage Methods 

Computer files 30 10 	40 

File cabinets 17 10 	27 

Maps 5 9 	14 

Other 0 2 	2 
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Binders (for data from bridge inspections), and 
Inventory cards (for some highway inventory data). 

TYPES OF INVENTORIES 

Numerous types of inventories are used by state and local 
agencies relative to highway elements. Examples of common 
inventory types include: 

Sign Inventories 
Roadside Obstacle Inventories 
Guardrail Inventories 
Bridge Structure Inventories 
Traffic Signal and Intersection Inventories 
Railroad Grade Crossing Inventories 
Roadway Features Inventories 
Pavement Management System Inventories 

Sign inventories 

A damaged, missing, or inadequate (insufficient reflectivity, 
improper breakaway base, wrong location or orientation, etc.) 
sign is considered a highway hazard in many instances. Inven-
tories of highway signs are maintained by numerous highway 
agencies for use in replacing, adding, or deleting signs as needed 
to keep the signing up-to-date. Agencies that maintain sign 
inventories include Missouri, North Dakota, Charlotte, Omaha, 
Phoenix, and Oakland County (Michigan). Sign inventories may 
be developed by manual field surveillance, but are commonly 
conducted by viewing photologs. 

The sign coding form and output format from North Dakota 
include information for the sign location, type, size, shape, 
height, material, color, distance from road, data installed, and 
word message (Appendix B). The condition of the sign is also 
given in terms of its visibility, condition, and reflectivity. In-
formation is also given on the sign post. This provides com-
prehensive information for determining sign replacement needs. 

Another example of a sign inventory is the one used in Char-
lotte, North Carolina (Appendix B). This inventory is based on 
data extracted from photologs and consists of an easy-to-read 
listing that includes the expected life of the sign to assist in 
determining replacement needs. 

Roadside Obstacle Inventories 

As mentioned previously, the Roadside Hazard Abatement 
Program in Oakland County, Michigan, is one good example 
of identifying and ranking roadsides by priority. Roadside ob-
stacle data were collected using existing photolog film. The film 
frames were reviewed using a photoviewer with a grid overlay 
that provided lateral distance measurements of the obstacle from 
the roadway edge. Then, information was coded for each road-
side obstacle on the nearest cross street, obstacle type, side of 
street, frame distance, presence of curb, and lateral distance 
from curb or roadway edge. 

Data were then coded on a computer terminal using an in-
teractive program that instructs the data entry personnel to input 
each data item. Information such as road grade, object rigidity,  

traffic volume, and speed limit was also obtained from other 
sources, and merged with the photolog information. The system 
software allows four types of data processing functions: 

I. Dummy Function—A printout of the complete roadside 
obstacle inventory may be produced (as illustrated earlier in 
Figure 3). An inventory of approximately 110,000 roadside haz-
ards (or potential hazards) is maintained on computer file by 
road name. Each roadside obstacle is assigned a milepoint and 
line number for easy reference and access. 

Search Function—A printout of data records for any de-
sired parameter may be produced. For example, the user may 
query the file for all trees with diameters of one foot on hori-
zontal curves of six degrees or greater. 

Update Function—As roadside hazards are removed or 
protected, the inventory records can be altered or deleted, or a 
new record can be added. 

Statistical Analysis Function—The inventory can be 
merged with other files and/or analyzed with the Statistical 
Package for the Social Sciences or other software packages. 
Thus, data records may be analyzed to produce frequency dis-
tributions, cross-tabulations, and other statistics. 

The obstacle data coding form and update form are given in 
Appendix B. 

Guardrail Inventories 

Guardrail installations reduce the degree of hazard of run-
off-road accidents. Thus, a guardrail should shield motorists 
from hazardous elements (steep embankments, rigid point ob-
jects, etc.). The AASHTO publication, "Guide for Selecting, 
Locating, and Designing Traffic Barriers," is one source com-
monly used for determining needs for guardrail and other bar-
riers (9). However, the guardrail itself may also be labeled as 
a highway element and, in many cases, may present a roadway 
hazard. For example, spear or blunt guardrail end treatments 
may be considered as point hazards. Also, substandard guardrail 
sections may create a hazard. 

The Michigan DOT has developed an inventory of guardrail 
that includes details of guardrail location, type, end treatment, 
purpose, length, height, part types, and other information. A 
sample output and summary of this guardrail inventory is given 
in Appendix B. 

Bridge Structure Inventories 

Virtually every state collects detailed information on bridge 
structures, according to the U.S. DOT criteria specified in the 
report entitled "Recording and Coding Guide for the Structure 
Inventory and Appraisal of the Nation's Bridges" (21). An 
abbreviated computer output format of bridge data from North 
Dakota and a more detailed structure inventory, as used by 
Michigan, are shown in Appendix B. Such inventories include 
dozens of geometric, structural, safety, traffic, and other char-
acteristics of each bridge. Such information could be used to 
identify bridges that have one or more deficient characteristics. 
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Traffic Signal and Intersection Inventories 

Intersections and traffic signal control are considered of major 
importance in the safety of many highways. Traffic signal in-
ventories are maintained by some agencies to assist in signal 
maintenance and improvement efforts. A computer printout of 
a signal inventory in Missouri provides details of the signal 
location, hardware, timing, right-turn-on-red restrictions, date 
of installation, and other information (Appendix B). Phoenix, 
Arizona also maintains a computer inventory of signal locations. 
An inventory of intersections is maintained in Washington and 
other states. 

Railroad Grade Crossing Inventory 

A national inventory of rail-highway grade crossings is com-
piled by states according to the standard U.S. Department of 
Transportation-AAR Crossing Inventory Form (Appendix B). 
Information for all public grade crossings is collected on this 
form, including the location, ADT, accidents, type of protection, 
highway speed, train speed, number of tracks, track type, and 
many other items. 

Some states also maintain additional or supplemental inven-
tories and computer outputs on railroad crossings. The Nevada 
Surface Condition Rating Form for railroad crossings is used 
for selecting railroad crossings that deserve improvement (Ap-
pendix B) (22). Maryland maintains an inventory of rail-high-
way crossings ranked by predicted accidents and Vermont uses 
an inspection form for rail-highway crossings (Appendix B). 

Roadway Feature Inventories 

Many states and local agencies collect and maintain detailed 
traffic data on roadway geometrics and other features. Such 
data can be used for determining needs for pavement widening, 
curve improvements, or safety-related improvements. For ex-
ample, Washington State uses an inventory work listing of road-
way features along their state highway system. The information 
listed includes location, area type, lane and shoulder width and 
type, city code, median width, functional class, intersection, 
railroad crossing location, and other items (Appendix B). A 
separate inventory is maintained of horizontal and vertical 
curves, with detailed information of each curve (Appendix B). 

Michigan's Dimensional Accident Surveillance System 
(MIDAS) contains roadway information regarding: 

Roadway sections (location, number of lanes, lane width, 
shoulder width, speed limit, roadside development, no passing 
zones, truck climbing lanes, etc.), 

Horizontal alignment (location, angle of curve, curve di-
rection, degree of curve, bearing, etc.), 

Intersections (location, signal type, configuration, number 
of legs, number of right- and left-turn control, traffic volume, 
capacity, etc.). 

A sample output from the MIDAS file is given in Appendix B. 
Nebraska's Maintenance Management System includes an in- 

ventory of numerous roadway features and elements. These 
include pavement types, numbers of lanes, shoulder types, struc-
tures, signs, delineators, guardrail, acres of mowing within the 
right-of-way, length of highway fence, crash barriers, traffic 
signals, and other features. A data-collection form and a sample 
output are given in Appendix B. 

Various other types of roadway elements are also inventoried 
by highway agencies. For example, pavement marking inven-
tories are recorded by some agencies to keep track of striping 
problems or needs (turn arrows, stop bars, centerlines, edgelines, 
etc.). A sample of a pavement marking activity coding form 
and sample computer output from Charlotte, N.C. are shown 
in Appendix B. In Washington, D.C., an inventory is maintained 
of the impact attenuator replacement program. Thus, for gore 
areas and other sites where impact attenuators are installed, 
information is provided on the speed limit, street type, type of 
attenuator, the layout pattern, installation date, cost, and a 
listing of the repair needs of each attenuator for each date 
inspected (Appendix B). 

EXAMPLES OF AGENCY INVENTORY PROGRAMS 

Hawaii 

An example of a state that has an active interest in addressing 
hazardous elements is Hawaii. In its 1983 annual report to 
FHWA regarding its Highway Safety Improvement Program, 
the state's efforts to inventory hazardous elements and the cor-
rective treatments directed towards them are discussed (23). 
These inventories and treatments include the following: 

A statewide inventory of skid resistance is used to imple-
ment skid-proofing projects. 

An inventory of state highway bridges with substandard 
end treatments was taken, and a delineation program, as per 
the AASHTO Yellow Book, was planned for 340 bridges. 

An inventory of hazardous objects at highway gore areas 
on high-volume/high-speed state highways resulted in correc-
tion of all hazardous conditions. 

A sample survey has been completed of roadside obstacles 
for streets and highways under state jurisdiction, which is being 
used as the basis for long-term needs for obstacle elimination 
in the state. 

In addition, inventories are maintained on traffic and roadway 
data such as the traffic volume, terrain, access control, presence 
of a median, surface type, number of lanes, pavement width, 
road width, functional class, and other items. Straight line dia-
grams and photologs have also been used during accident anal-
ysis and safety improvement projects. 

Washington, D.C. 

In Washington, D.C., numerous elements are carefully re-
viewed at high-accident intersections, bridges, and traffic circles. 
On Interstates and freeways, elements that are reviewed (re-
gardless of whether they are high accident or not) include safety 
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appurtenances (guardrail, bridge rail, and attenuators), lighting, 
shoulders, gore areas, sight-distance deficiencies, signing, and 
pavement markings. Typical improvements routinely made at 
non-high-accident locations include resurfacing, channelization 
(to improve overall operation of intersections or sections), and 
elements found to be deficient during inspection of fatal-accident 
sites. 

Tennessee 

Tennessee is typical in terms of its identification of hazardous 
elements. Its highway safety improvement program involves 
identifying and ranking hazardous locations based on accident 
experience. Then, investigations of the locations are made to 
determine what elements, if any, might be contributing to the 
problem. The intent is to identify elements (grade crossings, 
bridges, horizontal curves, roadside obstacles, and others) with 
high-accident experience. 

In Tennessee, several types of data files are maintained, in 
addition to accident files, including: 

Systems file—contains information on functional class, ad-
ministrative system, urban boundaries, federal-aid ,route num-
bers, etc. 

Route-feature file—includes features along a route such as 
intersections, bridges, county lines, etc. 

Geometrics file—contains information for a particular sec-
tion, such as roadway width, surface type and width, types of 
median, number of lanes, etc. 

Bridge file—includes information for each bridge structure 
according to the National Structure Inventory and Appraisal 
File. 

Railroad-crossing file—contains information on each pub-
lic railroad crossing, and follows the format of the National 
Railroad Highway Crossing Inventory. 

Road-history file—contains information on the original and 
current projects for each route, along with the name of the 
contractor from each project. 

Traffic file—contains data on average daily traffic, peak 
hour volume percentages, vehicle classifications, etc. 

Horizontal-alignment file—contains the degree of curva-
ture for each horizontal curve of three degrees or greater. 

CHAPTER FOUR 

ESTABLISHING PRIORITIES FOR IMPROVING HIGHWAY 
ELEMENTS 

Agency personnel must consider many factors when deter-
mining priorities for the improvement of highway elements. For 
instance, highway elements should conform to MUTCD and 
AASHTO standards and guidelines. However, an analyst may 
still need to question whether an element that does not conform 
to those standards is an immediate danger or whether it simply 
causes a condition that is not ideal. For example, a stolen stop 
sign or an inoperative traffic signal should be corrected quickly, 
without referring to a priority analysis. Also, some types of 
problems or conditions may be corrected through routine main-
tenance. However, the removal of a row of large trees next to 
the road may become a more complex issue, because public, 
environmental, and political forces may resist such a treatment. 

GUIDELINES FOR IMPROVING HIGHWAY 
ELEMENTS 

Based on the survey responses ranking specific elements from 
a very low to a high priority, there are four basic philosophies 
stated by state and local agencies regarding the priority of ele-
ment improvements: 

Statement 

Number of 
Agencies 

State 	Local 

Money is spent on improving highway elements 7 	3 
only if the accidents exceed a certain level. 
Improvements are made only if accident experi- 2 	3 
ence is high. 
The agency is sensitive to deficient highway ele- 30 	11 
ments, as well as high-accident locations, and rou- 
tinely improves a few of these elements each year. 
A high priority is placed on identifying and cor- 17 	8 
recting highway elements for locations both with 
and without high-accident experience. 

These summaries indicate that most state and local agencies 
at least try to improve some deficient highway elements each' 
year. However, a few, responding agencies (seven states and three 
local agencies) rely solely on accident experience for placing 
priorities for safety improvements. On the other hand, several 
responding agencies indicated that they have a fairly high regard 
for hazardous elements, eventhose without accident experience 
(17 state agencies and 8 local agencies). 
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In addition to the responses summarized above, several state 
and local agencies indicated their own unique philosophy on 
highway elements for priority improvement purposes. For ex-
ample, about one-third of the safety funding in New Hampshire 
each year is currently being used to upgrade guardrail and bridge 
approaches. Some of these bridge sites are selected according 
to accident histories, although others are considered if thought 
to be potentially hazardous. In Washington D.C., safety im-
provements, particularly those involving bridges, traffic circles, 
and intersections, are primarily based on accident data. How-
ever, on Interstate highways the treatments are made to elements 
whether the location shows high-accident experience or not. The 
Oakland County Road Commission ranks all potential resur-
facing, restoration, and reconstruction (3-R) projects based on 
safety (accident) criteria. However, on all 3-R projects identified, 
potential hazards are treated regardless of associated accident 
history. The Oakland County Road Commission also has a 
"pink slip" program wherein employees report potential hazards 
that they observe on the road. 

Responding foreign highway agencies cited a variety of guide-
lines on improving highway elements. In general, these agencies 
are sensitive to deficient highway elements and improve some 
of them each year. 

Agencies were also asked whether highway elements that are 
not at high-accident locations are routinely considered for im-
provement. Of the 40 states responding, 34 indicated "yes," and 
15 of 16 responding local agencies indicated "yes." All but one 
of the foreign agencies indicated "yes." Some reasons given by 
state and local agencies for considering hazardous element im-
provements are: 

Number of Agencies 

sponses noted that certain circumstances could lead to identi-
fying roadway elements as hazardous. These circumstances 
included when a roadway was to be resurfaced or reconstructed, 
when improved channelization would improve the operation at 
an intersection, or when fatal accidents indicate a need for 
improvement. The roadway deficiencies that were typically cor-
rected by these agencies are: 

Trim tree and bush obstructions. 
Replace or repair missing or damaged signs. 
Repair damaged or substandard guardrails and guardrail 

ends. 
Repair rutting, potholes, rough pavement, and pavement 

dropoffs. 
Improve shoulder erosion and ruts. 
Upgrade or improve roadway delineation. 
Improve slippery pavements. 
Correct drainage problems.. 
Remove fixed objects. 
Improve signal operations and repair signal knockdowns. 
Combine utility and signal poles into multi-use poles. 
Remove trees and other roadside obstacles. 
Reconstruct culverts and catch basins. 
Improve curvature, superelevation, and other substandard 

geometrics. 

It should be noted that most of the roadway deficiencies listed 
above are typically corrected by highway maintenance activities 
that may be treated irrespective of accident data. In other words, 
many agencies recognize hazardous highway elements and take 
the initiative to address them even though a fonnal inventory 
procedure may not be available. 

State and 
Survey Statement Local 	Foreign FUNDING CONSIDERATIONS 

1. "They appeared hazardous based on our 44 	5 
past experience and judgment." Priorities for treating hazardous highway elements are estab- 

2. "They did not meet the current state or 39 	6 lished, in many cases, based on an economic analysis required 
local guidelines or practices." for federally funded projects. This is particularly true in cases 

3. "They are based on citizen input or corn- 
plaints." 

37 	5 
where improvements must be shown in relation to an acceptable 

4. "We have experienced accident problems 34 	3 level of benefits for each dollar spent. 
at similar locations in the past." For example, the Hazard Elimination Program, established 

5. "They did not meet any MUTCD guide- 33 	3 by the Surface Transportation Assistance Act of 1978, requires 
lines for warrants." 

6. "We fear possible problems in tort liability 32 	5 that capital projects demonstrate cost-effectiveness based on 

in case of an accident." projected safety benefits. However, according to a 1983 FWHA 
7. "They don't meet AASHTO blue book (or 32 	4 memo (letter submitted to FHWA from the Bureau of Traffic 

currently green book) standards or other Engineering and Operations): 
design standards." 

8. "We made improvements to maintain con- 
sistencies in our roadway system." 

28 	4 
1. "Minor installations of safety hardware, such as beam 

9. "They are based on 'political' pressure." 27 	4 quardrail, impact attenuators, etc., do not require cost-effec- 
10. "Improvements are based on findings 22 	3 tiveness analysis. Installations must comply with current prac- 

from articles in past research on dangerous tices and procedures...... 
elements." 

11. "We make improvements to improve our 11 	1 
2. "Traffic signals must meet warrants in addition to a fa- 

public image." vorable cost-effectiveness analysis." 
12. "It keeps our maintenance personnel busy 4 	0 3. "Construction, 	such as intersections, 	left-turn storage 

during periods of low work loads." lanes, and geometric improvements require cost-effectiveness 
justification." 

	

The responses shown were from the agencies that indicated 	In the 1983 Annual HSIP report in New York State by Bray 

	

a high or medium priority for considering highway elements in 	et al. the authors state that safety benefits for hazard elimination 

	

their improvement programs and operations. Other agency re- 	projects can be calculated in two ways (24): 
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When accident history is used to identify a highway de-
ficiency, accident reductions can be projected based on proposed 
improvements. 

For improvements to roadside obstacles where accident 
data may or may not be available, a different methodology is 
applied. An obstacle index is computed and used to estimate 
annual benefits. 

For projects or locations in either category above, a benefit-cost 
analysis is performed. Those meeting a benefit-cost ratio of 1.0 
or greater qualify for hazard elimination funds. Unfortunately 
this requirement (meeting a B/C ratio of 1.0 or greater) makes 
it difficult for highway agencies to justify many types of im- 
provements to hazardous highway elements. 	- 

When asked whether an economic analysis is conducted to 
justify making improvements to deficient highway elements, the 
agencies responded in the following manner: 

Number of Responses 

Agency Type Yes No Sometimes 

State 15 7 17 
Local 2 5 9 
Foreign 1 1 5 

Totals 18 13 31 

Further information received from the agencies to supplement 
the general responses above include the following: 

In California, spot improvements costing more than 
$25,000 are justified on the basis of economic analysis. 

In Florida, a benefit-cost analysis is conducted for a lo-
cation, not just for one element. Minor improvements, such as 
removing an obstacle, or maintenance activities do not receive 
an economic analysis. 

Maryland does not perform an economic analysis for 
MUTCD-type improvements or "for which avoidance of tort 
liability is performed." However, an economic analysis is per-
formed for locations that are improved as part of the Hazard 
Elimination Program. 

The Wyoming response mentioned that an economic anal-
ysis is performed if the element is in a high-accident area, but 
that the element would typically be upgraded to standard con-
figuration in a reconstruction area if finances are available. 

Nebraska performs an economic analysis when safety funds 
are used, and a value engineering analysis is also conducted. 

Project costs are compared with accident costs in Japan. 
In Saskatchewan, Canada, an economic analysis is per-

formed for larger projects, such as at interchanges and some 
signal installations. 

In New Brunswick, Canada, economic analysis is not per-
formed to justify the improvement if a definite safety risk exists. 
When considering all deficient highway elements, however, each 
element is given a budget in which repairs are performed on 
the most justifiable deficiencies. 

The Ohio response mentioned that an economic analysis is 
not used for elements improved as part of 3-R projects, but it 
is used with hazard elimination projects. 

In Ocean County, N.J., costs are a major consideration for 
improving elements, but a full economic analysis is not con-
ducted. 

An economic analysis is used for projects that are borderline 
or if funds are scarce in Winston-Salem, N.C. 

The city of Lawrence, Kansas uses an economic analysis 
in some cases, such as to justify guardrail placement. 

In Charlotte, N.C., economic analysis is performed for 
high-accident locations but not for correcting signs and mark-
ings. 

In Oakland County, Michigan, a cost-effectiveness analysis 
is performed for all highwy construction improvements. 

Many of the state and local agencies indicated that the funding 
source was a primary factor in determining whether an economic 
analysis was used. Some local agencies mentioned that they seek 
state aid for some projects. 

The next question asked of the agencies was: "After elements 
are identified as deficient or in need of repair, must they compete 
with high-accident locations for improvement funding?" Of the 
39 states responding, 22 indicated "yes," 14 indicated "no," and 
3 indicated "sometimes." Of 17 responding local agencies, 8 
said "yes" and 9 said "no." Four of the seven foreign agencies 
stated that high-accident elements must compete for funding. 
Elements need not compete, according to the two South African 
provinces. In New Brunswick, the deficiency does not have to 
compete for funding if it is thought to be more serious than the 
high-accident location. 

The next issue asked of the state and local agencies involved 
the percentage of the safety improvement funding spent for each 
of the following four categories: 

Citizens' complaints, 
High-accident locations, 
High-hazard elements (where accident data are not con-

sidered), and 
Other considerations (political, etc.). 

For state agencies, citizens' complaints were responsible for 
only about 4 percent of their expenditures, while high-accident 
locations involved approximately 78 percent of expenditures. 
Also, high-hazard elements were responsible for 14 percent of 
state expenditures, and 4 percent were attributed to other con-
siderations. For the local agencies, citizens' complaints were 
responsible for approximately 14 percent of expenditures; high-
accident locations, 43 percent; hazardous highway elements, 26 
percent; and other considerations, 17 percent. 

Responses indicate that local agencies actually spent a higher 
percentage of funds on hazardous elements than state agencies 
(26 to 14 percent). Also, the local agencies spent a higher portion 
of their funds based on citizen input and other considerations 
than did the state agencies. The state agencies spent a majority 
of their funding (78 percent) on identifying high-accident lo-
cations, compared with only 43 percent of the local funding. 

The fact that local agencies consider highway elements more 
than state agencies could be the result of one or more of the 
following reasons: 

The strong emphasis by many city agencies on MUTCD-
type improvements (e.g., signing, striping, and signal improve-
ments), which are justified independently of accident statistics, 
in many cases; 

The lack of high-quality accident data by many local agen-
cies; 
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The involvement of local politics in the selection of im-
provements without consideration to accident experience; and 

Limited personnel to conduct a comprehensive safety im-
provement program, so that the improvements often bonsist 
largely of putting out "brush fires" (replacing damaged stop 
signs, repairing malfunctioning traffic signals, etc.). 

TABLE 7 

FUNDING SOURCES AND PROGRAMS USED TO IMPROVE 
HIGHWAY ELEMENTS 

Frequency of Use 

It should be mentioned that state agencies also have to deal 
with the problems mentioned above but perhaps they are more 
serious at the local agency level. 	 Funding Source 

U, a 4-' 
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FUNDING SOURCES AND PROGRAMS 

The next issue involves the specific funding sources and pro-
grams used to treat highway elements not identified by accident 
experience. Several funding and construction programs are cur-
rently available for highway safety improvements that may relate 
to correcting highway elements. As discussed earlier, the High-
way Safety Act of 1982 provides for continued funding through 
fiscal year 1986 for the Hazard Elimination Program and Rail-
Highway Crossing program (1). 

The 402 Safety Program was also extended through 1986. 
The number "402" refers to Section 402 of Title 23 of the United 
States Code and provides essential support for highway safety 
programs. Typical activities promoted by 402 funds include: (a) 
the collection of accident, highway, and traffic data to identify 
problems and evaluate improvements; (b) the development of 
necessary technical capabilities; (c) the procurement of safety 
improvement tools and equipment; and (d) highway safety train-
ing (1). As this program relates to highway elements, possible 
uses of 402 funds could include such activities as collecting data 
for highway elements; photologging or videologging; purchasing 
necessary equipment for collecting, analyzing, or maintaining 
highway element data; and training technical personnel to iden-
tify and correct roadway deficiencies. 

The Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1976 authorizes the use of 
federal funds for resurfacing, restoration, and rehabilitation, 
which is commonly referred to as the 3-R program. Projects 
involving 3-R activities may be classified into two groups: (a) 
repairs to the road surface, and (b) geometric improvements. 
The 3-R program is limited to the federal-aid highway system 
and consists of three classes of highway systems: primary, sec-
ondary, and urban (1,25). Funds are provided on the basis of 
75 percent federal and 25 percent state or local funding. In 
recent years there has been an increased emphasis on reducing 
"lost opportunities" for enhancing safety on 3-R projects. In 
addition to improving basic highway elements (lanes, shoulders, 
curves, grades, cross slopes, superelevation, etc.) numerous low-
cost improvements have also been included in 3-R projects, such 
as trimming trees, guardrail improvements, and upgrading pave-
ment markings and signing (1,25). Thus, the 3-R program can 
be another means to improve substandard or deficient highway 
elements. 

State and local agencies were asked about funding sources 
commonly used to improve highway elements. As summarized 
in Table 7, the sources most frequently used by state agencies 
for improving highway elements include construction programs 
(21 states), 3-R funding (20 states), maintenance programs (16 
states), and safety improvement funding (13 states). 

Local agencies most frequently used construction programs 

State Agencies 
3-R 20 	13 
Safety Improvement 13 	16 
Maintenance 16 	18 
Construction 21 	17 
No funds 0 	3 
Channelization 0 	1 
Section 203 RR 1 	0 

Local Agencies 
3-11 2 4 1 0 
Safety Improvement 4 9 3 1 
Maintenance 9 5 1 1 
Construction 10 5 1 0 
Nofunds 2 1 1 3 
Capital Improvement 2 0 0 0 
Voter Approval Bond Fund 1 0 0 0 
General revenue 1 0 0 0 
Risk Management Countermeasure 1 0 0 0 

(10 agencies) for improving highway elements, followed by 
maintenance programs (9 agencies), and safety improvement 
funding (4 agencies). In Japan, all "repairs" are funded from 
the agency maintenance budget. In Alberta, Canada, construc-
tion and maintenance funds are used. A variety of other funding 
sources are used by the other foreign agencies. 

In using funds for improving highway elements, projects are 
generally established in one of three ways: 

They are made part of larger projects. 
Individual elements are the target of improvements. 
Blanket improvements of one or more elements are made. 

The first category involves elements that are improved as part 
of larger projects, such as with 3-R projects. The second general 
category involves improvements where the individual elements 
themselves are the target of the improvement. For example, 
many agencies focus their traffic engineering improvements on 
highway signs, traffic signals, markings, and other MUTCD-
type improvements. Another example would be agencies that 
currently have routine maintenance practices aimed at correct-
ing minor problems along the roadside. These problems include 
deficient sign posts or light supports, shoulders that drop off 
more than several inches from the pavement, trees or branches 
that obstruct signs, damaged crash cushions, damaged guard-
rails, or other problems correctable through maintenance prac-
tices. 

A third type of improvement aimed at the hazardous elements 
are blanket improvements. Blanket improvements are currently 
being conducted by agencies around the country. The California 
Cure Program, for example, addressed hazards associated with 
environmental problems, such as light standards, bridge rail 
ends, signs, bridge piers, and abutments (26). This program was 
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estimated to save approximately 680 lives over a 6-year period 
and cost approximately $20 million (26). 

One advantage of a blanket improvement program is that an 
economic analysis can be used to justify element improvements. 
For example, it is very difficult to assign a benefit or accident 
reduction factor to the replacement of one spear-end guardrail. 
However, when a system-wide or blanket improvement program 
is initiated, dozens or even hundreds of similar projects may be 
lumped together into one program, thereby allowing the benefit 
and cost estimates to be calculated for the total program. 

A 1979 study by Pigman et al. (27) documented benefits  

considering blanket improvements at high-accident locations for 
the entire Interstate system in Kentucky. Some of these blanket-
type improvements included clearing gore areas, replacing rigid 
light poles and signs, cutting or shielding rock cuts along the 
Interstate, improving or removing median crossovers, delinea-
tion for wrong-way accidents, converting guardrail ends to 
breakaway or flared cable terminals, improving guardrail tran-
sitions to bridge piers, protecting median and shoulder piers, 
resurfacing slippery pavement sections, and various other im-
provement activities (Figure 42). A composite cost and benefit 
value was computed for individual improvements, as well as 

NUMBER AND TYPE OF IMPROVEMENTS BY ROUTE 

SAFETY UNIT 
IMPROVEMENT I 24 I 64 1 65 	I 71 1 75 	I 264 	1 275 COST 

Clear Gore Area: 
Remove rigid signs 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 $1,000. 
Move light standard 0 13 23 9 38 20 2 $2,500 
Replace dual channel post 0 17. 15 4 10 0 1 $500 
Remove guardrail 0 6 10 7 5 4 0 $1,000 
Replace end treatment 0 2 3 2 1 10 0 $1,000 

41 . 

Replace Rigid Signs 0 6 20 0 5 63 0 $2,000 

Replace Rigid Lightpoles 0 3 60 0 27 360 0 $2,000 

Rock Cuts: 
Grading and/or shielding 0 22.4 10.8 4.6 32.2 0 0 $70,400 
(Miles of rock cuts) per mile 

Median Crossover Removal 17 15 18 23 30 2 5 $3,500 

Delineation for wrong- 
way accidents 10 88 67 30 87 71 0 $400 

Convert guardrail end 
treatments to breakaway 5 916 304 644 1239 144 48 $500 
Cable terminal 

Guardrail transition to 
bridge end 0 9 40 16 21 16 0 $8,000 

Median and shoulder pier 
protection: 

Shoulder pier unprotected 0 6 0 2 0 20 0 -. 	$5,000-  
Median pier unprotected 0 2 2a 2a 0 9 0 1$40000 	$20,000 
Guardratr at shoulder 0 7 10 5 16 2 0 $1,000 
pier unattached 

Delineation for 
Shoulders approaching 0 82 116 20 76 26 0 $100 
bridges without 
full-Width Shoulders 

Upgrade Gap Between 
bridges: 

Upgrade guardrail 0 3 0 4 3 13 0 $10,000 
Plant shrubs behind 14 64 60 25 49 19 8 $7,000 
uardrail 

Fasten Seat Belts 
Signs at All 12 78 67 30 85 71 0 $200 
entrance Ramps 

Earth berms on both sides of bridge pier 

Crash cushions on both sides of bridge pier 

FIGURE 42 Listing of blanket improvements and individual improvements from Kentucky Interstate Study (27). 
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ACCIDENT SEVERITY PERCENT REDUCTION ANNUAL AVERAGE bENEFIT- 
TYPE AND MAINTENANCE ANNUAL COST LIFE 

LOCATION OF IMPROVEMENT MUMMER FATAL INJURY 900 FATAL INJURY P00 IMPROVEMENT COSTS COSTS BENEFITS REFERENCES RATIO (VEARS) 

GENERAL IMPROVEMENTS 

CLEAa GORE AREA; 21 	34) 34 50 50 0 1350.000 U 	0 1 79.900 10. 23. 31 	3.44 20 REMOVE RIGID SIGNS 6 34 ROAR LIGHT STANDARD 105 
REPLACE DUAL CHANNEL POST SD 
REMOVE GUARDRAIL 32 
REPLACE END TREATMENT 18 

REPLACE RIGID SIGNS 94 10 	16) 49 50 50 -10 1186,000 1 	0 34.317 10, 31. 35 	2.75 20 

REPLACE RIGID LIGHTPOLES 450 41 	166) 58 50 50 -35 1900.000 1 	0 $141,499 10. 31, 36 	2.37 20 
3M 

REMOVE ROCKCUTS176 MILES) 
MOVING RACE ID F 

E 
 E T

AT
AN 

3 83)131) 115 65 25 5 15.000.000 $ 	0 $401,527 1, 31 1.21 20 

AVERAGE OF 12 FEET HIGH 

MARIA8LE MESSAGE SIGNS 9 1 79) 126) 263 10 10 10 1225.000 1 9,000 1 89,341 10. 36 3.59 20 I 	75; 	NP 	188.9 - 	191.6 

VARIABLE MESSAGE SIGNS 
I ES; NP 	

1 
30.  7- 	137.3 

10 0 47 	(75) 156 10 10 10 $200,000 $10,300 $ 43.702 IC, 36 2.36 20 

VARIABLE MESSAGE SIGNS 18 0 108)173) 360 10 10 10 1450,000 118.000 1105.430 10, 36 3.14 20 O 264 NP 9.0 - 18.0 

MEDIAN CROSSOVER REMOVAL 110 1 16 	261 15 50 50 50 1389,000 $ 	0 1)28.625 10, 38 5.04 20 
DELINEATION FOR RRGNG- 
WAY £CCODRNTS 

355 5 8 	(13) 6 20 20 20 $142,000 1 	0 $136,024 10, 31. 39 	2.76 3 
40. 41 

GUARDRAIL END TREATMENTS 3300 2 36 	56) 50 75 SO -40 $1,650,000 $ 	C $310,400 10, 11, 18 	2.84 20 TO RREARARAY CABLE 
TERMINAL 23. 42, 45 

GUARDRAIL TRANSITICN TO 408 1 21 	(34) 15 75 50 -75 1810.000 K 	0 ERIDGE END 	(102 $RIOGES) 1166,113 10, 
23. 

11. 
24, 

18 	3.07 
4 

20 

MEDIAN I SHOULDER PIER 96 2 10 	(161 2 90 60 -300 1600.000 1 	0 1266.100 10, U. PROTECTION 
SHOULDER PIER 24 

23 	6.69 20 

UNPROTECTED -- 26 
MEDIAN PIER 
UNPROTECTED -- 3C 
GUARDRAIL AT SHOULDER 
PIER UNATTACHED -- 40 

DELINEATION FOR SHCGLOERS 320 1 34 	(54) 85 5 5 5 191,000 
APPROACHING BRIDGES RITH- 1 	C U 21,798 10, 24, 41 	1.96 5 
OUT FULL-RIOT,) SHOULDERS 

UPGRADE GAP BETWEEN 265 1 4 	(6) 5 90 60 -60 $1,900,000 
BRIDGES - INC LUDES . $ 	0 1123,410 10. 18, 23 	(.01 20 
UPGRADING GUARDRAIL) 461 24 
AND PLANTING SHRU8S 
BEHIND GURR0E$IL)239) 

FASTEN SEAT BELT SIGNS 343 47 	1412)7239)4563 2 0 0 170,000 $ 	0 1235,300 AT ALL ENTRANCE RABPS 10, 16, 43 	25.31 10 

FIGURE 43 Sample economic analysis output from Kentucky study (27). 

programs and the overall benefit-cost ratio of these blanket-type 
improvements was calculated (Figure 43). This is one example 
of how hazardous highway elements can be priority-ranked in 
an economic analysis. 

States that want to recognize and improve hazardous elements 
seem to use various funding sources and programs. This is 
illustrated very well by a quote from the Hawaii Highway Safety' 
Improvement Program (23): 

It should be noted that some of the most cost-effective corrective 
measures of accident locations are minor traffic operation-type 
improvements, such as installing hazard warning signs, markings, 
or delineation, and adjusting traffic signals, and timing/phasing. 
These measures are often implemented by State and county high-
way/traffic forces with informal work orders as soon as suitable 
countermeasures are identified to rectify the hazardous condition 
without going through formal project listing and priority pro-
cedures. 

Tennessee reports that it uses programs such as 3-R, the Rail-
Highway Grade Crossing Program, Bridge Replacement and 
Rehabilitation Program, and regular maintenance and construc- 

tion programs in making improvements to highway elements. 
Although many agencies may not consider "highway elements" 
as a special area of emphasis, they may treat them under nu-
merous programs as a part of normal highway construction and 
maintenance activities. 

Regardless of whether an economic analysis is used, agencies 
must also consider many other factors when determining the 
types of improvements of hazardous highway elements to be 
made. These other considerations include: 

Citizen opposition (e.g., citizens may violently oppose re-
moving trees near their residences or streets), 

The effect on highway capacity, 
Possible implementation period, 
Energy conservation (e.g., signal timing changes), 
Effect on area surroundings, 
Effect on air and noise pollution, 
Effect on safety (e.g., some treatments, such as concrete 

barriers and traffic signals, may reduce accident severity but 
increase accident frequency), and 

Effect on future maintenance costs. 
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State and local agencies have recognized numerous problems 
regarding the collection, analysis, and use of data relative to 
hazardous elements. A summary of the primary problems is 
given in Table 8. Agencies were asked to rate nine potential 
problem areas as being a major problem, a problem, a minor 
problem, or no problem. The table combines these responses 
into two categories: issues that are problems, and issues that 
are of little or no problem. 

AGENCY PROBLEMS 

The main problem indicated for state and local agencies was 
limited funding for improvements. In fact, approximately 95 
percent of the agencies reported this problem. The second most 
critical problem identified by both state and local agencies was 
limited personnel, where 76 percent of state agencies and 69 
percent of local agencies indicated this problem. 

The remaining problems, beyond the first two, differ consid-
erably for state and local agencies. For state agencies, the third 
most critical problem was inaccurate data collection for their  

system (indicated by 39 percent of the agencies). Following 
closely behind this was the problem that state agencies could 
not justify addressing highway elements unless the location had 
high-accident experience (38 percent). The next most frequently 
reported problem for states was that the highway system is too 
large to get a clear understanding of where all critical areas 
exist (31 percent). Following that, states reported the problem 
of finding or training good field people (28 percent). The seventh 
most frequent response was that state agencies have no clear 
direction or guidance on what procedures should be used to 
identify hazardous elements. A lack of interest or support from 
top management was not perceived as a major problem by state 
agencies (only 8 percent of the agencies indicated a concern). 
The least of the problems reported by state agencies was the 
lack of computer availability for identifying hazardous elements 
(6 percent). 

For the local agencies, the third most frequently reported 
problem, after limited funding and personnel problems, was the 
lack of computer availability (59 percent indicated this problem). 
This problem was followed by a lack of clear direction or guid-
ance on what procedures should be used for identifying haz- 

TABLE 8 

SUMMARY OF PROBLEMS RELATED TO IMPROVING HAZARDOUS HIGHWAY ELEMENTS 

Local Agencies State Agencies State and Local Agencies 

Little Isa Little Isa Little Isa 
Ranking problem problem problem 

or no or no or no 
Local State Problem Area problem No. % problem No. % problem No. % 

Lack of intereit or support 9 8 15 2 12 33 3 8 48 5 9 
from top management 

Limited funds 1 1 1 16 94 2 37 95 3 53 95 

Limited personnel 2 2 6 11 69 9 29 76 15 40 73 

Cannot justify addressing 7 4 14 4 29 23 14 38 37 18 33 
elements unless accident 
experience is high 

Inaccuracy in data collecting 8 3 12 5 29 22 14 39 34 19 36 

Highway system is too large 6 5 11 6 35 25 11 31 36 17 32 

No computer to process such 3 9 7 10 59 34 2 6 41 12 23 
data 

No clear direction or guidance 4 7 9 6 40 30 8 21 39 14 26 
exists for element 
identification 

Limited trained personnel 5 6 10 6 38 26 10 28 36 16 31 
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ardous elements (40 percent). The fifth most frequently reported 
problem was finding or training good field people (38 percent), 
followed by the perception of too large a highway system (35 
percent). The last three problems for local agencies, in order of 
priority, were the inability to justify treating non-accident lo-
cations (29 percent), the problems with data-collection accuracy 
(29 percent), and the lack of interest or support from top man-
agement (only 12 percent). 

It can be concluded, from the above information, that there 
are clear differences between state and local agencies in terms 
of barriers to identifying and correcting hazardous elements. 
Specifically, local agencies reported a major problem, not only 
with a lack of funds and personnel, but also with the lack of 
computer facilities and clear, technical direction on which haz-
ardous elements should and should not be included in a com-
prehensive safety program. These last two issues were of minor 
concern to state agencies. States, however, reported more of a 
problem with funds, personnel, data collection accuracy, and 
the justification of treating non-accident locations. 

Other problems and concerns mentioned by state agencies 
included the doubtful use or justification of hazard elimination 
funding for potential hazards, as opposed to sites with high-
accident history. One state also expressed concern about tort 
liability resulting from deficient elements being identified but 
not corrected. This concern undoubtedly faces many highway 
agencies because of limited funding and questions as to how to 
utilize these funds in an optimal manner. 

AGENCY NEEDS 

Local agencies have indicated that their two primary needs 
are funding and personnel. However, ten states and four local 
agencies mentioned that improved identification or inventory 
methods were the most critical needs for safety enhancement. 
Also, two state agencies and three local agencies mentioned 
improved computer facilities as their most critical need regard-
ing the identification of hazardous roadway elements. Finally, 
five state agencies indicated a need for more information on 
benefits resulting from the treatment and improvement of haz-
ardous roadway elements. 

In addition to these needs, several state and local agencies 
also indicated other needs relative to hazardous elements. For 
example, Alabama indicated the need to better merge roadway 
and accident files, while California mentioned the environmental 
considerations that must be addressed before removing hazard-
ous trees, substandard guardrails, and other features with no 
accident histories. 

One local agency indicated that many highway projects can 
be completed with minimal funding as long as personnel are 
available to perform the planning and engineering activities. In 
this situation, personnel limitations are more critical than fund-
ing limitations. 

CHAPTER SIX 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The identification and correction of hazardous elements was 
investigated in this synthesis based on information in the lit-
erature (published and unpublished), discussions with agency 
representatives, and questionnaire responses received from 40 
state agencies, 17 local (city and county) agencies, and 5 foreign 
countries. In particular, this synthesis discussed the following: 

Definitions of a hazardous element, 
Methods for identifying highway elements, 
Priorities for improving highway elements, and 
Agency problems and limitations. 

The following is a summary of information obtained in these 
four categories along with related recommendations. 

DEFINING A HAZARD 

No universally accepted definition of a hazard exists. Highway 
elements may be viewed in terms of their degree of hazard,  

which is a function of the probability of that element being 
associated with an accident or injury. For example, the degree 
of hazard of a roadside obstacle is a function of its type and 
rigidity, its distance from the roadway edge, its exposure to 
traffic, and nearby roadway characteristics. Thus, a combination 
of many roadway elements and conditions affect the degree of 
hazard of an element. Although there are probably hundreds 
of highway elements that could be named as "potential hazards" 
under certain situations, approximately 40 specific elements 
were most often mentioned by state and local highway agencies 
as of primary concern. 

Care should be exercised when labeling a certain type of 
element as a hazard. For example, narrow bridges are one of 
the elements most often mentioned as potential hazards. How-
ever, a bridge is not necessarily a hazard simply because it is 
"narrow." Instead, traffic, roadway, and environmental factors 
all play a role in determining whether the element would be a 
hazard. A narrow bridge would likely present a hazard if located 
on a curve in a two-lane highway with limited sight distance, 
inadequate delineation, and no approach guardrail, whereas a 
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similar narrow bridge might not be a hazard under different 
circumstances. Similarly, the degree of hazard of a rigid roadside 
object depends on its nearness to the road, its rigidity, and 
roadway geometrics. 

Numerous sources give direct or indirect indications of haz-
ardous roadway elements. The documents selected for discussion 
purposes included the AASHTO Yellow Book, the FHWA 
"Maintenance and Highway Safety Handbook," documented 
material from Florida's Highway Safety Improvement Program 
and the Oakland County (Michigan) Roadside Hazard Program, 
and Hazard Index ratings of state rail-highway grade crossings 
(4, 5, 10-12). These and other sources present different per-
spectives on highway elements that are hazards or potential 
hazards. 

It is recommended that, in addition to routinely identifying 
high-accident locations and sections, each state and local agency 
should also generate its own list of highway elements considered 
to be potential hazards. An example of a comprehensive list of 
potential hazards is the one developed by the Florida DOT (11). 

The determination of hazardous elements should be based on 
each agency's roadway characteristics (terrain, density, traffic 
volume, roadway designs, driver characteristics, climate, etc.) 
as well as guidelines and standards (MUTCD, AASHTO, etc.). 
An agency must also rely on past experience and consider fea-
tures that have been associated with a high frequency or severity 
of accidents. Roadway elements that are commonly associated 
with high-accident locations should be considered as potential 
hazards without waiting for accidents to happen. An accurate 
highway inventory is a valuable tool to assist in the systematic 
identification of highway elements of concern. 

An effort should also be made to develop criteria for each 
element. For example, the degree of hazard represented by a 
line of utility poles located ten feet from the edge of a low-
volume urban street would be substantially less than a similar 
line of poles located within the same distance of a high-volume, 
high-speed suburban street with poor alignment. A composite 
list of potential hazards was discussed in Chapter 2. These 
hazards were either recognized by highway agencies or identified 
in the literature. This list is given only for illustration purposes, 
but may be a good starting point for an agency wishing to define 
elements that deserve further consideration and possible im-
provement. 

METHODS FOR IDENTIFYING HIGHWAY 
ELEMENTS 

Traditional accident analysis techniques are commonly used 
for identifying high-accident locations. These were the subject 
of numerous documents, such as Synthesis 91(6) and a training 
manual produced for the Federal Highway Administration on 
Highway Safety Improvement Programs (3). However, there is 
a need to identify highway elements that present hazards to 
motorists, even though accident experience is not yet abnormally 
high. Hazardous elements may be identified in many ways. 
Many agencies have no formal procedure, although hazardous 
elements seen in the field are reported by maintenance workers, 
police, and safety personnel. Some agencies perform routine field 
inspections and have specific pre-defined highway elements in 
mind during these inspections. The use of more formal proce-
dures includes computerized system-wide inventories of road- 

way elements such as narrow bridges, railroad grade crossings, 
roadside obstacles, sight-distance deficiencies, slippery and 
rough pavements, and delineation and signs. From these inven-
tories, elements are then identified that are considered to be 
deficient. 

The methods used to collect inventory data include manual 
methods, photologging, videologging, and automated or semi-
automated devices. Manual data collection and photologging 
are most commonly used for collecting data on highway ele-
ments. Computer data storage and processing are used by ap-
proximately 75 percent of the responding agencies. New and 
improved data storage and processing techniques are now in 
use, such as laser videodiscs for handling photolog information. 

Good examples were found of numerous types of inventories 
related to highway elements. For example, inventories for sub-
mission to the U.S. Department of Transportation are main-
tained by nearly all states on railroad-highway grade crossing 
(AAR Crossing Inventory) and on bridge structures. Other ex-
amples of highway element inventories include computerized 
sign inventories, such as those by Charlotte (N.C.), North Da-
kota, Missouri, and other agencies. A comprehensive inventory 
of roadside obstacles, such as the one maintained by Oakland 
County, Michigan, provides a valuable listing of potential road-
side hazards. A detailed guardrail inventory is used by the 
Michigan DOT, and inventories of traffic signals and intersec-
tions are used by Washington State, Phoenix, and others. Most 
states maintain a roadway features inventory for roadway seg-
ments, which may include such elements as lane width and 
shoulder width and type, median width, functional class, hor-
izontal curvature, and other information. Michigan's Dimen-
sional Accident Surveillance System (MIDAS) and Nebraska's 
Maintenance Management System are good examples of road-
way feature inventories. 

Several recommendations for identifying highway elements of 
concern are given below. 

Current inventory data bases should be used whenever 
possible and supplemented with information on highway ele-
ments of concern. Virtually all agencies collect and maintain 
detailed inventories of bridge structures and railroad grade cross-
ings. The hazard index models for rail-highway crossings could, 
for example, provide one way to determine the elements that 
deserve further attention. The bridge inventories, as maintained 
by the states, could be used to identify substandard bridges for 
treatments including not only possible high-cost bridge widen-
ing, but also lower-cost treatments (e.g., pavement delineation, 
advance warning signs, illumination, etc.). In summary, highway 
agencies already have these and other types of inventories, but 
not all of them are used for identifying hazardous elements. 
There may be a need to enhance or modify the inventory file 
and to conduct data sorts and searches to make the inventory 
more useful for locating potential hazards. 

Agencies that spend large amounts of money and use large 
numbers of personnel on manual data collection for roadway 
inventories may wish to consider photologging, videologging, 
or electronic techniques for certain data elements. The use of 
new technology with these methods can also result in their 
efficient use in conducting highway element inventories. Pho-
tologging has been used for years by highway agencies and can 
be a highly efficient and cost-effective tool for developing in-
ventories of signs, signals, roadway delineation, roadside obsta- 
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des, and other physical roadway features. Also, advances in 
videologging systems have resulted in their use for highway 
surveillance by some states. Automated and electronic data-
collection methods may also be highly desirable or essential for 
some types of roadway element information. Automated meth-
ods have been used successfully for collecting pavement skid 
resistance, road roughness, elevation and grade, degree of cur-
vature, and other data. The use of laser videodiscs made from 
photolog film (as used in Connecticut) is one example of an 
advanced data storage and processing technique that can reduce 
costs and improve efficiency of information systems. Each 
agency should determine which types of data-collecting and 
processing methods are most feasible and cost-effective for the 
variables of concern. 

3. Highway elements of concern may differ considerably for 
various highway agencies, depending on agency safety objectives 
and geographic, climatic, driver and highway characteristics. 
One suggested way of identifying elements of concern for a 
given highway agency is to analyze the highway system in terms 
of the types of highway elements and features associated with 
abnormally high accident frequencies and seventies. Then, sys 
tern-wide priorities can be established for the highway elements 
for which improvements are needed. A brief guide or manual 
could also be prepared (and regularly updated as priorities and 
procedures change) for use in identifying and improving high-
way elements of concern. 

ESTABLISHING PRIORITIES FOR IMPROVING 
HAZARDOUS ELEMENTS 

Although highway agencies generally have established pro-
grams for improving identified high-accident locations, hazard-
ous roadway elements at non-high-accident sites get little or no 
consideration for treatment by some agencies. However, most 
state and local agencies (about 75 percent) try to be sensitive 
to hazards on their highway system and routinely improve a 
few of them each year. 

Many types of hazardous highway elements are improved 
routinely without ever having any economic analysis or other 
formal priority ranking process. For instance, agency mainte-
nance forces typically make improvements such as replacing 
damaged highway signs, grading low shoulders, and trimming 
trees and brush that restrict sight distance. Traffic engineering 
improvements routinely made for conformance to the MUTCD 
include signal installation and improvements, pavement striping 
and delineation, traffic control in work zones, and sign instal-
lation. Other examples of highway elements, that are routinely 
improved include safety enhancements during 3-R-type projects 
and improvements of highway elements during major recon-
struction projects. 

Various categorical funding sources have been used for im-
proving hazardous highway elements. The Rail-Highway Cross-
ing Program is a form of categorical funding available for 
correcting hazards at rail-highway grade crossings. Funds from 
the Hazard Elimination Program have been used to eliminate 
many types of highway hazards on all highway systems, except 
the Interstate system. In general, projects under this program 
should be justified with an economic analysis. 

Thus, the improvement of highway elements is made either: 
(a) as a part of a larger project, (b) where the individual ele- 

ment(s) are the targets of the improvement, or (c) through 
blanket improvements. Examples of blanket improvements that 
have been made successfully include: (a) resurfacing roads with 
low friction numbers, (b) replacing spear-end guardrails with 
crashworthy ends, (c) installing breakaway sign posts and light 
poles, (d) flattening steep side slopes, (e) clearing rigid obstacles 
from roadsides or freeway gore areas, and many others. Such 
treatments illustrate the recognition of hazardous (or potentially 
hazardous) elements that have been corrected in many cases 
without waiting for accidents to happen at each site. In other 
words, highway agencies did not wait for every spear-end guard-
rail or gore area on their Interstate system to be struck before 
improving those elements in a blanket program. 

Several recommendations seem appropriate with respect to 
priorities for improving highway elements. 

The use of numerous funding sources and programs is an 
excellent way to gradually correct many of the hazards that 
currently exist on our highway system. However, state and local 
agencies should carefully review all types of highway hazards 
and make efforts to correct them in a systematic, organized 
manner. 

Many highway agencies already treat perceived hazards at 
railroad crossings, and also make "yellow book-type" improve-
ments to their Interstate system. However, more emphasis 
should be placed on the hazards on state and local routes, and 
on urban streets. There is a need for yellow book-type measures 
on local roads, and programs are needed to fund these improve-
ments. 

One of the obstacles to improving hazardous elements with 
hazard elimination program and other funds has been the re-
quirement to show projected accident reductions and favorable 
benefit-cost ratios. However, accident savings may not be easily 
quantifiable for all elements. One method of realistically com-
puting such benefits is to group all similar elements in a blanket 
improvement program. The total accident benefits for all ele-
ments and combined costs for improvements can then be used 
with expected accident reduction. A good example of this is the 
Kentucky "Interstate Safety Improvement Program," because 
it allowed for improvements to be compared in an economic 
analysis of blanket improvements of hazardous elements, as well 
as high-accident locations (27). 

AGENCY PROBLEMS AND LIMITATIONS 

Of nine basic problems relative to the identification and cor-
rection of hazardous highway elements, the most critical re-
ported by agencies was lack of funding for making safety 
improvements and the second most critical was limited person-
nel. Inaccurate data collection was cited as the third biggest 
problem by state agencies, but was less of a problem (eighth in 
priority) for local agencies. The fourth most common problem 
cited by states was the difficulty in justifying the correction of 
highway elements unless accident experience is high. This was 
cited less often by local agencies, possibly because many local 
agencies emphasize the MUTCD-type (e.g., signing, striping, 
and signal projects) improvements with less emphasis on acci-
dents, or because of limited personnel or the lack of high-quality 
accident data to perform accident-based analysis of roadway 
hazards. 
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Besides limited funds and personnel, the major problems fac-
ing responding local agencies were lack of computer capabilities 
and no clear direction and guidance for addressing highway 
hazards. These were of much lesser concern to state agencies. 
Other problems listed by state and local agencies include limited 
trained personnel, large highway systems (which hinder routine 
system-wide inspection and correction of hazards), and the lack 
of interest or support from top management. 

Although no easy solutions exist for many of these problems, 
some suggestions that may be helpful include: 

There should be an increased emphasis by state and local 
agencies on identification and treatment of obvious roadway 
hazards for which favorable accident benefits have been shown 
to result. In particular, many types of low-cost blanket im-
provements are highly desirable. Careful use of the funds should 
be emphasized to yield the greatest possible benefits. 

High-quality training courses and programs related to 
highway safety are currently available and are highly recom-
mended for engineering and technical staff. Also, many worth-
while training sessions are aimed at highway safety managers. 
In particular, the Federal Highway Administration, state high-
way departments, universities, and other organizations sponsor 
training courses related to administering highway safety pro-
grams, safety improvements, maintenance practices, correcting 
highway features, project and program evaluation, and other 
topics. Such courses can provide helpful guidance for handling 
highway safety hazards, and could generate interest and support 
from management personnel. 

The recent developments with microcomputers have re- 

sulted in the availability of computers to many local agencies 
at minimal cost. Local agencies should seek information from 
state and FHWA personnel relative to funding sources for the 
purchase of suitable computer hardware and software for safety-
analysis purposes. Numerous reference documents are also avail-
able on microcomputer applications to safety analysis, including 
the application to inventories of highway elements. 

Justifying highway element improvements continues to be 
a problem for many agencies because of a lack of accident 
information at such sites. The grouping of elements into a "pro-
gram" is one way of presenting a composite cost-effectiveness 
approach. 

A funded program should be developed to address specific 
highway hazards without necessarily requiring formal economic 
analyses. Such a program could include system-wide improve-
ments based on an analysis of accident seventies and frequencies 
for particular types of elements. 

The effects of treatments of hazardous elements should be 
routinely evaluated by states. Proper evaluation designs (i.e., 
with control or comparison sites) should be used instead of weak 
experimental designs (such as simple before-and-after studies). 
Program evaluations could be used to determine the overall 
effects of a group of similar projects (e.g., delineation improve-
ments at 50 narrow bridges, skid surface treatments on 100 
miles of roadway, etc.). The results of such project and program 
evaluations will provide valuable insights into which types of 
improvements are successful and which ones are ineffective. 
Such information is crucial to allow for better use of limited 
funding and increased highway safety in future years. 
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APPENDIX A 

SURVEY FORM 

SURVEY FORM 

"Methods for Identifying Hazardous Highway Elements" 

Federal law (23 USC 152) requires states to identify hazardous loca- 

tions, sections, and elements. Most of the efforts of highway ajencies has 

been devoted to identifying high-accident locations, considering various 

measures of accident frequency, accident rate, and accident severity. While 

these are crucial to a highway safety program, another important aspect is 

identifying hazardous highway elements which may have the potential for 

high accident frequency or severity. 

A highway elemet is ary physical roadway feature, obstacle, device, 

or condition tich can be measured or inventoried. 	Examples of highway 

features include bridges, railroad grade crossings, guardrail ends, road-

side obstacles, traffic control devices, and many others. The following 

survey form was developed as part of a study by the Transportation Research 

Board entitled, "Methods for Identifying Hazardous Highway Elements". The 

results of this study will be summarized and published in an effort to 

assist state and local safety personnel and aiministrators in improving 

their highway safety efforts relative to highway e1ernts. Your assistance 

in completing and sending back this survey form is greatly appreciated. 

Please send the completed form to: 

Charles V. Zegeer 
Goodell-Grivas, Inc. 
17320 W. Eight Mile Rd. 
Southfield, MI 48075 
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SURVEY FORM 

METHODS FOR IDENTIFYING HAZARDOUS HIGHWAY ELEMENTS 

Agency 

Name of Person Completing Survey____________________________________ 

Title: 	Phone ( ) 

Address: 

Do you want a copy of the smimary of results? 	 Yes 	No 

Mileage of streets and roads under agency control 	miles 

What does your agency consider to be hazardous highway elements? 
(Please give specific examples)_______________________________________ 

Several methods are available relative to identifying hazardous ele-
ments. Please check the one or more (A through E) that apply to your 
agency: 

Elements are not identified unless they experience high accident 
experience. (Check if this applies)_______ 

No routine procedure is used to identify hazardous elements. How-
ever, if obvious roadway deficiencies are seen in the field by a 
safety engineer, maintenance worker, policeman, etc., this is con-
sidered for improvement. (Check if this applies)________ 

Routine field inspections are made of the roadway system to iden-
tify deficient elements, although inspectors have no specific ele-
ments in mind prior to field inspections. 
(Check if this applies)  

If C is checked, list sorre of the roadway deficiencies which are 
typically found aid corrected  

Routine field inspections are made of the roadway system. Specific 
pre-defined roadway elements are reviewed in these inspectioc. 
(Check if this applies)_______ 
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F:.ver, no formal inventory is taken of roadway elements, except 
those found to be deficient. (Check if this applies) 



If 0 is checked, please list types of elements which are inspected 
routinely. 

E. One or more types of roadway elements are routinely inventoried 
such as signs, roadside obstacles, signals, pavement markings, 
bridges, etc. (Check if this applies)________ 

If E is checked, please complete parts a, b, c, and d below: 

Please list all the types of elements in the inventory (or 
attach a copy of the field inventory forms)__________________ 

Are all types of deficient elements selected from this inven- 
tory for possible improvements: Yes 	No________ 

If no, which types of elements are considered for possible 
improvement? (Please list or attach a listing):_____________ 

What methods are used to collect such roadway elements? (Check 
all that apply) 

fria.ual field surveys 
Photolog film 
Videolog film 
Electronic equipment 
None 

How are inventory data stored? (Check one or more) 

Computer inventory file  
File cabinets  
Maps  
Other (please state) 

Please attach a sample of inventory on maps, computer printout 
of inventory (with coding instructions), forms used to summa-
rize inventory data, etc. 
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7. The following is a list of roadway elements vich may be considered by 
a highway agency for routine inspection when identifying hazardous ele- 
ments for possible improvement. 	Please indicate the priority that is 
placed on each of these elements by your agency for possible 
improvements. 

	

Is an 	Priority of element 
inventory 	for identification 
kept by 	purposes (check one that 

your agency? applies for each element) 
(check if 	 Not at 

	

yes) 	High Medium Low 	all Element 

Narrow Bridges 
Bridge Rails 
Roadside Obstacles (trees, 

utility poles, etc.) 
Ill umination 
Superelevation and Crown 
Nunber of Lanes 
Existence or Lack of Turn Lanes 
Shoulder Type and Curb 
Slippery Pavements 
Rough Pavements 
Railroad Grade Crossings 
Guardrail and Other Barriers 
Steep Roadside Slopes 
Narrow Lanes and Shoulders 
Shoulder Drop-Off 
Unprotected Overpasses 
Sharp Horizontal Alignment 
Steep Grades 
Gore Areas 
Drop Lanes and Roadway 

Discontinuities 
Pavement Markings and Delineation 
Roadway Signs and Supports 
Pedestrian and Bicycle Facilities 
Sight Distance Deficiencies 
Drainage Facilities 
Combinations of Elements 
Others: 

8. Are priorities placed on highway elements for possible improvements? 
Yes 	No________ 

If yes, please describe how priorities are established.______________ 



9. After elements are identified as deficient, or in need of repair, must 
they compete with high-accident locations for improvement funding? 

Yes 	No________ 

10. Is an economic analysis conducted to justify making improvements to 
deficient highway elements? Yes 	No Sometimes_________ 

(please explain) 

11. What is the prevailing guidelines of your agency in terms of improving 
highway elements? (Please check all that apply) 

We spend money on improving highway elements only if the accidents 
exceed a certain level (i.e., We c 	mrove all of our 
high-accident locations, so why spend mney  on locations which 
haven't had accidents yet?) 	(Check if this agrees with your 
agency's philosophy)________ 

We rarely make improvements, unless accident experience is high. 
(Check if this agrees with your agency's philosophy)________ 

We try to be sensitive to deficient highway elements, as Well as 
high accident locations and routinely improve a few of these 
elements each year. (Check if this applies to your agency)_______ 

We place a high priority on identifying and correcting highway 
elements for locations both with and without high accident experi-
ence. (Check if this applies to your agency)________ 

Other (please specify) 

(Check) 

12. Are highway elements routinely considered for improvement which are not 
high accident locations. Yes 	No 

If yes, what are some of the possible reasons for considering them for 
improvement. (Check high, medium, low, or not at all for each ite!n: 
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Not 
High Medium Low At All 

They don't meet MUTCD guidelines or 

warrants  

They don't meet Blue Book or other design 

standards  

They are based on "political" pressure  

They are based on citizen input or 

complaints  

We fear possible problems with tort 

liability in case of an accident  

They appear hazardous based on our past 

experience •or judgement  

They do not meet our current state or 

local guidelines or practices  

To maintain consistancy in our roadway 

system  

.i. We have experienced accident problems at 

similar locations in the past  

Based on findings from articles and past 

research on dangerous elements  

It keeps our maintenance personnel busy 

during periods of low work loads  

1. To improve our public image  

Other (please state) 

n. Other (please state)  

13. What percent (approximate) of your safety improvement funding (23 usc 
152 - Section 209) is spent on: 

Citizen Complaints 

High accident locations 

Hazard highway elements (where 
accident data are not considered)  

Other considerations (political, 
etc.)  

Total 	 100% 
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14. What are common funding sources used to improve highway elements which 
are NOT identified from accident experience? (Please check frequent, 
sometimes, infrequent, or never for each funding source.) 

Frequent Sometimes Infrequent Never 

3R (Resurfacing, Rehabilita-
tion and Restoration) Projects 
Safety Improvement Funding 
Maintenance Program 
Construction Program 
No Fund 
Other (Please state) 

Other (Pleae state 

15. What are some of the common limitations associated with identifying and 
improving highway elements? (Please check the degree of problem asso-
ciated with each limitation). 

Major 	 Minor 	No 
Problem Problem Problem Problem 

Lack of interest or support 
from top management 
Limited funds 
Limited manpower 
We cannot justify addressing 
highway elements unless 
accident experience is high 
Data collection accuracy is 
a problem 
Our highway system is too 
large 
No computer is available to 
process such data 
No clear direction or guide-
ance exists on what elements 
or procedures should be used 
Finding or training good 
field people is a problem 
Other (state)________________ 

16. If detailed information and reconiiiendations could be provided to your 
agency on methods and benefits from identifying hazardous highway 
elements, this would probably cause (check one): 

Little or no change in our ot,..,diire, sir,ce we already consider 
highway elements routinely _____ 
Possibly more emphasis on cons__ide_ring improvements to hazardous 
highway elements  
We still would not be interested in identifying or correcting haz-
ardous highway elements, unless an accident problem exists  
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What are your most critical needs desired improvements relative to the 
identification and elimination of hazardous highway elements?________ 

Other coments you wish to make regarding hazardous elements or safety 
programs 

Please return this questionnaire to: 

Charles V. Zegeer 
Goodel 1 -Grivas, Inc. 
17320 W. Eight 10il 	1. 
Southfield, MI 48075 
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APPENDIX B 

INPUT AND OUTPUT FORMS FOR INVENTORY DATA 

NORTH DMOTA STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT 

Tronsportotion Servic.s Division 

SIGN MAINTENANCE AND INSTALLATION RECORD 
- 	 u-I Sin 	 C.... Chi.f 	 Shsit 	ni 	Sh..ts 
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FIGURE B-i Sample coding form for North Dakota sign inventory.,  
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110 

IN 084 07 000 12 1-11-kS-ALUM WIlT OHM RLL1 14 0001) (.001) (.0(10 41'5 1006-10 
IN 084 012 000 12 511-145 	ALUM 4)11 OlIN kILT 1 (.001) (.UU0 (.001.- 445 10-00-71) 

14 060 000 044 00 HILl- OS 	ALUM WI-Il (.1414 HILl 04 1., 8 (.000 (.000 0000 I SI.0 04 1.000 1-00 03-10-I1 
111 

N 080001. 0214 00 IIEFSS ALUM #5-Il 61414 WILl 04 13 IL OCIU!) (.001) (.UUU 1 51.0 O. 1.U01) 1-00 03-10-71 

14 080 000 0.4 00 HILISS ALUM 4111 OlIN HILT 04 13 14 0001. (.0011 (1001. 1 51.0 03 (.01)0 1-1.0 03-10-71 
114 

N 08.. 000 0$' 00 1411-55 ALUM 14)11 OHM 5-IICT 04 Ij IL 0001., (.U01. (,OUII 1 51.0 03 (.00(1 1-1)0 03-10-71 
114 

14 0410 001. 044 00 HILFSS-ALUM 145-IT OlIN lILT 04 13 14 0000 6000 (.4)00 I 51.0 03 (.001) 1-00 03-10-11 
113 

14 0(10 000 024 00 1411-25 ALUM #511 OlIN 141(1 04 13 1 (.000 0U00 0000 I 51.0 03 1)000 1-00 03-10-
-
41 

ho 
IN 084 0(2 OoO 12 HI-MS ALUM #111 OWN OLd 14 (.000 (1001) (.1.00 4-7 1U-Oo-70 
114 084 072 01)0 12 HI-MS ALUM 8111 (MM 81(1 - 1 (.000 GOUO 1)0111) 7 470 10-21-02 
14 060 00 044 (.8 Mci'SS ALUM 14511 (.RN RILC1 04 13 8 6000 6000 (.000 1 21.0 03 (.000 I-o(1 03-10-11 

114 
N 060 000 024 00 HIL1-SS ALUM 14111 OlIN IILCJ 04 IS 1 0000 0000 0000 1 51.0 03 0001. 1-(.o 03-10-71 

114 
N 000 00(1 024 01. 1111-55 ALUM liii 014)-I HILl 04 lo 14 (.00(1 00011 (1000 1 51.0 03 W0 I-.,.. 03-10-71 

14 0(11. 000 024 00 HCF$5 ALUM 0)11 OlIN HILT 04 1.) IL OUUU 1)000 (.000 I 21.0 03 (.001. 1-00 03-10-11 
lit. - 

C 

FIGURE B-2 Sample output of North Dakota sign inventory. 



CITY OF CHARLOTTE, N.C. D.O.T. 04-12-84 

I 	ASSEMBLY 	I 	MAIN ISI 	SIGN 1 	REFERENCE I 	SIDE 	I 	DIR 	I SIGN I 	SIGN 	I 	DATE 	IEXPECTISIGNIVISIISUP-ISUP-ISTD/I 
NUN 	I 	STREET lvi 	LOCA- I 	CROSS I 	OF 	I 	SIGN 	I CODE I 	SIZE 	I 	OF 	I 	LIFE ICONDIBIL 	IPORTIPORTINSTOI 

I 	 I ISI 	TION I 	STREET ISTREET 	IFACING I I 	I 	WORK 	I I 	IITY 	IIYPEICONDI 	I 
+---------+--+-----+--- ---------+------+-------+------+------* ---------+------ 

I140155170001001 	MALIBU DR 1C1 35 ii 	HIGHLAKE DR I 	EAST 	I 	SOUTH 	I Ri-i I 	30X30 	I 	02-01-84110 YR 	IGOCDIG000IUPSTIFAIRISTD 	I 
------- -----4. 	--------- ---+------+----+----+----+----+----+ 
1140155110002001 	MALIBU DR 1C1 43 NI 	HIGHLAKE DR I 	EAST 	I 	SOUTH 	I Wi',-I I 	30X30 	1*05-03-791 	0 YR 	IG000IG000IUPSTI0000INSF 	I 

---- ------- ------------------- +-----+-------*--------+------------------- 

I140155170003001 	MALIBU DR ICI 95 11 	DEAD END I 	OTHER 	I 	SOUTH 	I ER-a I 	24X24 	I 	02-01-841 	7 YR 	IG000IG000IUPSTIG000ISTD 	I 
----- ----- ---+------------+-+--------I----- ----------+-------+-----+ ------_+-___.___-G--------+-----+----+-----+----+----+----+ 

1140155170004001 	MALIBU DR ICI 95 LI 	DEAD END I 	OTHER 	I 	SOUTH 	I ER-i I 	24X24 	I 	02-01-841 	7 YR 	IG000IG000IUPSTIG000ISTD 	I 
---4.--------------+-+------+ ------------ +------+------+---------+------ +---------- 

114015517000500I 	MALIBU DR 1C1 95 Il 	DEAD END I 	OTHER 	I 	SOUTH 	I ER-i I 	24X24 	I 	02-01-841 	7 YR 	IG000IG000IUPSTIGOODISTD 	I 
----+-------- ---- --+-+-----+ --------------+------+----- --- --------+-------+-------+------+----+----+----+----+----+ 

I140155170006001 	MALIBU DR 10 95 ii 	DEAD END I 	OTHER 	I 	SOUTH 	I ER-i I 	24X24 	I 02-01-841 	7 YR 	IG000IGOODIUPSTIG000ISTO 	I 
+------------+-----------+-+--+ __+______4______+___+______+ ---- --------- 	+ 
1140155170007001 	MALIBU DR Id 95 II 	DEAD END I 	OTHER 	I 	SOUTH 	I ER-i I 	24X24 	I 	02-01-841 	7 YR 	IG000IG000IUPSTIGOODISTD 	I 

---------+-+------ ---- -- ---- ---+-------+------+------+ -------+_-_-----l.---+----+---+----+----+----+ 
1140155170008001 	MALIBU DR ICI 5 31 	THE 	PLAZA I 	WEST 	I 	NORTH 	I Ri-i I 	30X30 	I 	02-01-84110 YR 	IG000IGOODIWOODIFAIRISTD 	I 
4.--------------+--------- --*-+-------+-- --------__ +----+---+- ------ ---4------ 
1140155170009001 	MALIBU DR- ICI 23 11 	THE PLAZA I 	SOUTH 	I 	NORTH 	I 03-1 I 	9X36 	I 	07-27-831 	6 YR 	IG000I0000IMASTI0000ISTD 	I +------+-------+-----+--+ 
I15i055190001001 	MALLARD DR [Cl 35 WI 	ALMOND RD I 	SOUTH 	I 	WEST 	I 03-1 I 	30X 6 	I 	05-27-791 	5 YR 	IGOCDIGOODIPIPEIGOODISTD 	I 

--------- ----- ---- --+-+------ ------------ 
115005519000200I 	MALLARD CR ICI 389 SI 	SHADY LN I 	WEST 	I 	NORTH 	I Wi-il I 	30X30 	1*05-03-791 	0 YR 	IG000I0000IW000IGO0DISTD.  I 
+--------------+_____.++ --- _ ----- -- ------ 	--+--- -----4.--------+------ 

115005519000300I 	MALLARD CR ICI 41 II 	ALBEMARLE RD I 	WEST 	I 	NORTH 	I Ri-I I 	30X30 	I 	10-20-83110 YR 	IGOODIG000IUPSTIG000ISTD 	I 
----+ ------------+-+--------+-- --------_ --- -----+---- --- --------- 

1i50055i90004001 	MALLARD CR ici ii 31 	ALBEMARLE 	RD I 	WEST 	I 	NORTH 	I W14-i I 	30X30 	I 	10-20-831 	7 YR 	IG000IGOODIUPSTI000DISTD 	I 

4.-- 	---- ----------+_+_____-_+-_____ ------------------- ---+-----+---- --- -------------------------- 
1i5005519000500l 	MALLARD CR ICI 37 31 	ALBEMARLE RD I 	EAST 	I 	SOUTH 	I Ri-i 	- I 	30X30 	I 	10-20-63110 YR 	IG000IG000IUPSTIGOODISTD 	I 

++ ----- ------------+-------+------.--,---------+-------+----------+------+----+----+---+--4----+ 
I150055190006001 	MALLARD CR Ici 30 41 	ALBEMARLE RD I 	NORTH 	I 	WEST 	I 03-1 I 	36X 9 	I 	08-09-821 	5 YR 	IGOCDI000DIPIPEIG000ISTD 	I +-----------  ------- --+------ ---- ---- --- ---+---------+------ 
1i50055190007001 	MALLARD CR ICI 95 SI 	RAINBOW DR I 	EAST 	I 	SOUTH 	I Wi-IR I 30X30 	1*05-03-791 	0 YR 	IG000IG000IW000IGOODISTD 	I 

--- - ----- ---+-------------+-+-------+----- --------+-------+----+- -------+-------+-------+------ 
Ii5005S19000800I 	MALLARD CR ICI 32 SI 	SHADY LN I 	EAST 	I 	SOUTH 	I 03-1 I 	30X 6 	1*05-03-791 	0. YR 	IUNKNIPOBSIPIPEIGOODISTD 	I 

---------- ----4.-------------+-+--- +--+-------+-------+--------+-----+---------+-----+--- ------- ---#-.----+----+ 
115005519000900I 	MALLARD DR ICI 20 NI 	SHADY LN I 	EAST 	I 	SOUTH 	I ER-i I 	18X18 	1*05-03-79-I 	0 YR 	IG000I0000IW000IG000INSF 	I 

-+ ----*---------+-------+------- 
I15015523000i001 	MALLEN DR ICI 23 El 	REDSTONES RD I 	WEST 	I 	EAST 	I D3-1 I 	9X30 	I 	12-01-831 	7 YR.JG000I0000IPIPEIG000ISTD 	I 

--------------- ----------+ -------+-------4- ------ --- --- --- --- -------------- 
I150155230002001 	MALLEN DR 1C1 23 El 	WINCHELSE CR I 	WEST 	I 	EAST 	I 03-1 I 	9X30 	I 	12-01-831 	7 YR 	IG000IGOODIPIPEI0000ISTD 	I 

+-+----+- ----- --- -4.- -----+------+------ - --- ----•----- 
Ii2015528000iO0I 	MALLORY 	ST ICI 302 SI 	DEAD END I 	EAST 	I 	SOUTH 	I R3-57 I 	30X30 	1*01-11-791 	0 YR 	IG000IG000IUPSTI0000INSF 	I 

1120155280002001 	MALLORY ST ICI 302 SI 	DEAD END I 	EAST 	I 	SOUTH 	I W13-1 I 	24X24 	1*07-11-791 	0 YR 	IG000I600DIUPSTIG000INSF 	I +---------------- ---•- --- ------ -+------+-------+-------- --- ---------- ----+------ 
1120155280003001 	MALLORY ST ICI 48 SI 	DEAD END I 	EAST 	I 	SOUTH 	I OM-3R I 	12X36 	1*07-11-791 	0 YR 	IREPLIFAIRIUPSTIG000ISTO 	I 

------------- -+------------ ----- ---------- 
I12015528000400I 	MALLORY ST ICI 33 SI 	DEAD END I 	EAST 	I 	SOUTH 	I W1-61 I 	48X24 	1*07-11-791 	0 YR 	I0000IG000IUPSTI0000ISTD 	I 

------------- ----------- .+__._+_.____+_*+----+-----+-- ------------------- 
1120155280005001 	MALLORY ST 1(1 20 SI 	DEAD END I 	EAST 	I 	SOUTH 	I OM-3R I 	12X36 	1*07-11-791 	0 YR 	IREPLIN/A 	IUPSTIG000ISTD 	I 

---------------------- --- ,-------+ ------__+-__+---------+--- ----- +----+.---+----+---+----+ 

FIGURE B-3 Charlotte, North Carolina sign inventory output. 



OAKLAND COUNTY OBSTACLE 

DATA CODING FORM 

District if 	Street Type 	D.O.T. 	 Viewer 

Resolution 	Date of Filming 	Roll # 	Page II 

Main Street 
	

Date Viewed 

Cross 	Street Obstacle 	Type Frame 	± 	Foot Side 	of 	Street Curb/ 
No Curb 

Distance 
from 	Curb 

FIGURE B-4 Obstacle coding form used by Oakland County, Michigan. 



ROADSIDE OBSTACLE INVENTORY UPDATE FOR1A 

Please Print 

Complete Only Those Items Where a Change has Occurred 

PROJECT PERMIT 	WORK ORDER 	(Circle One) No. 

63 

A (Alter) 	I (Insert) 	D (Delete) 	E 1 Process Code 

Card Sequence 

Beginning Line Number 

Ending Line Number 

- 	Main Street Name 

Cross Street Name 

Distance from Cross Street 

Direction from Cross Street (N, 5, E, W) 

Side of Street (N, 5, E, W) 

Presence of Curbing (U, C) 

Obstacle Rigidity (Refer to Users Guide) 

Distance from Pavement (Feet) 

Roaa Type (Sub, Col, Loc, Pri) 

i2 

I 	I 	I 171I 	I 	4 - ii 

F 	I 	I I 	I 	I 	13-20 

rTI 
 

77 	111] 	I 	I 	I 	I2135 

I 	I 	I 	I 	36-50 

fl- 1 	L151-54 

.55 

E56 

E157 

E58 

F 	F 
	

1 59-61 

I 	I 62-64 

U 

Process Code 

Card Sequence 

Beginning Line Number 

Ending Line Number 

Obstacle Type (Refer to Users Guide) 

Speed Limit (P or U) 

Horizonl Geometrics (Refer to Users Guide) 

Verticle Geometrics (Refer to Users Guide) 

Passing Zone (Refer to Users Guide) 

Date of Initial Surfacing 

Traffic Volume (ADT) 

MALI PR Number 

MALI Milepoint 

FIGURE B-5 Obstacle update form used by Oakland County, 4ichigan. 



MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT 01 	TRANSPORTATION 
DATE 4/24/84 GUARDRAIL GENERAL 	USE REPORT PACE I 

STATEWIDE .RAII. TYPE 	• PURPOSE • APPROACH END . TRAIL END HEIGHT 	- RATING - POST 
DISTRICT 	• I 

CONTROL BEGIN END MAINT RUN RAMP CR APPROACH TRAIL GUARDRAIL POST NUN SECTION 
SECTION MILE MILE ROUTE HUM LOCATION DESCRIPTION 	--------- DIR LOG HUM TYPE END 	TYPE END 	TYPE PURPOSE LENGTH 	IIEIe.IIT TYPE POST RATING 

07011 00.01 00.24 US$41 001 0.42 MI S OF RD W N ft 00000 ÀY BUFFER BUFFER SLOPE 1,212 25 PNT 100 
07011 00.03 00.24 US$41 002 0.03 MI S OF RD W S 8 00000 AA BUFFER BUFFER SLOPE 1.112 26 PUT 92 
07011 00.46 00.59 US$41 003 0.20 MI S OF RD 14 S 0 00000 ÀY BUFFER BUFFER SLOPE 700 26 PNT 59 
07011 01.62 01.63 US$41 004 AT 	6-01 TRACY CR N 8 00000 AA BUFFER CURVED END BRIDGE 38 26 PNT 5 
07011 01.62 01.63 USI4$ 005 AT 	6-01 TRACY CR S 0 00000 AA CURVED END BUFFER BRIDGE 30 20 PUT 5 
07011 01.63 01.64 USIII 000 AT 8-01 TRACY CR N R 00000 AA CURVED END BUFFER BRIDGE 38 26 PNT 5 
07011 01.63 01.64 US$41 007 AT 6-01 TRACY CR S 8 00000 AA BUFFER CURVED END BRIDGE 38 26 PUT 5 
07011 04.66 04.80 US$41 008 1.66 MI S OF RD W S 8 00000 AA BUFFER BUFFER SLOPE 730 26 NIT 02 
07011 04,62 04,86 05141 009 1.50 MI S OF RD W S ft 00000 All BUFFER BIIIFLII SLOPE 250 26 PElT 23 
07011 06.50 06.64 USI4I 010 0.18 MI N OF RD W N P 00000 AA BUFFER BUFFER SLOPE 150 22 PElT 63 
07011 06.50 00.69 US$41 OIl 0.37 MI N OF RD W S ft 00000 AA BUFFER BUFFER SLOPE 908 24 PNT 82 
07011 07.95 08.16 03141 012 0.71 MI S OF MURPHY RD S 0 00000 ÀY BUFrER BUFFER SLOPE 212 26 PUT $00 
07011 09.34 09.43 US$41 014 0.11 MI S OF M-28 S ft 00000 AA BUFFER BUFFER SLOPE 437 26 PUT 30 
07011 09.34 09.43 USI4$ 013 0.02 MI S OF M-28,  N P 00000 AA BUFFER BUFFER SLOPE .131 26 PNI 36 
07012 00.72 00.87 M0028 002 1.29 MI S OF PARENT LAKE 	RD S II 00000 00 OCT OCT SLOPE 900 20 WOOD 129 010 
01012 00.76 00.86 M0028 001 1.15 MI S OF PARENT LAKE RD N R 00000 AA BUFFER BUFFER SLOPE 562 20 WOOD 48 044 
07012 01.93 01.91 M0020 003 0.08 MI S OF PARENT 	LAKE 	RD S ft 00000 AA BUFFER BUFFER CULVERT $2 28 WOOD 2 019 
07012 01.96 01.97 M0020 004 0.04 MI S OF PARENT 	LAKE 	110 N R 00000 AA BUFFER BUFFER CULVERT $2 30 WOOD 2 1.119 
07012 02.56 02.69 M0028 005 0.68 MI N OF PARENT LAKE RD 5 R 00000 00 OCT OCT SLOPE 000 23 WOOD 97 023 
07012 04.96 04.99 1JS041 002 1.29 MI N OF US-141 S ft 00000 00 OCT OCT SLOPE $00 26 %l000 $7 016 
07012 04.91 05.00 US04I 001 1.28 MI N OF US-141 N 6 00000 00 OCT BCT CULVERT $00 27 WOOD 17 019 
07012 05.23 05.27 U5041 003 1.28 MI S OF 8-02 STURGEON RIV S R 00000 00 OCT OCT SLOPE 250 25 WOOD 4$ 005 
07012 00.42 08.45 U5041 00'4 0.09 MI S OF 6-02 STURGEON RIV S 8 00000 00 TRANS OCT BRIDGE 	SLOPE ISO 29 WOOD 24 030 
07012 06.45 00.48 US04I 005 0.03 MI S OF 8-02 STURGEON RIV N R 00000 BR OCT TRANS BRIDGE 	SLOPE 100 30 WOOD to 018 
07012 00.15 00.52 US04I 007 0.01 Ml N OF 8-02 STURGEON RIV S 0 00000 CC TRANS TRANS BRIDGE 	SLOPE 355 37 WOOD 48 OIl 
07012 00.48 00.54 US01I 006 AT .0-02 STURGEON RIV N R 00000 CC TRANS TRANS BRIDGE 355 31 WOOD 40 017 
07012 06.52 06.54 US04$ 009 0.03 MI N OF 0-02 STURGEON RIV S ft 00000 DO OCT TRANS BRIDGE 	SLOPE 88 iS WOOD $4 027 
07012 08.54 06.58 0504$ 008 0.03 MI N OF 6-02 STURGEON RIV N P 00000 BO TRANS OCT BRIDGE 	SLOPE 08 21 WOOD II 008 
07012 07.35 07.40 IJS04I OIl 0.47 MI S OF CO RD 345 5 ft 00000 AA BUFFER BUFFER SLOPE 275 29 WOOD 25 070 
07012 07.37 07.42 US041 010 0.40 MI S OF CO RD 345 N R 00000 AA BUFFER BUFFER SLOPE 737 30 WOOD 72 011 
07012 07.50 07.51 1JS041 013 0.32 MI S OF CO RD 345 S 6 00000 AA BUFFER BUFFER SLOPE 337 30 WOOD 30 019 
07012 07.52 07.59 (JS04I 012 0.23 MI S OF CO RD 345 N R 00000 BB OCT BUFFER SLOPE 325 25 WOOD 53 015 
07012 07.72 07.75 USOII 015 0.10 MI S OF CO 80345 S R 00010 00 OCT BCT SLOPE 131 30 WOOD 23 015 
01012 07.74 07.10 US04I 014 0.04 141 5 OF CO RD 345 N 0 00000 ITO OCT OCT CULVERT $25 31 WOOD 71 010 
07012 07.80 07.95 US041 017 0.13 MI N OF CO RD 345 5 ft 00000 AA BUFFER BUFFER SLOPE 500 29 WOOD 43 039 
07012 07.87 07.97 US04I 015 0.05 MI N OF CO PD 345 N 6 00000 Be OCT OCT SLOPE 550 33 WOOD $39 009 
07012 08.05 08.09 US04I 018 0.27 MI N OF CO RD 345 S ft 00000 AA BUFFER BUFFER SLOPE 225 21 WOOD 21 023 
07012 08.10 08.11 05041 019 0.22 MI S OF BARAGA PLAINS RD N 0 00000 AA BUFFER BUFFER SLOPE $00 33 WOOD II 020 
07012 08.52 09.55 US04I 020 0.19 MI N OF CO RD 345 OLD US- S ft 00000 110 BCT OCT SLOPE 217 21 WOOD 35 013 
07012 08.02 08.69 US041 022 0.32 MI N OF CO RD 345 OLD US- S 8 00000 SB BUFFER BUFFER SLOPE 312 25 WOOD SI 008 
07012 08.65 08.70 US04I 021 0.29 MI N OF CO RD 345 OLD US- N ft 00000 Be BUFFER BUFFER SLOPE 215 28 WOOD 45 003 
07012 09.05 09.19 0S041 023 0.83 MI N OF CO RD 345 OLD US- S ft 00000 00 OCT OGT SLOPE 750 26 WOOD 121 001 
07012 09.83 09.89 US04I 024 1.47 MI N OF CO RD 345 OLD US- N R 00000 80 OCT OCT SLOPE 337 27 WOOD 55 002 
07012 09.83 09.88 US04$ 025 1.52 MI N OF CO RD 345 OLD US- S ft 00000 00 OCT BCT SLOPE 225 20 WOOD 37 000 
07012 09.94 09.96 US04I 027 1.80 MI N OF CO RD 345 OLD US- S R 00000 OR OCT OCT CULVERT 75 27 WOOD 13 019 
07012 09.95 09.97 US04I 026 1.59 MI N OF CO RD 345 OLD US- N 8 00000 OS OCT OCT SLOPE 75 30 WOOD Ii 000 
07012 09.98 10.01 US04I 028 1.65 MI N OF CO RD 345 OLD US- S 9 00000 Be OCT OCT SLOPE 175 26 WOOD 29 019 
01012 10.02 10.04 US04I 029 1.68 MI N OF CO RD 345 OLD US- N ft 00000 BB OCT OCT SLOPE $00 30 WOOD Il 00$ 
07012 10.36 10.47 US04$ 031 2.01 MI S OF TAYLOR CR ' S ft 00000 Be OCT OCT SLOPE 587 29 WOOD 95 009 

'07012 10.38 10.53 US04I 030 1.64 MI S OF TAYLOR CR N 0 00000 00 OCT OCT SLOPE 175 21 WOOD 125 016 
07012 $0.84 10.73 US04I 033 1.13 MI S OF TAYLOR CR S R 00000 Be OCT OCT SLOPE 407 28 WOOD 79 010 
07012 10.65 10.75 05041 032 1.62 MI S OF TAYLOR CR N R 00000 00 OCT OCT SLOPE 467 28 WOOD 79 001 
07012 10.17 10.88 U5041 034 1.51 141 S OF TAYLOR CR N ft OODDO 00 OCT OCT SLOPE 437 25 WOOD it Oil 
07012 10.77 10.84 US04I 035 1.80 MI S OF TAYLOR CR S P 00000 00 OCT OCT SLOPE 350 24 WOOD 57 009 
07012 11.04 11.72 US041 036 0.65 MI S OF TAYLOR CR N 6 0,0000 Be OCT OCT SLOPE 412 21 WOOD 01 013 
07012 11.04 11.88 US04I 037 0.73 MI S OF TAYLOR CR S ft 00000 Be OCT OCT SLOPE 225 29 WOOD 37 004 
07012 12.33 12.35 0S041 040 0.02 MI N OF TAYLOR CR S ft 00000 00 TRANS OCT BRIDGE SLOPE 100 32 WOOD $6 010 
07012 12.34 12.35 US04I 036 0.02 MI S OF TAYLOR CR N 9 00000 OS OCT TRANS BRIDGE SLOPE 100 25 WOOD to 009 
07012 12.35 12.38 US04I 041 0.01 141 N OF TAYLOR CR S P 00000 CC TRANS TRANS BRIDGE 	SLOPE 175 33 WOOD 29 014 
07012 12.35 12.39 US04I 039 AT TAYLOR CR N 8 00000 CC TRANS TRANS BRIDGE 115 32 WOOD 29 013 
07012 12,38 12.40 05041 043 0.03 MI N OF TAYLOR CR S 8 00000 06 OCT TRANS BRIDGE 	SLOPE 100 21 WOOD 10 003 
07012 12.39 12.40 U5041 042 0.02 MI N OF TAYLOR CR N 8 00000 Be TRANS OCT 'BRIDGE SLOPE 50 31 WOOD 8 012 
07012 $3.41 $3.48 US04I 045 0.08 MI N OF CO RD 345 OLD US- 5 9 00000 00 OCT OCT 	, CULVERT 125 25 WOOD 21 015 
07012 $3.42 $3.45 US04I 044 0.04 MI N OF CO RD 345 OLD U- N P 00000 DO OCT OCT CULVERT 125 27 WOOD 21 017 
07012 13.71 13.73 US04I 047 0.06 MI S OF 0-01 	DSSAA RR S 9 00009 OB OCT OCT SLOPE 75 24 WOOD 13 018 
07012 13.72 13,74 US04I 048 0,03 MI S OF 0-01 DSS&A OR N P. 00000 OS OCT OCT SLOPE 	 ' 75 25 WOOD $3 017 
07012 $5.07 $5.70 05041 048 AT 	DYNAMITEHILI. AD N A 00000 00 OCT Oct SLOPE 102 24 WOOD 27 017 
07012 15.68 15.73 05041 049 0.02 MI S OF DYNAMITE HILL RD S A 00000 80 OCT OCT SLOPE 287 27 WOOD 47 01$ 
07012 $6.37 18.39 US04I 060 AT 0-02 DSSAA PR N 8 00000 AA BUFFER BUFFER SLOPE 80 27 WOOD to 023 
07012 $0.39 16.43 US04I 05$ AT 0-02 DSS(IA AR S N 00000 AA TRANS BUFFER BRIDGE SLOPE 209 29 WOOD 23 035 
07012 16.43 $6.45 05041 052 AT 8-04 FALLS RIV N A 00000 CC BUFFER BUFFER BRIDGE SLOPE 07 32 WOOD lB 009 
07012 $6.43 $6.44 US04I 053 0,02 MI S OF 6-04 FALLS RIV S 8 00000 CC BUFFER II1ANS BRIDGE SLOPE 62 37 WOOD IE 007 

FIGURE B-6 Sample output from Michigan's guardrail inventory. 



TABLE B-i 
SUMMARY OF GUARDRAIL TYPES AND END TREATMENTS IN MICHIGAN GUARDRAIL INVENTORY 

MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 

DATE 	4/24/84 	 GUARDRAIL GENERAL USE REPORT 

STATEWIDE 	 ,RAIL TYPE 	,PURPOSE 	,APPROACH END • 	TRAIL END 
	

HEIGHT = 	- 	RATINC. z 	 POST 

STAT (WI D E 

GUARDRAIL TYPES 

ENDING TYPE --- 	A 	-- -- 	AD 	-- --- 	B 	-- 	-- BD 	-- - -- 	C 	- - - - 	CD 	- - CABLE OTHER TOTAL 

BCT 394 0 6693 3 2216 10 3 3 9322 

BUFFER 5987 70 2022 8 677 19 20 2 8005 

CURVED END 5404 6 $007 5 407 44 $ tO 6884 

TURN DOWN 80 0 92 0 20 0 0 3 $75 

TEXAS 	TWIST 793 5 $954 19 780 63 2 8 3624 

ANCHORED 798 0 3910 it 2818 $58 0 7 7602 

EXP 	END 345 I 27 0 42 2 0 0 dl? 

TRANS 400 9 587 14 506 33 II 44 1004, 

INTER 	flAD 657 0 381 0 1.3 0 8 0 1059 

MBN II 0 III 0 42 0 0 0 $84 

ATTENUATOR 2 0 2 0 $3 2 0 3 72 

TERMINAL 10$ 7 395 2 358 I 0 6 930 

UNKNOWN 2 0 17 0 0 - 	0 $663 0 1552 

POST TYPES 

WOOD 96645 622 426675 5729 220183 51238 28068 1463 830523 

GALV STEEL 27387 540 45491 279 93 717 80 1200 75667 

PAINTED ST 56257 1347 647 0 58 0 0 13$ 58440 

OTHER 10566 0 51 0 50 0 0 9444 20111 

OR LENGTH 2072214 28909 2883709 36828 1346080 321908 298035 15571 7003254 

0 



BRID46E COUNTY FEATURES LOCATION TYPE CULV. SF- LENGTH RDWAY VENT. 	YEAR INV SUFF MAJ NO. INTERSECTED DESCR. ANS WIDTH CLEAN 	BUILT LOAD RATE NIN 

021-101.944 (,RANI CREEK 1.6 N B SN 31 CULV 2*9211 2 IV .0 54/00 P120 Ml 
021-103.489 COUNTY LINE - MORTON 

021-103.489 INTERSECTION WITH M.D. 31 	NILEPOIN1 35.257 

021-106.109 MORTON LOUSE CREEK 1.2 W FLASHER SNS C. 2 120 28.0 54/00 P121 080.1 NJ 
021-106.803 BEGIN CORPORATE LIMITS OF FLASHER 

021-107.428 END CORPORATE LIMITS OF FLASHER 

021-109.720 MORTON OR-CHANTA PETA 2.55 FLASHER C.ULV 2XI0X8 2 21 .0 66/00 P120 083.5 NJ 
021-110.060 MORTON B N H H SEP OH 3 N E FLASHER SMS 3 190 30.0 07,00 $135 085.5 NJ 
021-110.468 NORTON CHANTA PETA CR 3.4E FLASHER SNS C 2 100 28.0 54/00 $120 079.4 NJ 
021-116.858 MORTON E OR-CRANTA P 5.5 N 0 SN 6 TS C 1 38 32.0 3154 P112 054.2 NJ 
021-117.460 MORTON E OR-CHANTA P 4.9 N 0 SR 6 CULV 3*9*10 3 28 .0 54/00 P120 002.3 NJ 
021-118.908 MORTON S 	IJI1-CI-,ANJA 	P 3.5 N N 	SI-I 6 Tb C I 31 32.0 31/54 $114 06b.2 NJ 
021-119.357 MORTON E BR-CRANIA P 3 N B SR 6 TS C 1 31 32.0 3154 H14 065.2 NJ 
021-122.384 iNTERSECTION WITH N.D. 6 	M1LEPOINT 42.149 
024-000.000 COUNTY LINE - SIOUX 

024-000.000 INTERSECTION WITH M.D. 6 	MILEPOINT 6.104 

024-000.350 SIOUX FOUR MILE CR 0.32 5 SI-I 6S SNS I 53 34.0 30/63 HIS 079.0 NJ 
024-001.791 SIOUX CREEK 1.8 5 SM OS CULV 1210*6 1 10 .0 30/63 P120 MI 
024-007.873 SIOUX CREEK 7.9 NE SR 65 CULV 2X8X10 2 17 .0 62/75 P120 MI 
024-011.577 SIOUX CREEK 11.5 NE 	SI-I OS CULV 1*8.5 1 9 .0 02/00 P120 MI 
024-015.004 SIOUX PORCUPINE CR IS NE 511 65 P/CO C. 3 200 30.0 63/00 HIW 062.8 NJ 
024-018.647 SIOUX BATTLE CREEK 11.3 5 SM 	1800 CULV 3*8*10 .1 25 .0 65/00 P120 093.0 NJ 
024-020.413 SIUUX CREEK 9.5 S 511 	1806 CULV b+XS+ I 8 .0 65/00 H20 MI 
024-021.401 SIOUX CREEK 8.5 S 	SI-I 	1801, CULV 1*0*0 1 0 .0 1,5/00 P120 MI 

024-023.554 SIOUX COAL MINE LR 6.4 S SN 	1801, CULV 1*10*6 I 10 .0 65/00 H40 Ml 

024-025.856 SIOU* CHEEK 4.1 S 5.1 1800 LUCy 2*12.5 2 25 .0 65/00 *120 095.1 NJ 
024-029.914 iNTERSECTION WITH N.U. 800 	MILEPOINT 31.190 
024-032.443 SIOUX (BLEK 2.5 N SM 1806 CULV 2*7*9 2 I .0 69/00 *1/0 MI 
024-034.222 SIOUX CP1E,c 4.3 W 5*1 	1806 LUCy 2*129 2 15 .0 69/00 P120 MI 
024-035.32 SIOUX CREEK 5.3 B 	SI-s 	1806 CULV 2X729 2 IT, .0 69f00 P120 Mi 

024-037.779 BEGIN CORPORATE LIMITS OF SOLON 

024-037.824 SIOUX CREEK 7.9 N 5*1 	1806 CULV 1XIIXL, 1 11 .0 09/00 820 Mi 
024-038.133 END CORPORATE LIMITS OF SOLON 

024-040.376 SIOUX CREEK 4.7 5 	SI-I 6N CULV 3X725 H 3 22 .0 48/69 I-I/O 094.8 NJ 
024-042.987 SIOUX CREEK 2.1 5 SR eN CULV 2X8X8 2 17 .0 4669 P140 Ml 
024-045.044 INTERSECTIUN WITH N.U. 6 	NILEPOINT 34.894 - 

FIGURE B-i Bridge output from North Dakota. 
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03/29/R3 TOTAL SIGNAL INVENTORY 
DISTRICT I 

CCNTRCLLER N N 	I P PP 	1 
ITISTALLED 0 0 N C 	I Eli 	N C 

SIGNAL PR N K C 7 A DR 	S L 	A7PROSCHS 
INSTALLATION I C I 	C M V S DETECT S T OP A 	WHERE RTOR 

PROJECT PRESENT 0 T 	Cli CNTRLR 7 0 M P 	F AND F L COST S 	NESTRICTED 
COUNTY ROUTE LOG CITY CROSS 	STREET NUMAER K I. 	BAND MODEL R N 0 E 	S ACTIVA S N BY S NB 	SB EtA 	tB U 

BUCHANA 6 C 0.35 ST JOSEPH W000BINE RD NP 081682 1 	ECCN F N X 	2 2L 4 5140 7 

BUCHANA 6 C 0.46 sr JOSEPH 1 	25 1-0-6-17 06 	75 72 1 AUTO MEIO V N F 	3 51 D SHO P 
CAB AT 0.56 

BUCHANA 6 C 0.56 ST JOSEPH 1 	29 1-0-6-17 06 	75 72 1 AUTO MF1O V H F 	3 61 0 SHO P 

BUCHANA 36 6 0.22 ST JOSEPH RAMP TO 759 1-10-229-2(131 12 	79 1 	EAGI. FF70 N P 	3 T SHO 7 
TEMP SPAN WIRE 

BUCHANA 169 6 1.94 ST JOSEPH KARNES RD HF I ECCN F N X 	2 21 4 SI-ID I 

BUCHANA 169 B 2.47 ST JOSEPH GENE FIELD HP 72 1 	ECCN F N X 	1. 21.. 4 SHO T 
TEMP SPAN WIRE 

BUCHANA 169 8 3.62 ST JOSEPH MO 6 11(4)U 09 	74 66 1 	ECCN 8800 V F 	13 131 4 SHO P 

BUCHANA 169 	6 4.17 ST JOSEPH FAPON 1-0-169-1 121377 75 1 KENT (ST-S N I 7 P 	2 4 SlID P 

DUCIIE'tA 169 A 4.61 ST JOSEPH MESSANIE 1-U-I69-1 121377 69 1 KENT (ST-S N I T P 	3 4 SHO P 

BUCHANA 169 	13 5.12 ST JOSEPH RI VY 1-0-169-1 121377 52 1 KENT (ST-N N N I P 4 4 SHO P 

BUCHANA 169 B 6.15 ST JOSEPH PICKETI ROAD HIS-169-i (18) 010683 69 1 	ECCN F N X 3 2L 4 SHO P 
TEMP SPAN WIRE 

BUCHANA 169 8 6.64 ST JOSEPH 29 LOOP 	(PEAR) HF 74 52 1 	Cli PCE3000 N P 	2 4 SHO T 
TEMP SPAN WIRE 

BUCHANA 229 A 4.21 ST JOSEPH EDMOND-CHARLES IDG-229-2(82)) 12 	81 1 	1601 FF70 N L H P 	2 4 SHO P 

BUCHANA 229 A 5.21 ST JOSEPH US 36 1-10-229-2(65 113081 1 	FGL FF70 N P 	3 4 SHO P 

BUCHANA 229 A 5.69 ST JOSEPH 6TH 	ST 100-229-2(83) 113091 1 	E 1iGL 13F70 N P 	3 4 SHD P 

BUCHANA 752 C 0.60 ST JOSEPH KING HILL AVE C0l1-752(1)U 71 1 GES N F 2 81 4 SHO P 
FF10 PIGGYBACK 

BUCHANA 759 C 0.18 ST JOSEPH RAMP TO 36 I-IG-229-2)1.1) 12 	79 1 	EAGL FF70 N P 	3 T 1Mb P 	4 
PERM AND TEMP SPAN WIRE 

00 

FIGURE B-9 Sample of Missouri signal inventory. 
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U.S. DOT - AAR CROSSING INVENTORY FORM 	 111-28 

C. REASON FOR UPDATE: 
A. INITiATING AGENCY 	 0 CHANGES IN EXISTING CROSSING DATA 	D. EFFECTIVE DATE 
.0 RAILROAD 	0 STATE 0 NEW CROSSING L.i.J Li_i L_J 

a. CROSSING NUMBER LUJ LLIJ U 	C CLOSED CROSSING M 	0 	V 

Pin 	I 	Location and Classification of All Crossings (Must Be Completed) 

1. Railroad Operating Company 	 2. Railroad Division or Region 3. Railroad Subdivision or District 

LIIIIIIIIIIIIII_I IllIllIllIllIll 
1_I_1lIIIII1] 

4. Stat. 	 S. County 6. County Map. Ref. No. DO NOT WRITE IN THIS ViCE 

I 	 1 	I 	i 	 I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I j....J 	I 	III 	IIIIIII State 	County 
i 	i 	i 	t 	I 	I 	I 

7. City 	 B. Nearest City 9. Highway Type and No. I__L_J 	L.i_i..J 
I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I I 	i 	t 	i 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I_I_I 	I 	I 	I 	I I 	I 	I 	i 	I 	t 	I 	I 	I_I_LI Cry 	NearestCitv 

10 	Street or Road Name 	 11. RR 1.0. No. I
I 	I 	I 	0 

I 	 I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	i 	t 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I I RR Cetse 
i 	t 	i 	I 	I 	I 	I 

12 	N.arest RR Timetable Station 	 13. Branch or Line Name 

I 	I 	 I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 

14. Railroad Mile Post 

I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I_I_I....] 

I I 	I 	i_il 	i 	I 	I 	I I 
I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	t 	I 	I 

15 	Pedestrian Crossing 	16. Private Vehicle Crossing ii. Public Vehicle Crossing 

0 1 	at grade 	A. 0  1. Farm 	02 	Residential 	03. Recreational 0 4. 	Industrial 	 0 1. at grade 

02. RR under 	B. 0 5 	at grade 	C.  0 8. signs-speCify 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I I 	I 	I 	I 	i 	i 	I 	I 	t 	1 I 	02. 	RR under 

03. RR over 	06. RR under 	09. signals-specify 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	03. 	RR over 

07. RR over 	00. none 

COMPLETE REMAINDER OF FORM ONLY FOR PUBLIC VEHICLE CROSSINGS AT GRADE 

Part II 	Detailed Information for Public Vehicular at Grade Crossing 2. Speed of Train at Crossing 
1*. Typical Number of Daily Train Movements lB Check if Less 	 A. Masimam time 	B. Typical Speed Range Over Crossing 

Than One Movement 	table speed 
Per Day 

Os 1J r 

3. Type and Number of Tracks 

fltainl.J other L...L.J If other specify' 	I 	I 	I 	I I 	I 	13 

12  Does Another RR Operate a Separate Track at Crossing' 

DYes iDNo 	Specify. RFII 	I 	I J_L1_LJ.....J 	I 	I I 	I i_i_.i, 

Does Another RR Operate Over Your Track at Crossing 

O Yes  iONo 	Specify: 	RRI 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	1I I 	I 	I 	12 

S. Type of Warning Device at Crossing 
A. Signs__________________ 

Fru 	l Signs 	Specify Cra.oien Highway 

eflectit aid I 

 
[Other Stop San, 

1Other 

LJor 	I 	 I 	I 	106 non-Ilectcna. Stop Sign 

Li °' 
Nun,ipe__jI 

U07 	 08 I 
I 

Ne 

[o.nrl64Mto6PMl [sri6PMto6AM1 I 
lieu trains wsiiclri] thru trains ww.icirirrg7 

Li_it I U.Jj LiJ3 I LUj 

C. Specify Special Warning Device not Train Activated I 	I 	I 19 
0. No Signs or Signals 020 
7. Is Commercial Power Anailable' 	DYes 	0 No 	B. Does Crossing Signal Provide Speed selection for Trains' DYes ONo ON/A 

9. Meyhod of Signalling for Train Operation 	Is Track Equipped with Signals' DYes 	0 No 

Part III 	Physical Data 5. Is Highway Paved 	0 Yes 0 No 9. Does Track Run Down A Street? 
DYes 	Cl No 

1. Type of Development 	01. Open Sp. 	02. Re, 
led. 	OS. Inst. 

6. Pavement Markings 	
. 

0 Stopliires 	0 RR Xing Sym. 	0 None 10. Nearby Intersecting Highway? 
D 3. Comm. 	04. 0 Yes 	0 No 

2. Smallest Crossing Angle 7. Are RR Advance Wanting Signs Present' 

0 0029 	0 30 59 	0 	
no 0 Yes 	0  No 

u 
8 	Crossing Dl 	Sty tirrmbe, 	02 	Fill Wd Punk 

N

at Aspls.rt 	04. Cencr.tv Si 
3. Number of Traffic Lanes Crossing Railtoad umb., Surface 	Os 	C,,nr.te Pane 	D. Rubber 07 Metal Sessions 	0 a. Other Matat 

4; Are Trucfs Pullout Lanes Pretent' DYes 	0 No 09 	UncOnsolidated 	00 Other Spicily 

Part IV 	Highway Department Information 	 L__J 1. Highway System 

AADT I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I I. D. Number 
2. Is Crossing on State Highway System' 	0 Yes 0 No. Estrmna*e 

3 	Functional Classfficatton of Road over Crossing L_L.J Estimate Percent Trucks L_J 

FIGURE B-10 U.S. DOT-AAR crossing inventory form. 



-1 
C 

RAILROAD CROSSING INVENTORY 

SURFACE CONDITION RATING FOW Track Sobstrucfrse 

Poor tie condition (broken, split, skowed, etc.) wiflrin or odjocent to ting surface 0-5 - 
SIreel - 

Ballast condition (good, fouled, non eaislent. etc ) 
N.R Co - Rail condition- defectioe raI, and 'oinl mismatch, missing hardware, loose Cgnirecfions, etc.  
plane 

Evidence of poor diainage or pumping action, erosion 0-5 
Speed Limit 	___________ DOT No. 	Date Vegetation - forany growth. slope condition o-s 
POT N P. 	 Agency Switches or crossneers within Oicrnity of ring & general condition 0-5 

Type 0rng Overall Rrdeabilily Of Crossing Ctreck One 

O Unconsolrdaled Good, relatively srrmoth no repairs needed [J 
0 Asplrall Fau, adequate but some minor work required 0 
O Asphalt With Header Poor noticeable rougfrrress more erfeesioo work required [j 
O Inner Guardrail 9 Asphall Bad. very ionuglr coerplete mecondif inning needed 0 
O Full Width Plank 

C) Timber Headei General condition graded train 0)0 10 

0 Prelabrrcated 
I 0 is eocellenl 	to it worst eofierre 

C] Concrete Note 	Rate MulIrple Track Crossings Indiurdually, in part or wInnIe. 

Roadway Approaches 

General condition of asytiall for tbO' ± air each side of aing. Note & circle the following conditions if present. 

Corrugafioes. Rut) ing, Stronrog. Cracking. Raveling. Etc. 	 o-s 
Steep grade (%), or inadequate approach plalform 	 0-5 

Narrow ioadmoy, single lane approach, inadequate shoulders 	 0-5 - 

Um.ianed roadway (general condition well maintained, graded I groveled, ianippruoed) 	 0_5 

Drainage problems, set Iteoren), steep embanhmeo), slructuaes 	 • 	o,_ 
Passive warning devices (presence I condition of ABS. pavement marking, striping) 	 0-5 - 

Crossing Surlace Between Rails 	 Complele corrrpotalions in office. 	 Total points of lowed 	100 

Rough uneven surface between rails, selllenent or sagging condition 	 o-s 	 minus sian of defects 	- 

th 	 Total poinfs this oingohen, splintered, missing, or loose planking, or panels 	 0-5 	
- 	v Average Rating Reel or missing spikes, tag screws, tie plates, fasteners, etc 	 0-5 	 Additional Coerorents' 

Pot holes or broken sections of asphall 	 0-5 

Corrugatiorrs: ridging, or sfrovirrg of asphalt. Ilargewap restriction 	 o-s 

Profriding surface aterve fop of rail ( aggregate, plank, track hardware, etc.) 	 0-5  

Note specific condition of any rating of Iron or greater.  

FIGURE B-li Nevada surface condition rating form for railroad crossings. 



IUbLLC RAIL-HIGII..Ai CRCSSINtS IN MARYLAND 
R'IIEU BY PKEbICTD ACCIDEnTS PER YEAN 

INVENTORY DATE: APRIL 1983 

Pk.DICrED CKUSSING RAIL 4 OF ACCIDENTS DATE WARNING TRAINS DAY 4 OF TIME IS 4 OF FLNC. 
reANI ACIU.MTS ID S1At 

78 79 80 81 92 CHANGE CLASS DAY TRAINS TRACKS SPEED PAVED LANES 

.1 2.2479_322Mt) 30 5 4 	4 3 3 4 12 6 1 15 YES 2  6 €100 
2 1.3100 140b96N - 	MI) BO 0 0 	3 2 4 7 18 8 2 70 YES - 2 4 8990 
j O.P93' 161 4E 140 1_ _J..L jgs 4 14 _156C0 
4 0.0399 	.. 14O330 NO 60 1 1 1 0 - 5 14 2 1 15 YES 2 19 18443 1__P'4_ .L 1_ _1 _0.  8 _76 50 4 80 YES 2 19 3400 
0 0.6236 140899J MD 80 0 3 	0 0 1 7 18 8 2 70 YES 2 17 	. 6160 
7 0.55il 1403561 . pD9O 0 0 	2_2_9 5 3 2 1 15 YES 3 16 13000 

S3(Th93L MD ATE 0 0 	2 1 0 8 108 86 3 80 YES 4 16 1775 
9 0.4197 140.36214 MD 80 1_ 0 	0 0 2 5 3 2 1 15 YES 4 14 18925 
10 - C.4753 1403278 MD 60 1 2 0 0 4 12 6 1 15 YES 2 ,19 12500 
11 0.4721 529571K O CR_ 1 0 	2 0 0 7 4 3 1 30 YES 4 06 115C0 
1 0.4079 5322506 140 CR 0 2 	0 1 0 7 3 3 1 30 YES 1 07 17200 
13 0.3987 140411R 140 80 2 0 	1 0 0 _7 10 5 1 45 YES 2 07 . 2460 
14 O31iiI46 8i6 M080 1 0 	1 0 0 7 10 5 1 15 YES 3 14 14800 
15 0.3592 532295N MD CR00 0 0 3 4 3 3 1 30 YES2 07 3060 

.4 s229rMD tR 1 0 	1 0 0 4 3 3 1 30 YES 1 06 10000 
17 0.3090 529608x ML) AIX 0 0 	0 0 2 8 76 50 3 80 YES 2 19 2000 

:28210 908 0T 0 1 8 20 	10 	2 76 -YES 2 16 5950 
19 0.2789 140313A liD 80 0 11 0 0 4 12 6 1 15 YES - 2 19 2250 I 0 	0 0 2 - 4 3 3 1 30 	YES I . 	08 725 
21 0.2127 1408693 MD 50_ _0 01 1 0 8 25 15 2 50 YES 2 16 6100 
22 0.2632 140863B MD 80 1 " 	0 0 1 8........ 31 15- • 3 25 YES 2 19 1500 
23 0.2629 530669K MD CR 0 1 	0 0 0.___ 4 15 0 2 15 YES 4 14 26000 
24 u 2 i 9 9 -A b 00 0 1 	1 0 0 8 18 8 2 70 YES 2 1i0i10 
25 u.257o 5299569 140 MODE 0 1 	0 0 0 10181 4 2 0 1 15 YES. 2 07 7300 

2 -0 	iJ7f4Ob4w ROO 000 0 1 . 10 5 1 15 YES 4 16 10340 
27 0.2495 532256X MO CR 1 3 	00 0 4 3 3 1 30 NO 2 09 375 
28 0.2481 139541E MD 80 0 0 	0 0 1 2 2 15 YES 5 14 34850 
29 0.244o 144684Y MI) 80 1 0 	0 0 0 5 20 _1 25 YES 2 14 71CO 

'_ ffii ii 0 2 0 0 .) 5 2 1 50 YES 	2 07 1400 
31 0.2392 832376S 180 WN 0 0 	0 1 0 5 6 0 0 4 YES 4 14 28000 

0 0 	10 0 1 10 5 2 12 YES 2 14 109C0 
33 0.2353 140393V MD 90 0 2 	0 0 0 5 20. 0 2 15 YES 1 19 275 
34 0.1341 5320440 MD MDDE 0 0 0 0 10181 4 4 0 1 30 YES 07 2400 
3s 0.2340 144851V MD 80 1 0 	0 0 1 _8 16 7 2 30 YES 2 09 3300 
3023435295949 ko ATX000 1 .0 8 76 50 3 0 	IFS 	2 19 7200 
37 0.2319 529573Y MD CR 0 3 0 0 4 4 3 1_ 30 YES 2 19 200 
o 0:2721-nI8r9x NORM U u 	0i 0 4 11 3 1 35 YES 2 09 450 
39 0.153 140396k liD 80 0 0 	0 1 0 12/80 8 10 0 1_ 15 YES 4 14 145C0 
4O'u.2128 1446 	Ut 60 1 r 4 2 1 1 15 YES 2 	14 ieoo 
41 0.2111 41316s7X MD WM 	_ 0 0 1 0 6 2 0. 0 4 YES _ 4 14 25050 

_4_• 0;325 140450C......... ThD 90 	0 0 	1u 0 - 7 10 5 - 46iES 2 074400 
43 0.2311 140o085 MD 130 0 01 0 1 _9/81 8 57 12 2 50 YES 2 09 900 -4-1-0 _r_959'_84807_4r 140........ CTN 	1 	U 0 0 0 4 -, 1 1 3 YES 2 19 18443 
45 0.1952 8340 	5T MD WM 1 0 	0 0 0 7 5 0 1 45 YES 2 08 	_ 11200. 

0.1933 9320188 .... t't) . 	vo14oroo 0 7 5 0 1 4Ts 2 07 	iOF 
47 0.1891 1403404 0 30 0 0 	0 0 1 7 . 5 3 2 15 YES 2 16 .4030 

0.1837 ----- 8316993 NO 9M00010 4 12 	2 1 	351S 2 
49 U.ldJO 5322b3U 14D CR .1 0O 0 1 4 1 0 1 30 YES 2 07 2630 
50 	01317 BU 	I w_ 0 _0_ ._ 6_ T0438A 

	
14 0-  lB__ 5 1 45_ YES 1 09 3150 

FIGURE B-12 Maryland ranking of rail-highway crossings. 



RAIL-  HIGHW 
INSPECTIO 

EXISTING HIGHWAY 

-I. Rout. -Log-Station 

Location - Rural 0 Urban 0 
Surlus. Typ. 	 Width _______ ft. 

4.V.rtical AI.gnm.nt. 

Approach Grad. 01 - 31
3% - St 
51 -10% 

)0' 

S. Horizontal Alignmsnti 

Skaw0°- 20°  
20°- 400  
400. 60°  
600_ 7So 

0 900 

6. Sight Distance, 

Substandard in quadrant(s) 

Along Track(s) 
0- tOO' 

tOO- 200' 
200- 500' 
500 000' 

1000'. 

Crest 
Ad.quata 
Inad.quat. El 

7.. S -y.ar  accidant record 

$ P,ot.ctioa (Ch.ck so. dir.) 

Cros,bucks- 	-- Advanc. Sign 
R.tI. Xbucks 	Stop Sign 
flashing Liz. 	flagman 
Got.t 	 0th., 
Wig Wag 	 Non• 

9.AADT 

10. Post.d Sp..d - 	 mph. 

II. School-bus rout. - bias/day  

12. Hazardous mat'I. 

13. Comm. bus rt.. 

Y- CROSSING 
N SHEET  

Townz_._..... 

 District,  

Railroad,  

DOT No.  

- 	IS Milapost.  

Rout.,  

Highway Syst.m: 

EXISTING RAILROAD 

- t.T.ock condition, 	 - 

Poor 
lair 	LI 
Good Li 	 - 

Mud,oil -mud,oil length 	 Ii. 

No. irocks 

4.Trainsldoy  

5. Whistle sounded 

&Amtrk rI. 	 - 

Othwpau 	 - 	- -. 	- 

- Hazard Index Priority - 

-. 

-SKITC  

Comments.  

Inipsctd by. 

14. P.destrians 

15.111id.ability (Xlng) 

S.v.r. 
Poor 

- 	- - 	lair 	- - 	- 	-- 	- 	 - 	- 	- 	- 
-- - 	Good 	 • 

- .16. Crossing Surface __________ WIdih __________ft. 

FIGURE B-13 Vermont rail-highway crossing inspection form. 
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= 
000000 

000000 

000000 

000000 

= 
000000 
000000 

000000 

mm 
0" 888  
000 

000000 

ggg 

000000 

000000 

000000 = 

RUN 01/05/84 	RURAL-URBAN INVENTORY WORk LISTING 	- REV1SEQ 01/01/84 PAGE 0106 

PLN SEQ 015 	STATE ROUTE 202 	F UNCT CLASS 2 	CON SEC 1774 	C.S. StO 013 

IN 	 INRRW 	 I 	 I 	 P 	F 
CT APPROACHES BR AG S 	RURL 	R D1V-NULTIE2N_. ! ç 	CflY ! F.. 

DESCRIPTiON JCT -NEAK-*FAR* 	--"1 UKBN IN N NtUIN'UNUITIU' P i.*t 	NM P. 	MM 	b 

JCT E LAKE SAMMAMifl PARKWAY R N UU4R 11 06622*066 1065 8 	202 2 
JCT 	lb5TIs AVE 	NE L N UU4R 11 04622*046 1065 B 	202 2 
Sk Mc T 	SlTH AVE NE K N UU4R 11 06622*066 1065 B 	20 
REDMOND ECI U 	R 11 08622*086 20 
JET 192ND P1 NE 
MARTIN CREEK ER WPS 
MARTN CREEK 8k EPS 

202/46 
202/46 

R N 
0 U 	K 

U 	R 
11 
11 

C24A 	C 
08622*086 

20 JCT 1961k AVE NE/URB AREA BORY B N K 	R 11 08622A086 
JCT NE 551H PLACE 
JCT 2041H PLACE tjE 

I 
I 

N 
N R 	K 11 04A22A04A 202 2 

k 	PIP 	IC 
MARTIN CEEK lR WPS 202/47 0 R 	R 11 C24A 	C 202 
MARTIN CREIP. 	lk EPS 202/47 K 	K 11 04*23A046 202 
JET SAHALEE WAY NE 
BRIDGE MD 522/48.25 
BRDGE 	:n 5221*8.25 

hPS 
(PS 

K N 
0 K 	K 

R 	K 
11 
11 

C24* 	C 
04*23*04* 

20 
20 

JCT NE 50TH STREET 
JCT CCUPITY SDAi.. 
SR lIP 11 
JCT 229Th AVL M 
JCT 228TH AVE 
SR lIP 12 
JCT 2361k AVE NE 
SR NP 1 
JCT 2441k AVE NE 
JCT NE AMES lAKE ROAD 
JCT NE AMES LAKE ROAD WYE CDNN 
SR NP 14 
JCT 264TH AVE NE 
SR lIP 15 
CT ht TOLl HILL ROAD 

JCT NE TOLl HILL RD NYE CONk 
Sk NP it 
SR NP 17 
JCT COUNTY kOAD 
SR HP iC 
JCT 292ND AVL SE 
JCT 3001k AVE SE 
SR HP ic 
JCT SE 31ST STREET 
PATTERSON CREEK BR WFS 202/54 
PATTERSON CREEK BR EPS 202/54 
JET 3081k AVE SE 
SW HP 21 
JCT SE 40Th STRUT 
.CT 3231k AVIMUL SE 
JCT 3247h AVL. SE  

&43010 

DISTRICI 

CS 	SR 
NP NP 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 

S 
C 
0 
0 
0 

FIGURE B-14 Washington State roadway inventory output. 
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FIGURE B-15 Output on horizontal and vertical curvature data form Washington State. 



UICHIGf.' Of PAPiN 	 ANSPORTATION 
T,AFFIC AND SAI-fY )IvISION 

	

05/16/E4 	 MICHIGAN DIMENSIONAL ACCIOENT SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM (MIDAS) 

SEGMENT FILE 

	

DISTRICT 6- 	CS 25011 	ROUTE M-13.M-21 	GENESEE COUNTY 

	

0.00- 0.54 4 LANE DVOEO 	lOft LANE 12 SHLOER BEARING N 3:42 E 	 RURAL 	PASSING 	55 	N 	5 

O.t2 M13 	1W 169 	CLAYTON IMP. 	NO SIGNAL 	OTHER 	 3 LEGS 	INFLUENCE 20NE 	0.00 - 0.15 

0.17 MALI UNKNOWN 	CLAYTON IMP. 	NO SIGNAL 	OTHER 	 3 LEGS 	INFLUENCE ZONE • 0.15 - 0.30 

0.42 BROOKS ROAD 	CLAYTON IMP. 	NO SIGNAL 	TEE 	 3 LEGS 	INFLUENCE ZONE 	0.30 - 0.47 

0.52 BRISTOL ROAD 	CLAYTON TWP. 	NO SIGNAL 	TEE 	 3 LEGS 	INFLUENCE ZONE - 0.47 - 0.58 

	

0.54- 1.27 	4 LANE DVOED 	12ft LANE 8 SHLOER BEARING N 3:42 E 	 RURAL 	PASSING 	55 	N 	5 

0.63 GANSSLEY ROAD 	CLAYTON TWP. 	NO SIGNAL 	TEE 	 3 LEGS 	INFLUENCE ZONE 	0.58 - -0.99 

	

1.27- 1.35 	4 LANE DVOED 	12ft LANE 8 SHLOER 	BEARING N 3:42 6 	URBAN 	NO PASSING 	55 	N . S 

	

1.35- 1:37 	4 LANE DVDED 	12ft LANE 8 SHLDER 	CURVE L 0 DEG 4 MIN 	URBAN 	NO PASSING 	55 	N 	S 

1.35 SOUTH ST 	 LENNON CITY 	NO SIGNAL 	CROSS 	 4 LEGS 	INFLUENCE ZONE - 0.99 - -1:38 

	

1.37- 1.40 4 LANE OVDEO 	12?t LANE 8 SHLOER CURVE L 0 DEG 4 MIN 	URBAN 	PASSING 	55 	N 	S 

	

1.40- 1.42 	4 LANE,OVDEO 	12ft LANE 8 SHLOER 	CURVE I. 0 DEG 4 MIN 	URBAN 	PASSING 	35 - N 	- S 

1.41 ORCHARD ST 	 LENNON CITY 	NO SIGNAL 	TEE 	 3 LEGS 	INFLUENCE ZONE 	1.38 - 1.46 

	

1.42- 1.44 	4 LANE OVOED 	12ft LANE S SHLDER CURVE L 0 DEG 4 MIN 	URBAN 	NO PASSING 	35, 	N. 	'S 

	

1.44- 1.71 	4 LANE DVDED 	12ft LANE 8 SHLDEP 	BEARING N 3:18 E 	 URBAN 	NO PASSING 	35 	N 	S 

1.50 MAIN ST 	 LENNON CITY 	SIGNAL 	 CROSS 	 4 LEGS 	INFLUENCE ZONE • 1.46 - 1.58 

1.65 PARK OR 	. 	LENNON CITY 	NO SIGNAL 	TEE 	 3 LEGS 	INFLUENCE ZONE • 1.58 - 2.04 

	

1.71- 1.72 	4 LANE DVOED 	12ft LANE 8 SHLOER 	BEARING N 3:18 E 	URBAN 	NO PASSING 	55 	N 	S 

FIGURE B-16 Output from Michigan's MIDAS inventory. 



FIVE YEAR ROAD FEATURES 1NVEtTORY SHEET 
SlATE OF NEBKASKA 	 DEPARTMENT OF ROADS 

* HWY REF 	SUP REt REF POST COUNTY RUL 	MAJOR 	OVERLAP 	OVERLAPS 
NO POST 	CCDE LENGTH 	 HWY NO REF POST LENGTh * 

* 1-4 5-5 	10-14 	 * 
* 

* 	 * 

* 	 * 
$ 	PRuFILE MILES BY SURFACE TYPE (CODE TO TENThS OF A MILE) 	 * 
* 	 BITUMINOUS CONCRETE GRAVEL OTHER 	 * 
* 	2 LANE 	 . 	.... 	 ....... (15-22) 	* 
* 	4 LANE DIVIDED 	 .... 	. 	. 	(23-30) 	* 
S 	4 LANE UNDIVIDED 	. 	. 	.. 	._. (31-38) 	* 
S. 	6 LANE 	 . 	. 	. 	(39-46) 	* 

* 
* 	SHOULUER MILES 	SPECIAL 	 * 
$ 	SOD PAVED 3oll 	LANE MILES 	 a 
* 147-551 	(56-58) 	 * 
* 	 * 
* 	. .- .- 	• 	 * 
$ 	 * 
* $*RCADWAY FEATURES** 	$*TALLY AREA** 	 TOTAL 	 * 
* ----------------------------------------- a 
* 	STRUCTURES < 20 	 = -- 	459-611* 
a ------------------------------------------ - 
a 	OTHER STRUCTURES 	 = -- 	(62-641a 
* 	---------------------------------------- * 
a 	SMALL SIGNS 	 = 	( 65-67)* 
a ------------------------- 	--------------------- * 
a 	CVERNEAD SIGNS 	 = - (68-70)* 
a ------------------  --------------- * 
* 	DELINEAJORS 	 = - 471-731* 
a ----------------  ---------- --- * 
* 	FEET OF GUARDRAIL 	 = 	474-781* 
* 	----------------- ------------- 	--------------- a 
* 	ROW MOW ACRES 	 _.._ (79-811* 
a ---------------------------------------  --- * 
* 	FEET OF FENCE 	 = _____ (82-861* 
a ------------ 	--------------- ----_____ 	-- $ 
a 	LIGHT POLES 	 = - 	( E7-8e)s 
* - 	 a 
a 	CRAS) BARRIERS 	 = 	( 89-9C)* 
a ----- 	- -------------- --------------------- 
a 	TiAFFIC SIGNALS 	 = - 	491-92)* 
a ---------------- -------------- -----------a 
* 	ERIUGES 	 = - 	(93-94)a 
a ----------- --------------------- -------------- a 
* 	 • 	 a 
S 	 YARD PREMIX AGREEMENT 	 * 
a 	NC. 	SITE 	CODE 	 a 
* 	(95-99) 1ICO-102) (103) 	 * 
a 	 S 

a 	 a 
* 	 a 
* SUPERV1UR 	DATE  
a 	 a 
a*a.ss.aa** aa***a**s**a asa**aa**aaaaa$s***a.*a*aas*$*a*aaaa*a*assa**a$aa 

76 

FIGURE B-li Nebraska inventory coding form for road features. 



MA-INIENANCL ITEMS 

ROADNILES i$Y SURFACE TYPE 
BiTUMINOUS 
PCKTLANI) CEMENT CUNCRETE 
GKA VII. 
OTHER 

ROAD MILES UY PROF lit: TYPE 
2 LANE 
4 LANE UIVIOFU 
4 LANE UNLIVIUEG 
OTHER 

SHOULCER MILES BY TYPE 
SOt) 
PAVE 1) 
36" PAVED APRUN 

SPECIAL LANE MILES 

STRUCTURES, SIGNS C MISC 
STRUCTURES LESS THAN 20 El 
OTHER STRUCTURES 
SMALL SIGNS 
UVERHEAI. SIGNS 
DEL INEAT(IRS 
EUAKt)XAIL (FLEE) 
MUA8LE R.U.N. ACRITS 
FENCE (ELET 
LIGHT PCL€S 
CRASH 8ARRIERS 
TRAFFIC SIGNALS 
BRIUES 
PREMIX SITES 

MAINTENAN(.E MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
INVENTORY SUMMARY FOR SUPERINTENDENT BY SUPERVISOR 

REPORT NO. $MS 552-2 

SUPERVISOR 

	

111 	112 	113 	114 	 116 

	

20.5 	-. 94.0 - 	100.6- 	9.0 	 67.2 

	

37.4 -• 36.1 	21.1 	21.1 	 17.8 
- 	5.6 

	

21.2 	117.7 	121.3 	12.8 
	 85.0 

	

36.1 	18.0 	 17.3 

	

.6 	 .4 

	

27.8 	167.8 	202.7 	25.6 
	 136.4 

	

86.1 	84.8 	32.0 	34.6 
	 32.2 

	

66.3 	34.0 	 34.6 

	

15.9 	11.3 	6.8 	2.6 
	 5.3 

	

509.0 	456.0 	1060.0 	252.0 
	

225.0 

	

323.0 	1C48.0 	7.0 	183.0 
	 663.0 

	

998.0 	1818.0 	1407.0 	562.0 
	

1151.0 

	

46.0 	 2.0 
	 2.0 

	

- 7852.0 	5177.0 	1180.0 	2438.0 
	 [855.0 

	

103927.0 58880.0 20534.0 38992.0 
	

12218.0 

	

- 549.0 	568.3 	405.0 	254.5 
	

281.4 

	

381419.0 204308.0 	 184051.0 

	

197.0 	4.0 	 52.0 
	 30.0 

5.0 

	

81.0 	55.0 	32.0 	38.0 
	 31.0 

	

1.0 	2.0 
	 1.0 

RUN DATE 05/29/84 

SUPERINTENDENT 

291.3 
[33.5 

5.6 

358.0 
71.4 
1.0 

560.3 
269.7 
134.9 

41.9 

2502.0 
2224.0 
5936.0 

50.0 
18502.0 

234551.0 
2058.2 

769778.0 
283.0 

5.0 
237.0 

4.0 

FIGURE B-18 Sample output from Nebraska maintenance management system. 



00 

CITY OF CHARLOTTE, N.C. 	 TRANSVERSE PAVEMENT MARKING 	TRAFFIC ENGINEERING DEPT. 
ACTIVITY REPORT 

ROS 	1 	 STREET 	 DISTRICT ' 	 DIRECTION NUMBER: L I 	I I 	 TYPE LI 	NUMBER LI 	OF TRAVEL s=.l EJ 

MAIN ST. NUMSER 

LLI I I 	I 	1 
21 

NUMBER r LINE NUMBER 

24 

LOCATEDON:LIrIIIIIIIIIHIHIIIIIIIIIIIIE 
50 	$1 	 54 	55 51 	 II 

IIIIIIFEET 
NAME OF STREET DISTANCE 

W4} 
OF:

97  
fl 	nI 	1111111111111 H 	1111 	ri 	iii r u 

NEAREST INTERSECTING STREET caoss ST. NUMBER 

Nl1 
:- LI SIDE OF STREET WORK REQUIRED: NEW MARKINOII; REPAINTI2I; REVISIOMI3I; REMOVALI4) 

W4J 

WORK TO BE PERFORMED: 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

	

$03 	 114 	 III 

MARKINGCODE:iIII!IIIIIlII 	 LEGEND:IIIIIIIIIIIII 
129 	 133 	 135 	IS? 	 125 	141 -- 

CONDITION: I I I I I I 	 WIDTH I I I 	FEET 	 MATERIAL: I I I 1 
ACROSS 

$43 	 141 	 AMOUNT OF `29 	 TOTAL 	' 
COLOR: H I III 	 MATERIAL 	1111 	 LINEALFEET II 1St I I 

WORK PERFORMED BY: I I I I I I I I I I I I L I I I 	 DATE COMPLETED Elillil - LIII - L]II 
MONTH DAY YEAR 

191$ 1913,501 

FIGURE B-19 Pavement marking coding form from Charlotte, North Carolina. 



CITY OF CHAR1OTTF, N.C. 
PAVEMENT MARKING INVENTORY REPORT (TRANSVERSE TYPE 1ATAI 	 DATE 01-19-84 

* 	 * 
$ HAIN STREET NAME - F INDEPENDEN 	STREET TYPE - PR! 	DISTRICT 2 * 
* 	 * 

------------------------------------ - ---------- .-- --- -- --- -,--------------4------4-----4-------+--------+------+---------4-------4-4  

IDIR CE1 LINE 	1 01ST 1 REFERENCE I SIDE I 	TYPE OF 	I 	 I CON- I 	IMATER- I 	IAMDUNTI LAST T NEXT 1ST 

ITRAVFIT NUMBER 	I F DIR ICROSS STREETIOF STRI 	MARKING 	I 	LEGEND 	IDITIONI LEN I TAt 	I COLOQ IPAINT I STRIPE I STPIPFTNT 
+-----------------• _ 4.-----------------------____ -•------------------------------------------------------- 

I 

---+ - +--------4------4--------4-------- 

I FAST 100363694012232 W IIDIEWIIf) RD INORTH 1ARROW 	 ILA 	 I GOOD I 	IPLS 	1 WHITE I 	
I I8 01 811 	IS! 

----------------------- -• ----------+------4-----------------------------• ---------------------4----------------+---------------- 

1 EAST 100363695012172 W IIDLEWILU RD INORTH IARROW 	 ILA 	 I GOD!) I 	IPLS 	I WHITE I 	108 01 All 	 151 
+------4---------+ -------4-------------------4--------------4---------------4-------+-------------4- ---------------+ --------+------- 

I EAST 100163696012112 W IIDLFW1I.D RD INORTH IARPOW 	 ILA 	 I I GOOD 1 	IPLS 	I WHITE I 	108 it P37 	IS! 
+------4---------+ -------+------------+------I------------------------------4------4-----4-------+--------4 ------+--------+-------4-4 

I FAST 100363697011176 W IIDtFWILD RD INORTH TARROW 	 ILA 	 I GOOD I 	IPLS 	I WHITE I 	108 02 811 	IS! 
+------+ -----------------4-----------+-----+--------------4--------------+------4-----4-------4--------+------4--------4------- 

1 EAST 10063698011116 W IIOLEWILI) RD INORTH IARROW 	 ILA 	 I GOOD I 	lot_S 	1 WHITE I 	TOP 02 811 	IS! 
4------4 ---------4 -------4-------------4------4 --------------4-------------+------+-----4-------4---------4------4 --------+ -------4-4 

I EAST 100363699011056 W TIDIEW lID RD INORTH IARROW 	 ILA 	 I GOOf) I 	T°LS 	I WHITE 1 	108 02 811 	151 
----------------------------------------------- ------------+--------------+------4-----4 -------+ --------+------+ --------+------- 

FIGURE B-20 Sample computer output from Charlotte, North Carolina pavement marking inventory. 



00 
C IMACT AT2EN4T3P REFACEMENT PROGRAM INVENTCRY 

• . STREET . 	. . 
tATE. .C...ASS .ADT:c'0(' INSTALL . . .IMS'#LL 	. LAYDL 

LOCATION . . 	. TYPE . 
NO. .SFEED .DIS- 	. .DATE . 2051 	. PATERN 

LIMIT . 	. . 

.SOUTHWEST FREEWAY. 	S.W. E/9. 	02 . 	8.SAND .-3C. .4 	. 
AT EXIT RAMP TO U.S. . . 	BARRELS .1969  

.CAPITOL . 	121) . 	60 	.(16) a C 

• . . 	. . . 	. 0d4h,In 

• . . b c d 
SOUTHEAST FREEWAY. G.E. WI?. 	02 . 	I08.SAND .00T. .4  
AT EXIT RAMP 'E 	TO U. S. .?ARRELS .1969 . 	11000. 

.CAFITOL . 	40) . 	COl. 	. (17) . . 	. I 

• • . . 
.AOUTHWEST FREEWAY. 	S.W. E'B 	0 . 	°9.4.SA4C 1Q6 .1 	- 	. + 	; h 
.AT EXIT RAMP 	E" TO U. S. 	• . 	.EARRELS I 	1 
.APITOL 	- . . 

DATE INSPECTED/DAMAGEDPARTS/REPAIR COST l DATE 

11/01/83 	 12/13/02 	 . 	 1/26/G4 - 	 02/21/04 	 . 	 04/02/04 	 . 	 05/0/84 

0 DAMAGE .4 e DAMAGED .4 0 DAMAGED HAS BEEN HIT HAS SEEN REPAIRED .4 n DAMAGED 
EEDS PAVEMENT MARKING • . 4 0 DAMAGED NO DAMAGED 

0 1
BARREL NEEDS L:D NO DAMAGE :No DAMAGE :No DAMAGE No DAMAGE .NO DAMAGE 

1 BRIDGE RAIL MISSING  

NO DAMAGE :NO DAMAGE NEED NUMBER ON RAMP :No DAMAGE .N0 DAMAGE MINOR HIT 	 I 
NEEDS REPOSITION . . . NEEDS NUMBER ON RAMP . . 
NEEDS FIX THE FENDERS  
NEEDS OBJECT MARX INS SIGN . . . 

FIGURE B-21 Washington, D. C. inventory of impact alternatives. 



THE TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH BOARD is an agency of the National Re-
search Council, which serves the National Academy of Sciences and the National Academy of 
Engineering. The Board's purpose is to stimulate research concerning the nature and perform-
ance of transportation systems, to disseminate information that the research produces, and to 
encourage the application of appropriate research findings. The Board's program is carried out 
by more than 270 committees, task forces, and panels composed of more than 3,300 admin-
istrators, engineers, social scientists, attorneys, educators, and others concerned with transpor-
tation; they serve without compensation. The program is supported by state transportation and 
highway departments, the modal administrations of the U.S. Department of Transportation, 
the Association of American Railroads, the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, 
and other organizations and individuals interested in the development of transportation. 

The National Research Council was established by the National Academy of Sciences in 1916 
to associate the broad community of science and technology with the Academy's purposes of 
furthering knowledge and of advising the Federal Government. The Council operates in ac-
cordance with general policies determined by the Academy under the authority of its congres-
sional charter of 1863, which establishes the Academy as a private, nonprofit, self-governing 
membership corporation. The Council has become the principal operating agency of both the 
National Academy of Sciences and the National Academy of Engineering in the conduct of 
their services to the government, the public, and the scientific and engineering communities. 
It is administered jointly by both Academies and the Institute of Medicine. 

The National Academy of Sciences was established in 1863 by Act of Congress as a private, 
nonprofit, self-governing membership corporation for the furtherance of science and technology, 
required to advise the Federal Government upon request within its fields of competence. Under 
its corporate charter the Academy established the National Research Council in 1916, the 
National Academy of Engineering in 1964, and the Institute of Medicine in 1970. 
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